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Abstract
The stories contained herein are nothing more or less than an exploration of the facets of
my own soul. Even as the actors of Ancient Greece would change masks as they moved from
character to character, so two do I move from one character, subject, and style as I move from
facet to facet. The first section explores my experiences with war. Although highly fictionalized,
these stories are based on real-world incidents and, more importantly, the emotional impact of
those experiences (both comedic and tragic). The second section overtly takes advantage of my
knowledge of Classical Mythology. More fundamentally, these stories explore the often harsh
journey we all must endure in forging our own identities through the drama of family and
society. The third section grows out of the first, attempting to express the long-term
consequences (both good and bad) of exposure to the great trauma of war. The final section, an
excerpt from a novel, centers upon a single question that I still grapple with today: how does one
live with such a burden of death and destruction weighing upon his soul? These disparate stories,
characters, and themes all seek to make sense out of the insensible, the traumatic, and the absurd.

CHAPTER I: WAR STORIES
Thinking with your Gun
“She cursed you, Sarn’t,” Cooke said.
I shifted uncomfortably in the rusted field chair, rolling my eyes.
“Hold still,” Doc grumbled, not bothering to look up. He just continued applying the
greasy salve to my burns. The improvised aid station had been put in an old Iraqi army storage
building, one of the concrete blocks around which we’d had our sleeping billets built just weeks
ago. The place still reeked of unwashed bodies and blown-up concrete. Adding the noxious
fumes from the ointment made the air so thick it stuck to the back of your throat.
Another stab of burning hate shot through my face and into my brain. “Focus!” I
snapped.
The hulking medic snorted in derision. “My job is tending to battlefield injuries,” he
pointed out. “Not babying a bunch of fuckin’ children.”
“Your job is whatever the fuck you’re told,” I growled through a renewed stab of
injustice coursing through my burned face. “If Higher says, ‘go fight Hajj,’ you go. If Higher
says, ‘Tend to your squad leader’s burned face…’”
“Or split lip,” Cooke added helpfully from where he leaned, thin arms crossed, against
the open doorframe across which Doc had strung a canvas flap. My gunner had followed me into
Doc’s improvised aid station when he saw the steaming results of my attempt at an apology. His
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dark eyes were full of questions but his full-lipped mouth gave voice only to smart-assed
remarks at my expense. “Or the bruised testicle,” Cooke added. “Or the axe thing. Or the dud
IED that detonated.”
“AT EASE!!!” I roared, trying to sweep my arms in a broad condemnation of all wouldbe comedians. I couldn’t complete the intimidating gesture, though, since my arms banged into
the metal racks bearing Doc’s supplies, the loud rattle of metal shelves and plastic containers
seeming to join in my gunner’s jocularity. My chair then collapsed under me, the impact of my
ass on the ground causing an avalanche of medical supplies from either side to come crashing
down on top of me. Luckily, Doc nimby dodged the collapse.
Once this newest pratfall was finished, I slowly, deliberately removed the feminine
hygiene products that had managed to land in my lap; why the hell Doc needed those in an allmale unit I did not know. I was about to make some comment on the injustice of it all when a
bottle of alcohol fell, as if from nowhere, hitting my head and managing to unseal itself before
regurgitating its searing contents into my eyes.
***
“So, who cursed you?” Doc casually asked, forcibly holding my eyes open as he dribbled
warm water in, ignoring my curses against him, his family, and his heritage. We had moved to
the shower trailer, partly because Doc had insisted on the need for water to treat my new
chemical burns, but more, I suspected, to get me and my curse away from his medical supplies.
“Panther 9,” Cooke said with a mixture of envy, lust, and pride. Since our arrival incountry, most of the men, myself included, had gotten into the habit of referring to Sergeant First
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Class Revanche and the other females by their call-signs rather than their names. I don’t
remember why.
Doc stopped and stared at the gunner in open-mouthed shock. “Panther 9?” he looked
back at me. “Wow.”
“Yeah,” I grunted, “good for me.”
Through the chemical mist that shrouded my vision, I could see several people coming
from and heading into their evening shower. Most of them paused to grin at me. “Keep moving,
shit-bricks!” I barked. Regardless of my outrage or attempts to invoke rank, the constant flow of
traffic meant a new audience every few minutes. “The least you could do is keep them out,” I
demanded.
Cooke shrugged. “Fighting a desert war’s hard work, Sarn’t.”
I knew it. I didn’t like it, but I knew it. Any time a unit could get back to camp, they did
so bone-weary, covered in a filthy layer of burning desert, and trailing a cloud of BO. A shower
was one of the few luxuries available to us on Camp Qualea, and my curse should not… could
not interfere. “Just hurry up,” I sighed.
“How d’you even know he’s been cursed?” Doc asked Cooke.
“Are you kidding?” the gunner laughed. “Since we’ve gotten in-country, the boss’ been
hurt… how many times now?”
“Fourteen,” I replied flatly.
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“FOURTEEN!?!” a voice called out in surprise from behind a shower curtain.
“Wait,” Doc interrupted. “You haven’t been to see me fourteen times. Not yet, anyway.”
“Most of it wasn’t that bad.”
“Yeah,” Cooke agreed. “That tree fallin’ on you wasn’t a big deal at all.” Cooke shook
his head. “How the hell somebody gets hit by a tree in a desert…”
“Or falling down that gravel hill,” a voice called from a shower. “Or the helicopter
thing,” said another shower. “Or doing a spread-eagle on that Jersey barrier.” “Or…”
“So, why did Panther 9 curse him?” Doc asked, handing his emptied bottle to Cooke for
refilling.
“Remember that big IED when we got in-country?” the gunner asked, filling the bottle.
We all remembered that attack, of course. It was less than a week into the deployment; one of the
gun-trucks had been destroyed and four of my guys injured. That was our welcome to Iraq: a
brutal baptism for most of my young, inexperienced soldiers. “Well, the Sarn’t here, you
remember that crack in the face he took?”
“Sure,” Doc said, taking the refilled bottle and resuming the treatment. “Funny as hell.”
“Well,” the gunner continued, “the boss went to DENTAC; I think he had a crown
knocked out or something. Anyway, he goes to that clinic they set up over on the other side of
base, and he meets Panther 9.” The entire shower trailer erupted in lustful exclamations of
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appreciation for the curvaceous senior NCO. “You know everybody with stripes been trying to
get near her. But nobody’s had luck.”
“So… him?” Doc asked, casting me a disparaging look.
Cooke sat down in one of the plastic chairs we kept in the shower trailer. He leaned in
conspiratorially. “Second old Sarn’t gets in there, all busted up from catchin’ an IED, that’s all it
took.”
“That’s not all it took,” I corrected, but the story had a life of its own.
“Whole week after the IED, whole time we’re in recovery doin’ maintenance and gettin’
patched up, Sarn’t’s spendin’ nights over in Ladyville.”
“So, what?” Doc asked, finishing with the wash and gently pressing a sterile cloth against
my face. “Was he a bad lay or something? Why the curse?”
Cooke laughed. “’pparently, old Sarn’t here slept with her and was out the door. Been
ghostin’ her ever since.”
Doc looked at me. “Well, fuck you then; you deserve a curse.”
Cooke leaned further in, his already deep voice going low enough that only Doc and I
could hear over the general racket of the shower-trailer. “Funny as it’s been, boss, we need to get
back to work. We’ve only been in-country a few weeks, and these accidents of yours are starting
to interfere with the job.” He glanced around the showers. “People’re startin’ to notice.”
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“I’m aware,” I growled, ignoring the stabs of pain lancing from my eyes to my brain and
into my ego.
“Really should just apologize to her,” my gunner continued. “Get her to take off the
curse.”
“I tried,” I said through teeth clenched against the pain and the recent memory.
“So, what happened?”
I gestured at the burns on my face. “It did not go well.”
***
Ladyville, the extensive medical facility, was spread out over what had been an empty
field; the support stronghold having arisen seemingly overnight and occupied by an enticing
coven of females. An array of air-conditioners, generators, supply trailers, and more were
scattered about like discarded building stones. Skeletal antennae reached up to the dust-shrouded
sky and a bizarre tangle of cables and tubes snaked their way across the lifeless ground. A
jumble of modular tents, big and small, tall and short, wide and narrow, were interconnected by
twisting corridors. The men that didn’t belong stood out starkly amidst the labyrinth that housed
our medical, dental, and psych elements; they wandered about, timidly sticking their heads into
various openings. Alternatively, the medics, dentists, and counselors that dwelled within these
mysterious chambers glided about effortlessly, casually navigating what I always suspected was
their deliberately-chaotic realm.
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Although I’d been to DENTAC before, and followed the same path back in when I went
to apologize, I couldn’t locate Panther 9’s office. It seemed as though the narrow corridors,
dimly lit by random, underpowered florescent lights, would shift even as you walked among
them. After wandering through the unmarked maze of living quarters, offices, and procedural
rooms for what seemed an eternity, I was forced to ask directions. Looking back, I’m fairly sure
that the tiny counselor I asked, her entire uniform likely to only cover one of my legs, sent a
message ahead, alerting Panther 9. I’m sure of this since, although I made no noise while
approaching, the second I ducked around the partition separating the NCOIC’s office from an
examination area, she was already staring daggers at me from behind her neatly-organized desk.
“Hey, Morgan,” I said, trying my best to sound casual, even warm as I entered the small,
cold, sectioned-off room. It had only the desk, field chair, and a filing cabinet with coffee pot
resting on top. The unrelieved white plastic that made up the walls, ceiling, and floor only dimly
reflected the sickly blue glow of an overhead light.
Panther 9 slowly stood, about three inches above me, and pointed to the rank insignia
over her heart. “Sergeant Revanche,” she said coolly, putting heavy emphasis on her title even as
she pointed to the two rockers beneath her stripes. Her two to my one. “I outrank you.”
Not a great start. “So… I heard… that is… I think that… well, I feel that you might…
that you have some… that there might be… that is, I… uh, you… um…” At a loss for words, I
glanced back, intending to shut the flap to her office for at least some minimal privacy, but found
that the dividing flap had been removed. Our conversation was open to any casual passers-by.
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Panther 9 just stared at me, then shook her head, her thick, dark hair, tightly bound
behind her head not moving an inch. “I can’t believe you’ve been inside me,” she said as though
commenting on unfavorable weather. She approached from around the desk, putting her tall,
solid frame in front of me, so close that I felt the already frigid temperature plummet. Having
moved away from her desk, I could see the small table she had set up behind it, decorated with a
tiny pot, candles, pentacle, and other instruments I could not identify.
“Well,” I fumbled. “That’s… true.”
She grimaced. “I guess I really shouldn’t drink anymore.”
“What the hell are you talking about?” I demanded. “We hadn’t been drinking.”
Panther 9 turned and fetched a fresh cup of coffee; she added some things I couldn’t see
to the steaming brew before stirring it and turning back to me. “I prefer to believe that I was
drunk, rather than so desperate I’d let someone like you climb on top of me.”
“Yeah,” I said uncertainly. “About that… I should… uh… apologize?” That should not
have sounded like a question, I later realized.
“Apologize for what?” Panther 9 asked way, WAY too calmly. She held the cup without
drinking or even blowing on the steaming liquid. “For fucking me once but telling the entire
camp we fucked all week?” She took a step closer. “For avoiding me ever since?” Another step.
“For whispering that you hoped this wasn’t just a deployment thing, and then pulling out and
running away the second you were done!?!”
“Now look,” I said reasonably. “You have every right to be mad.”
9

“Oh, thank you,” she said through a false smile.
“Yeah, well, like I said, you have the right to be mad. But let’s just be fair here. I did not
tell the whole FOB that we’d slept together even once, let alone the whole week. You know how
these kinds of rumors spread. And as for leaving that night and not talking to you again… well,
I… uh…”
The silence hung for a few seconds. Her smiling face was disrupted only by an occasional
muscle twitch. Finally, “Why did you come here?” she asked flatly.
“Well… I need you to… that is, I was hoping to ask you to take off the curse. Please.”
She stared for another few seconds. “You want me to take off a curse.”
“Yeah.”
“You came here because you want me to take off a curse.”
“Well, when you say it like that it sounds kind of…” Searing hot liquid scorched my face,
my eyes, my nostrils, and even my mouth when I tried to scream. In fairness, I probably
deserved the coffee to the face. I did not, however, deserve the punch to the gut or the knee to the
balls. Nevertheless, she did all three: coffee in the face, fist in the gut, and knee in the balls.
Whilst I was on the floor, unsure of what to cradle first, Panther 9 grabbed my nose in her
fist. “You are the biggest fucking idiot in the world,” she stated, twisting then releasing. She then
straightened and nodded to a pair of uniformed gorillas that she’d somehow magiked into being.
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As Mongo and Bongo started dragging me out, she had them pause and leaned in close.
“Also,” she sneered, “after you left, I had to finish myself off.”
***
So, after having Doc treat the burns on my face and the alcohol in my eyes, I retreated to
my bunk for some sleep. Despite my injuries, I was determined not to let any possible curse
interfere with our patrol schedule, and we had a job in the morning.
Our mission the next day was into the tiny village of Tai’b. It was really nothing more
than a handful of common buildings, most destroyed, a mosque, market, and single street. Most
of Tai’b was really the surrounding farms, sprawling fields bordered by date and fruit groves.
Since we’d restored irrigation from the Tigris just the week prior, the farmers were replanting the
potato and tomato crops that had been destroyed over the past few years of war and drought.
Because of the renewed capacity for local agriculture, a new standing order had come down from
Higher to maintain a regular presence in and around the farms in our sector. Thus, our dismount
patrols had become a frequent sight to the villagers. Normally, they didn’t even really react to us
when we came walking through. Normally.
“Maleun!!!” the old woman shrieked, pointing right me. “’Iinah leuin! Maleun!” The
long folds of her black aba billowed out and around her emaciated, outstretched hand, caught in
the cool spring wind blowing in off the nearby Tigris River. She was ancient, compressed down
by uncountable years in a harsh homeland, and the small portion of her visible face was
weathered like leather, beaten down by too many miles and too hard a road.
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“Anybody know what the hell her problem is?” I grunted, irritably pushing my shaded
eye-pro back into place; the damned things kept slipping because of the burn salve Doc had to
reapply that morning. “Where the hell is the terp?”
Alvin, our Jordanian interpreter (not his real name, by the way), came jogging up from
where he’d been in conversation with a local shopkeeper, probably trying to buy more keepsakes
for his daughters. The little guy moved quick, despite the weight of the vest we made him wear
and the comically-large helmet he had to hold steady. Panting a bit, Alvin came up behind me as
he’d been taught, listening to the woman and translating into English while shielding himself
with me against any possible attack. “She says…” the terp paused. “I am not sure I understand;
she may be talking in a different dialect.”
“What’s she saying?” I demanded over the old woman’s shrieks.
“She says that you are cursed, that you bring your curse into the village, that you must
go.”
From his position about ten meters away, Cooke loudly cleared his throat, never stopping
his scan of the nearby palm grove. “Shut it,” I snapped, barely sparing the machine-gunner a
dirty look.
By then, I’d noticed several of the locals starting to gather, drawn by the old woman’s
yelling. Security was getting problematic. I held up my hands, letting my carbine dangle by the
d-ring on my shoulder. “Tell her we’re leaving,” I instructed Alvin, and the terp relayed my
words in Arabic to the old woman. Seemingly appeased, she, and the flock of angry-looking,
black-clad women surrounding her backed off, making gestures at me that Alvin later said were
12

meant to protect against evil. I shouldered my M4 and gestured to the squad to move out. They
did so, picking up a double-column formation until we left the small village square.
Once we were beyond the cluster of squat buildings, I gave the signal to move into the
field to our right and adopt a wedge. The squad spread out, the junior sergeants assuming point
and rear with the machine-gunners and grenadiers flanking. I stayed in the center of our small
formation with Alvin immediately behind. We moved across recently-tilled and fertilized fields,
crisscrossed with irrigation ditches that were already filling with the rancid water of the Tigris,
the dirt beneath us a jumble of dry patches and slurping mud. To better facilitate our move, we
began traveling parallel to the irrigation channels, the raised banks on either side of each narrow
waterway offering not only elevation to see around us, but also sure footing against the
unpredictable mud.
“Sarn’t,” Cooke said from the formation’s front. He gestured with the barrel of his 240,
the stub-nose of his machine gun indicating a makeshift bridge ahead. “Check it,” I said in
response. Two men moved forward while the rest of the squad dropped to one knee and arrayed
themselves in a loose circle, covering all directions. My gunner looked at me and jerked his
head; I moved forward.
The bridge, if you could really call it that, was just two planks of wood, wire-bound and
tossed across one of the deeper channels. Two poles had been driven into both banks that
bordered the waterway, with a rope tied between as a sort-of handrail. The damned thing looked
about as sturdy as a wet noodle. I glanced down into the channel, noting with a grimace the
stagnant, shit-reeking yellow and brown liquid that sludged its way towards the palm groves.
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“I am not climbing through that,” Cooke declared.
“Too wide to jump,” I noted and glanced left and right. “This is new digging.”
“Looks like it goes all the way to Grand Canal,” Cooke agreed, gesturing with the barrel
of his weapon towards the distant embankment, barely visible on the hazy horizon.
“And probably all the way to the groves the other way. Fuck it,” I grumbled, stepping
onto the bridge.
“The curse!” Cooke hissed, but I sent him a flat look.
Step by cautious step, I moved onto the short bridge. The wood creaked a warning and
warped down, the weight of my bulk plus the nearly 50 pounds of kit almost more than the
improvised structure could take. But it held. I glanced back at my squad and nodded, indicating
they follow.
And then all hell broke loose.
The fields on the other side of the channel seemed to vomit up filthy, mud-caked
insurgents. Dozens of the bastards erupted from the wet, fertilized fields, screaming praise to
Allah and asking his help in killing infidels. They waved their AK-47s in the air and clambered
up, the earth clinging to their clothes and assault rifles, and the red and white checkered keffiyeh
wrapped around their faces made their war cries sound like morbid hisses and groans.
“Of course,” I muttered, assuming a kneeling position on the weakening bridge and
raising my M4. Alvin hit the ground and stayed there as the hiss of metal cutting through air
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burned against the sides of my face. Moans and screams filled my ears, along with the sound of
wet gore. My whole world narrowed down to the red triangle-reticle of my ACOG, the telescopic
sight orienting, almost of its own will, on one target after another. The top of the triangle pointed
to a shambling insurgent, and there was a snap and red burst in the sight; then the triangle moved
to another target. Within seconds, the enemy were falling even before my carbine could orient on
them. The cackling attack of Cooke’s 240 cut down target after target in short bursts of pin-point
death. There was a repeated thump and whoosh to my right as the grenadiers lobbed their
grenades over the channel, the earth beneath any cluster of insurgents launching up and hurling
the enemy away in a shower of red and brown screams. I was about to order a cease-fire in the
hopes of capturing someone for interrogation when one last insurgent rose up and oriented a
pistol at me.
Almost before the pop of small-caliber fire, I felt the impact in my chest, hurling me back
and away from the groaning bridge. An angry finger of throbbing pain burrowed into my torso,
pushing against my heart and lungs so that I could not breathe, not even to curse or scream or
whisper a prayer. But I wasn’t dead yet, so I was still in charge. “Wait!” my throat croaked
through an almost crippling pressure. I’d noted two of my guys, their faces locked in frozen rage,
orienting their weapons on the man that had shot me. But, even though nothing more than a
choked gasp, my command halted them. Doc was already kneeling beside me, pulling free his
aid bag and tugging on my vest. I waved the big bastard off and gestured that he help me stand.
Despite the clear objection in his eyes, he obeyed, hooking an arm under mine and hoisting me to
my feet. “Take him,” I rasped, leaning on Doc more than I was comfortable with. “Tag him, gag
him, bag him.” Each word had to come through a ragged breath that did not want to move in or
out of my damaged chest.
15

My guys surged across the floundering bridge, heedless of its flimsy construction. They
tied a gag around the insurgent’s mouth and bound his hands with a zip tie. They threw a black
bag over his head and forced him to the ground, now soaked with stinking water and the pungent
remains of his comrades. The man that had tried to kill me whimpered, but wisely did not try to
speak. I moved to the center of the now-silent bridge to better look at my would-be assassin,
waving off Doc’s objections, having him instead double check that Alvin was ok. Satisfied the
prisoner was secure, I turned back to my RTO. “Call it in,” I ordered, “and request pick up.” My
radio operator nodded and started talking into his headset.
Standing in the middle of that shitty bridge, above a channel filled with shitty water,
outside a tiny, shitty village, I forced a deep breath, ignoring the crushing pain. None of my guys
were hurt. I had a prisoner to hand over to the Intel Geeks. My vest had stopped the bullets; I
would live. Anything else, everything else, was irrelevant.
And then the bridge collapsed under me.
***
A few days later, long enough so that I could speak with only minimal agony, I went
back to Panther 9. I shivered as I reentered that shadowy maze in which the medical support
units lurked. Whether I shook from nervousness or the Rocephin shots was unclear, though the
antibacterial regimen had been unpleasant, especially when a needle had broken off in my arm.
Once again, I couldn’t find Panther 9’s sanctum, so was forced to ask directions.
When I entered, she looked up from her computer and grimaced, her dark eyes full of
whirling irritation. “Now what?” she demanded, standing.
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“We need to talk,” I declared with as much masculine bravado as I could muster.
“Oh really?” she almost sneered. The senior NCO came around her desk, standing just a
hair’s breadth from me. She glared down with an almost feral growl trickling through her
clenched teeth and curled lips.
“Yeah,” I said. “Really.”
Never losing eye contact, I dropped to my knees and started begging. “Please undo the
curse,” I almost sobbed, holding up my clenched hands in prayer to this witch-goddess that was
making my life miserable. “Please, please, please undo the curse!” My begging was even more
pitiful due to my inability to take a deep breath.
“What?” She seemed started, obviously unprepared for a total capitulation to her power.
“What the hell?” She looked around in confusion.
“Please,” I continued without a trace of pride. “For the love of God, or Goddess, or
whatever, just undo the curse!”
“Just…” she was regaining her composure. “Just get up you damned stupid…” words still
failed to capture her utter contempt. I obediently stood, humbled and defeated. Panther 9
narrowed her eyes, but this time not in rage, but consideration. “What’s wrong with you?”
“I’m an asshole,” I confessed. “I’m selfish, inconsiderate, unworthy of being loved…”
“No, no,” she interrupted with an irritated wave of her hand. “Well, yes, but no.”
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“You’re right to be pissed,” I insisted. “I deserve it! I’m so sorry! You were so good
and… I don’t know. When we were together, I just couldn’t handle it; I just can’t deal with that
right now. Be pissed at me but please, for God’s sake, I almost died! AGAIN!!!”
“Just shut up for a second, you idiot!” she commanded. I did so and Panthern 9, Morgan
Revanche, leaned in, just a bit, as though examining me. “Oh…” she stifled a gasp. “That
patrol… that was you?” Her eyes widened. “The guy that got shot…?” Her hand went, as though
of its own accord, to my chest. “How deep is the bruise?” she whispered.
“Bruises,” I noted pitifully, emphasizing my injured state. “They go to the bone.”
Morgan looked up, into my eyes. I thought I felt a renewed wind of concern from her,
buoying my spirit and igniting the tiniest flicker of hope. And then she punched me in my
deeply-bruised chest, sending me back to the floor in agony. “Good,” she sniffed. “Don’t come
back here again.”
Mongo and Bongo, her trained gorillas, were a lot gentler when they threw me out that
time. They were even nice enough to prop me up against one of the squat Jersey barriers that
lined the perimeter of the medical facility like concrete guards. They didn’t linger, though, no
doubt needing to return to their mistress. I stayed there for a time, struggling to breathe and
forcing the pain back down to a place where it could be ignored. I’m not sure how long I was
there, suffering and praying and repenting, but I had enough time to reflect on all my dumb-assed
decisions; my self-destructive, immature lifestyle that had brought me so much deserved
punishment. My aversion to any real emotion or tenderness and the pain that was the result. My
need to change.
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“Hello again,” a light voice drifted over to me.
I blinked through the glare of the mid-morning sun, needing to shield my eyes. Through
the bright light, I saw the petite counselor that had given me directions on my first attempt to
undo the curse. She was, I thought, even tinier this time, her uniform neat and perfect, and subtly
conforming to her small but well-proportioned body. “Hello yourself,” I said, straightening up
with no regard for the pain that was trying to remind me of something important.
“Here to see Sergeant Revanche again?” she asked, casually pushing back her wellgroomed, short-cut blonde hair. “How’d it go?”
I nodded my head towards the food court that had just been completed. “Care to join me
and find out?” I asked. She laughed a warm, bright laugh that pushed away some nagging voice
in the back of my head that I rarely listened to anyway. Together, we walked the short distance
towards the circle of food-trailers. “I’m Beatrice, by the way,” she said. “Bea.”
I took her small, outstretched hand in mine, gently running my thumb along the soft flesh
of her hand. “Nice to meet you, Bea.”
End
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Missing Man
“Enough,” I said, returning my ka-bar to its sheath. The blade seemed to hiss as it slid
into the leather, as though resenting being forced away without first drawing blood.
Sergeant Wachsam looked up, not releasing the Imam’s hair. “What?” he asked in
confusion. Then, looking down at the sobbing holy man, “He’s lying! He knows where the Mad
Mortarman is!”
I sighed and turned away. “Yes,” I conceded. “Let him go.” I took off my helmet pulled
free the head-wrap to wipe away the sweat. Even in the shade of the Imam’s living room, the
Iraqi summer still set the air on fire. I glanced around while replacing my healmet and pocketing
the salt-stained head-wrap. The Imam had the usual decorating taste as other upper-middle class
Iraqis: lots of ostentatious, gold-covered tables and art, thick rugs on the concrete floor, and
deeply-cushioned furniture. We’d drawn all the heavy curtains, of course, so there wasn’t a
breath of air to work against the heavy incense. I felt trapped in that low-ceilinged room; pressed
in by the eyes of family members smiling through framed photos and the occasional whimper of
gagged, female voices from the courtyard. In that moment, more than anything, I just wanted out.
Wachsam released the Imam with a grunt and a slap to the back of the cleric’s bald head,
growling frustration as he stomped his way through the heavy double-doors. I noticed Sergeant
Laut lean in towards the Imam. “Remember Hajj,” he said in a gravelly voice, “This was just a
bad dream.”
Once outside, I stood apart from my squad, drawing a cigar from my shoulder pocket and
trying to silence the nagging voice in my head, a voice babbling on about decency and morality,
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a voice with a feminine familiarity. I ordered the gunners to release the Imam’s wife and
daughters. Cooke looked at me in disbelief, his 9mil already in hand and ready. I just shook my
head and repeated the unprecedented order. The women ran, weeping in terror, back into the
house.
I could see my two team leaders arguing, though keeping their voices low. Wachsam was
obviously angry and frustrated. I wasn’t, strangely. The Mad Mortarman, as we were calling the
unknown insurgent that had, for the past week, been firing mortars at our base, needed to be
caught; and he would be, eventually. Before, I would have torn our sector apart and done
whatever needed doing to end the threat. Instead, as I stood under the shade of the Imam’s palm
trees, idly wondering how much water he needed to keep them alive, I just breathed in the
burning, fresh air and let my eyes drift over the surrounding desert, beyond the walls of the
house. I didn’t feel the comfortable cold, calculating call to action that had always compelled me
to some pretty inhuman acts. I felt…
Sergeant Laut joined me beside the massive water tank at the edge of the Imam’s large
courtyard. “How pissed is he?” I asked, nodding towards Wachsam.
“Very,” my senior team leader replied. The older man retrieved his can of dip and took a
pinch. “He doesn’t get why you didn’t finish it.”
“He doesn’t get…?” I looked pointedly at my friend.
Laut didn’t look back at me, instead spitting on the Imam’s spotless Mercedes sedan,
parked between us and the front door. “Yeah, he doesn’t get it.” My friend looked at me. “I think
talkin’ to that split-tail is starting to fuck with the job.”
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Had anyone else said that, at any other time… Instead, I just breathed deep the war-torn
desert, trying to ignore the chlorine stench from the Imam’s pool. “We don’t have to be like this,
you know,” I said, mostly to myself.
Laut gave me a flat look and spit again, decorating the Imam’s luxury car with his
contempt. “I don’t remember you sayin’ that after the time with the Sheik’s son. I don’t
remember you sayin’ that when we went after those Iranians.”
“Things change,” I said, with a little uncertainty. “This place… it makes us as bad as any
of them,” I waved a gloved hand, stained by the country and my actions. “We can be better.”
“What was it you always said during training?” My friend asked me after another spit.
“’We come home together, alive and safe.’” He looked hard at me. “’Nothing else matters.’”
“We’ll find the Mad Mortarman,” I insisted. “We’ve got plenty of time. There’s no need
to take it to the next level.”
Sergeant Laut may have had something to say in reply, but our conversation was
interrupted by Sergeant Wachsam. The junior team leader was standing at the door of his guntruck holding a handmike. “Boss!” he hollered. “Main’s recalling everybody! There’s been a
mas-cas attack at the FOB!”
***
The base was in chaos. On approach, we could see a huge column of thick, acrid smoke
rising into an infernal sky. Whole flocks of black medevac birds circled overhead, carrying
casualties away. A herd of trucks stampeded back and forth from the landing area to what was
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left of the new food court. Alarms shrieked their tortured, ethereal wails. A chorus of shouted,
often contradictory commands ripped through the area.
My squad roared up, skidding to a halt in the ruined parking lot of the PX. We exploded
out of our gun-trucks almost before the great metal beasts had come to a stop. None of the halfdozen trailers or pre-fab buildings were still standing, instead lying scattered about in mounds of
burning debris. There was a moaning hole in the side of the big PX, where the generators and
fuel tanks had once been. Most of the merchandize once inside was now scattered into air that
carried the weight of burning gore and death. The whole area was a frenzied hive, frantically
struggling to move debris and bring aid to the wounded, dying, and dead. Baleful smoke
wrapped round our heads and slithered down our throats. The Mad Mortarman had crushed our
beating heart.
My guys scrambled, needing no orders. Doc grabbed his aid bag and snatched up the
three CLS-trained men. Their small group hauled ass towards the casualty staging area, where
row upon row of moaning, screaming bodies covered in blood and pieces of their friends
demanded attention from the harried medics. I ripped off my body armor and looked around.
“Who’s running this cluster?” I demanded in a voice likely heard all the way down in Kuwait.
“Who the fuck do you think?” First Sergeant roared right back. The elder NCO stood in
the center of everything, trying to impose order by sheer will alone. “Who the fuck else would
manage this fucking mess?” he demanded, sending a team of Intel Geeks into the smoking ruins
of the PX. “Now get the fuck over to the food trailers and clear that fucking mess! There’s still
fucking soldiers trapped!”
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We reached what had been our food court, but was now a burning, stinking mess of wall
fragments, kitchen equipment, and chunks of what my brain stubbornly insisted was food. We
began hauling on the mounds of plastic, concrete, wood, and glass, uncovering body after body,
often piece by piece.
The sun continued its trip without a care for the tragedy unfolding below. Nobody even
thought about a break. We worked until our uniforms were soaked in sweat, and then we took off
our shirts and kept working. Our brothers and sisters were trapped and we would find them. We
didn’t think about the one wounded person we found for every dozen dead bodies. There wasn’t
time for that. That was for later.
The work continued as the shadows deepened, and darkness fell. We only vaguely
realized that it had gotten dark once some portable lights were brought in and turned on.
I was straining with a support beam so that Sergeant Wachsam could free a weaklystruggling young commo-kid. Dorin, I think his name was, or Door, maybe. My junior team
leader had just managed to free the kid when Sergeant Laut’s voice came crashing over me.
“Boss!” he called. “You’d better come here!”
Having finally dropped that heavy beam, I was bent over, taking deep breaths and
arguing with my stupid heart, getting in back under control. I glanced over at my senior team
leader. “In a minute,” I said through deep breaths.
Laut looked at me then. Together, we’d seen a lot: friends killed, villages burned, women
and children… Laut and I had deployed together before this tour; we’d been through the shit
time and again. I’d seen him dead drunk and head-over-heels in love. I’d seen him in a
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murderous fury. I’d seen him bury his brother; another sergeant, like us. On that night, though, I
saw something in him that stopped me dead. Something in his eyes… something unspoken, or
unspeakable. I moved over to stand next to my friend and look at what he’d found.
Buried in the rubble, a look of pain and horror forever locked on her crushed, unmoving
face, was Bea Humphrey.
***
She was a counselor in the PTSD clinic they’d set up on our base. With so many guys
developing symptoms and the media starting to report the lack of care, the Army had come up
with the idea of having counselors in-theater, rather than waiting until we got back to start
treatment. First Sergeant had noticed that I was getting a little reckless during missions, that my
actions were getting increasingly… extreme. He ordered me to the clinic, ignoring my arguments
that I was fine.
“You’re not fine; you’re fucked.” That was the first thing Bea had said to me. I’d made
the point, right off, that there was no way for anyone to figure me out no matter how many hours
we spent talking. “Actually,” she had said through a smile, “I figured you out in the first ten
minutes.”
“Isn’t there some rule against you and me being… whatever, counseling. You know,
since we… uh…”
“Since you tried to get me into bed?” she offered helpfully.
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“I… that… it was only one lunch,” I sputtered indignantly. She made me do that a lot, as
I recall. “We never even…”
She had just leaned forward in her big Arab chair; I never found out where the hell she
got it… damned thing looked like some medieval throne. She often waited until I was most
flustered and then would just lean forward, her tiny hand on her tinier chin, and grin impishly.
Her grin would make be blush, which was both humiliating and frustrating. We spent two,
almost three weeks like that, me trying to ignore things I didn’t want to feel, and her making me
feel things I wanted to ignore.
I went in several times, whenever missions allowed. Our conversations weren’t
counseling, I don’t think. I would have therapists later, after I got out of the Army. Our time
together didn’t feel the same. We talked about things we liked and things we didn’t, finding
common tastes in bad movies and old books. Oddly, I remember Bea making me feel better…
about everything, even myself.
“You’re not worthless, you know,” she had told me on that last day, the last time we
would speak.
I snorted, leaning back in the cushioned chair Bea kept in her office for the nuts like me.
“If you only knew…” I could never finish that sentence. Not ever. Not with anyone.
“If I only knew the things you’ve done?” she finished. Bea wasn’t even looking at me,
instead fiddling with the laptop resting on her field desk against the far wall. “If I only knew the
darkness of your sinful heart? If I only knew the terrible acts you’ve committed for king and
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country?” She glanced across her shoulder at me, brilliant eyes clear against the golden halo of
her short hair. “For the millionth time. I. Don’t. Care.”
“Well someone should,” I muttered, glancing down and away.
Bea finished what she was doing on her computer and stood, facing me. “Stand up,” she
commanded. Music began filling her small office-trailer, a soft horn playing a simple tune.
“What?” My mouth objected while my body hurried to obey. I hated that; it really
annoyed the crap out of me. That damned Jedi mind trick or whatever she did. Who the hell was
the itsy-bitsy girl that she could order me around? I think, looking back, I was most annoyed with
how quick I was to obey.
“Come here,” she instructed, holding her arms wide as the soft music reached out and
closed the distance between us.
“I… what?” Again, my mouth objected while my body obeyed. God, that was annoying.
She pulled me in close, so that I was pressing against her. I started to say something, I
don’t remember what, but suddenly realized that we were both only wearing PTs, the cotton tshirts and shorts offering little barrier to the warmth that seemed to flow out of her and into me. I
was shivering, despite the heat of the Iraqi morning, and increasingly confused by a swirling
feeling in my chest, a feeling I wasn’t sure was unwelcome.
“Pay attention,” she said, tapping a finger on my thick forehead.
“Hey,” I objected. “You’re the one getting all… what the hell are we doing again?”
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“This is a lesson,” Bea said, her soft eyes grabbing hold of mine.
“In… dancing?” Something about those eyes, I remember. So blue and… I don’t know…
something.
“In being human,” she replied. She put her head against my heart, as though listening to
the frenzied thumping. Her scent filled my mind, a scent of warm mornings and laughter and…
peace. “I don’t know what you’ve done that makes you hate yourself so much,” she said so
gently I felt it more than heard. “I don’t know what you’re capable of, out there. I don’t want to
know because it doesn’t matter.” She leaned back, just a bit, and locked my soul within two
gentle pools of flawless blue. “This is what matters,” she said. “You choose, every minute of
every day, what kind of person you are. You can be a monster, or you can be human. And, if you
are human, then you deserve to be loved.”
I don’t know, I didn’t then and I don’t now, where those drops of salty water came from
that fell on her delicate, caring face. I don’t know how long we stayed like that, swaying to some
forgotten melody. I like to think that, in some perfect universe, we were like that forever, or at
least for more than that one moment.
The next time I saw her, Bea had been crushed under a building.
***
There was no talk of vengeance. There were no soaring speeches, swearing justice would
be served over the broken body of the woman… over the body of a good woman that deserved
better. There was no broken, desperate sobbing or pleading with an uncaring God to undo what
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had been done. There was nothing. Like a cherished friend, the welcome, comforting emptiness
returned to me as though I had never forced it away. It banished the unhelpful, noxious emotions
that had threatened to change me from what I needed to be. The soul that had started to sprout
was thankfully uprooted and tossed aside.
I do not remember how long I stood there, over the body. A while, I suppose. When I
called the medics over, they appeared immediately, as though they had been waiting. I did not
linger to watch them cover the body or transport it to the field morgue; I had work.
When undertaking certain missions, we found it useful to have alternate equipment. We
did not wear the grey ACUs that American soldiers were wearing at the time; instead, we wore
dark green BDUs often used by the various paramilitary companies operating in and around Iraq.
The uniforms were sterile: no name tapes, no rank insignia, no unit patches, and no American
flags on our right shoulders. We secured our M4s and M240s with another squad that night,
instead pulling out the various AK-47s, pistols, and shotguns we had confiscated over the past
six months. We also brought our knives. Instead of the easily-recognizable American body armor
we normally wore, we pulled out the smaller, black ASR vests that I had purchased with private
funds for certain missions.
We waited until full-dark of that moonless night. The Imam owned a large, walled house
near the village of Al-Dul. By the time we got there, rolling gently with blackout lights, even the
latest of the local night owls had gone to bed, as we had planned. Sergeant Laut, using his PVS14, identified two guards at the gate and another inside the wall, roving. No doubt after our visit
that afternoon, the Imam felt the need for increased security. I left the drivers with the guntrucks, keeping our egress ready and secure. I brought no attachments that night; I needed no
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interpreter and Doc had work at the base. I took the gunners and my team leaders and we
infiltrated through the back, silently going up and over the wall. Sergeant Wachsam slid up
behind the roving guard and slit his throat. I realized, at the time, that I would have to talk to him
about that; yes, cutting the throat prevented a scream, but it also exposed your torso to a counterattack and drew a lot of blood. Once the roving guard was neutralized, Sergeant Laut and I
moved around to the gate. I grabbed the target on the left while Laut went right; I put mine down
with two quick, twisting blade-strikes into the target’s back, deflating the lungs. Sergeant Laut
covered his target’s mouth and reached around, stabbing high into the chest. Again, I considered
future training for the squad; they were too dependent on those big, fast kills. Admittedly, either
opening the throat or rupturing the aorta would cause a quicker death than striking the lungs, but
it was also messier and carried the potential for counter-attack. Better by far to hit low and let the
target die silently, if slower, without risking yourself. But that was for later.
With all three security elements neutralized, we moved towards the house. I had half the
squad stack on the main door while Sergeant Laut took the rest to the other ingress points,
making sure nobody could escape. It was over almost before it began. Wachsam kicked the door
and I led the squad inside. Laut led his section in through the back door. There were two men
inside that were not the target, so they were eliminated. The wife and two daughters were
secured and taken outside, to kneel by the gate. I had the gunners pull security on the women,
removing them from the house; the witnesses would be eliminated later, once we were ready to
leave. This left only myself and Sergeants Laut and Wachsam.
We dragged the Imam into his living room again, binding him to the same chair as
before; it still carried his urine from the afternoon’s visit. When he tried to speak or curse or just
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scream despite the gags, one of us beat him until he was silent. I knelt in front of the subject and
drew my ka-bar. “I know you can speak English,” I said in a voice lacking any humanity. “If you
say one word in Arabic, you will be harmed.” The problem with having made a threat earlier,
and not following through, is that the subject will doubt your willingness to proceed. Therefore,
an opening must be established wherein you can demonstrate the absolute certainty of your
actions. The subject started saying something in Arabic, as I suspected he would, so I cut off his
smallest finger. My credibility with the subject was thus restored.
Sergeant Wachsam held a gloved hand over the subject’s mouth until he quit screaming.
Some people are surprised how quickly most subjects will give up on screaming, how quickly
they give in to their despair; I, however, had experience with interrogation. Once I again had the
subject’s unblinking attention, I placed the tip of my knife against his groin. “Where is he?” I
asked calmly. “Where is the Mad Mortarman?” In response, he started to claim he did not know,
so I pushed the blade in about a quarter-inch, not far enough to kill or risk quick death, but
enough to cause horror, pain, and humiliation. Again, Sergeant Wachsam held the subject’s
mouth until he quit screaming. I repeated the question, “Where is he?” and, when the subject did
anything besides give an immediate and honest answer, I twisted the knife about ten degrees.
Then he talked.
***
Less than an hour before dawn, our gun-trucks pulled up to the village of Antiquam, a
Shiite village. The air still carried some of the day’s heat, a cool sort of heat that blended well
with the night’s activities. The dim, pre-dawn light gave the sky a deep purple cast, like fresh,
venous blood. Several of the villagers, the strong-men of the community, were waiting for us in
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the marketplace. We did not need to call ahead, instead driving with our white-lights on during
the approach. Their lookouts spotted us, as we knew they would, and alerted the local militia.
Thus, a dozen or so burley-looking Shiites carrying an assortment of AK-47s and even a PKC
were ready to welcome us.
We came to a stop and, without a word to the assembled thugs, I turned and went to the
cargo hatch. My two team leaders did the same, each retrieving a large bundle from their own
trucks. I dragged the man that had been tied and gaged in the back of my gun-truck towards the
waiting Shiites, tossing him like so much garbage at their feet. My team leaders did the same
with the other two.
The leader of the Shiites reached down and pulled off the hood from the man I had tossed
at his feet. The target blinked up through blood-soaked, swollen eyes. His beard had been shorn
off with jagged cuts from very sharp knives, they had also been scalped. Each of the men was
naked, their clothes having been shorn away in a similar manner. Their bodies were a
kaleidoscope of cuts, bruises, open wounds, and obviously-broken bones. Each of them sobbed
softly and tried to curl into themselves.
The Shiite leader looked at me and nodded. He recognized them. The three that had been
attacking us as the Mad Mortarman were, in fact, Saddam loyalists, former Republican Guard
that had spent years, decades in fact, terrorizing this very village. Only the American presence
had kept them safe from Shia retaliation. I nodded back and my team leaders and I returned to
our gun-trucks, leaving the final disposal to the locals. Eventually, three headless bodies would
be fished out of the Tigris River, but that was later.
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***
Three days later, we were silent as we formed up in what had been the PX parking lot.
Deep shadows stretched their claws over us, deep and strong but retreating quickly against the
rising sun. The causality collection point had been cleaned as best they could once the last of the
bodies were taken away. Still, you did not have to look hard to spot the stains of suffering and
death that would forever paint the place. There were no birds; the heating sky was empty, as
empty as those of us still on the ground. A line of battlefield crosses were set up against the ruins
of the PX, one for each of the fallen.
I let my body go through the mechanics of the memorial ceremony. I went to attention
when they posted the colors. I bowed my head when the Chaplain gave the invocation and
Scripture reading. I heard none of it, nor had any real sense of presence. Finally, the clerk came
forward and read the Last Roll Call. Name after name filled the air; the list of the fallen. Finally:
“Humphrey, Beatrice, 1st Lieutenant.”
I stood there, silent and unfeeling. I did not care about the anger that some felt, or the
sorrow. I only wanted to get on with the job. I had tried caring but found the price too high. I
took a deep breath as the clerk read the name again.
“Humphrey, Beatrice, 1st Lieutenant.”
Perhaps it would have been better had we never met. She would still be dead, of course,
but then I would not have been burdened by her death. Then again, had I never met her, I would
never have tried to fight a war with compassion. Had I taken the job seriously, without
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unnecessary burdens, I could have stopped the Mad Mortarman before she died; then she would
have lived. The clerk read her name one last time.
“Humphrey, Beatrice, 1st Lieutenant.”
I let my eyes drift to the front of the formation, where they had placed her battlefield
cross. Her rifle was propped up, barrel-down, between a pair of her boots. They had to be her
boots, as small as they were. Her undersized helmet rested atop the butt of her rifle, and her dog
tags tangled down, against the M16. The bugler began playing taps, a soft piece of music that
drifted in, amongst the formation. She would have lived and helped a great many broken
soldiers, perhaps even…
The bugler finished, and the formation was dismissed. Some people went forward to cry
over the small memorial or say some quiet farewell. Many eyes went to me, expectantly.
***
The missing man table was set for dinner that night. The chow tent was silent as we filed
in. The front of the dining area, normally an uneven mass of dessert trays, trash cans, and unused
guest tables, had been cleared. My squad and I filed in, joining those that were also coming to
pay their respects at the final meal. A place had been set aside for me and my men, very near the
front, seconded only by the assembled, high-ranking officers. Only the grinding whir of the
overhead fans disturbed the heavy pressure of the tent, and even they seemed subdued by the
ceremony at hand. At the front, separated from the rows of tables for the living, was a small
place for the fallen.
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An honor guard marched in, slowly, carefully, silently. They marched to the front, where
the small table stood alone, round to show our devotion and equality in death. A clean tablecloth
was draped over, white for the purity of her service and sacrifice. Five places were set, four for
each branch and a fifth for the civilians. A single rose was placed in the center, red for her blood.
A yellow ribbon was tied around the rose, the remembrance. A slice of lemon was placed on
each plate, the bitterness of our loss. A pinch of salt fell over the lemon, my unshed tears. A
single, white candle was set in the center of the table, a hope for reunion. Each plate received a
glass, inverted since we could not share a toast. Five empty chairs rested around the table, places
of honor for absent… friends. A bell was struck three times, accompanied by the word:
“Remember.”
We ate in silence, I did not trust my voice, just then, and others had respect enough to
honor those missing. Many glances were cast towards me, and towards the missing man table. I
did not acknowledge the glances, or the table, I did not know that I could. I gave only the most
perfunctory replies to the officers and senior NCOs that mumbled some sympathy at me. I sat
with my men, and then I left, wanting nothing more than out.
I returned to the memorial at the PX, now dark and quiet. I was a little surprised that my
wanderings had brought me to the PX; it was probably habit, from having walked there so many
times before. There were a few others, gathered around this cross or that, some weeping, some
not. I did not bother with them, I walked up to the only cross that really mattered, in that
moment. I stood there, looking at the small memorial, not feeling.
End
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The Disquiet Dead
The dust storm had finally quieted. The rumbling brown wall of crackling wind had, at
last, stilled. The eternal hush of the Arabian desert was born anew. Towering dunes had resettled
themselves, brown rumples on a freshly-made bed. Like the empty veins of a desiccated giant,
waterless creek beds once again wound their way across the barren landscape. The Bedouin
herds stirred, restless in their desert life. The mud-brick villages reemerged into the oppressive
sun. The horrific reality of tyranny and war reasserted itself in the genesis of human civilization.
You stand on the edge of the revealed grave. The cutting wind and penetrating dust of the
angry desert has forced this horror of the fallen regime into the light. No heavy equipment or
vehicles can reach this far into the shifting sands, so the digging had to be done by hand. A
dozen sweating men, clad only in light shirts and broad hats against the accusatory sun, have
worked for hours to parole the dead from their earthly prison. Your rank could have protected
you from the hellish labor, but your disquiet soul forced you into the pit.
The hard labor has done nothing to ease the nightmare. The blisters on your hands still
throb beneath your gloves. Sweat and tears have merged in their course down your dust-covered
face into a brine of horror and despair. Your voice remains steady as you direct your team, a lie
of determination with which you help your men, but that does nothing for you. This, you realize,
is a scene that will burn itself into your mind, your memories, your very soul.
“Male,” the voice of your second says, leading the small group lifting the latest
desiccated victim, and carrying it into the uncaring light. “Late 20s to early 30s.”
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You nod, writing down the information. Your eyes, betraying your orders, drift to the
face. The eyes look to you in supplication for a mercy that would be years too late. The jaw is
trapped in an eternal scream for justice that will never come. The hands begging to be spared
from torturous death and a nameless grave.
I had a name, his spirit says, looking down at the remains being lifted. There is no one
left to speak it, but I had a name. The spirit follows his body up and out of the pit, sparing only a
single parting glance at you before disappearing into the waiting cargo truck.
“Female,” your second says, noting the next crumpled form freed from its compatriots.
“Early-to-mid 20s.”
I was a teacher, she tells you, walking alongside her body and looking towards her inkstained hands. I refused to change my lessons for the regime. I refused to teach their version of
history. She followed herself out of the pit, disappearing into the cavernous truck.
“Female, mid-to-late 40s.”
I was a mother, she says. My husband tried to work within the system, but was purged. I
knew nothing of what was going on, until they came for us.
“Male, mid 30s, I think.” You glance at the torn uniform of this latest victim, freed from
his last prison.
I was a loyal soldier, he says, one ghostly hand moving along the decorative ribbons still
pinned to his bullet-ridden chest. I fought when they told me. I fought where they told me. When
we lost a battle, someone had to be blamed.
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“Female, late teens.” You cannot help but look to the next in this endless parade.
They waited before killing me, she says, empty eyes looking from her desecrated body to
the edge of the pit. Her lifeless hand points towards the tears along her soft blue dress. They
raped me first. Here, with some already in the pit, and others waiting to go in. She had no tears,
this spirit. Her despair had played itself out along with her lifeblood.
“Male, early 50s.”
On and on it goes. One victim after another, none of whose stories would ever survive.
You go empty long before the pit, your echoing chest a match to this hole. More are uncovered,
like layers of some hellish cake. The hours go by as the spirits are freed.
At last, with the yawning hole empty and the ladders withdrawn, your duty for the day is
done. 123 bodies recovered. 123 unknown names. 123 stories forever silenced. Your uniform is
soiled and your soul forever tarnished. You will shower this evening and lie in a bed. You will
not sleep. The spirits will be waiting.
End
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PART II: GENRE FICTION (Fantasy)
Athena’s Noting
“Father,” she said, trying to gain Zeus’ attention.
The king barely spared a glance to his youngest daughter. “Not now, Athena.”
Atop the once-flawless walls of Olympus, now cracked against a siege of stones and
curses, the young goddess looked on in frustrated silence. Zeus stared down on the assembled
Gigants in seething fury. The king of gods and men flexed his smooth arms in tense
consideration, absently switching from stroking his great, grey beard to straightening the golden
aegis, his beloved goatskin mantle. The younger gods assembled nearby remained a fearful
distance from the cracked marble of the parapet, their distance forced not by the stench or threat
of violence from below, but rather from the crackling rage of their king. Only Athena and Apollo
risked their father’s fury to look down upon the invading army.
Athena counted two hundred Gigants at the base of her father’s mountain. Each was a
monstrous distortion, a cruel afterbirth that profaned Grandmother Earth. A trail of fire and death
stretched behind the barbarous invaders, all the way back to their homeland. The peace won at
such cost by the younger gods was now shattered against the cursing, disgusting invasion of the
Gigants. They had gathered together at the base of Olympus, the scars of their passage from the
primitive north still burning across much of the civilized world.
“Come out and fight!” Enceladus roared again from far below, beating at the burnt
ground with his massive fists. This Gigant, the champion of his tribe, stood head and shoulders
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above his towering brothers. The thick, coarse hair covering his body was a match for the
warriors behind him, his own dark red, as though he were dripping with blood as much as sweat.
His booming voice shook the leaves from distant trees that dotted the surrounding
mountainscape. “Where is your courage, Titan-whelp?” Enceladus called. “You, the mighty lord
of Olympus that overthrew our brothers, the elder-gods, you claim to be lord of the world! You
are a dog, cringing in his kennel! We come to free our brothers! We come for vengeance! Face
us!”
“You must not go, father,” Apollo advised, absently plucking at his lyre. “You are the
king, so you cannot accept a challenge to single combat; you must name a champion.”
Zeus glanced at his eldest son; his sneer open. Apollo was leaning against a marble pillar,
stroking his lyre, and dressed, as always, in only a linen loincloth, with his hairless, gentlymuscled body recently oiled. “God of music and prophecy,” Zeus nearly sneered, “what do you
know of war?”
“I know enough to send a warrior, one wise enough to win.”
“ME!” Ares roared from behind them, beating his spear against his broad shield. “I am
the greatest warrior on Olympus! I am the slayer of men and the tamer of women!”
Apollo rolled his large eyes with an ironic twang of his lyre. Although she was a recent
addition to the Olympian family, Athena had already learned of the scorn with which most of the
younger gods looked upon Ares. The god of blood and glory was thought of as being little
different from the malformed Gigants. Although sharing the Olympians’ beauty and immortality,
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Athena had already realized that her violent brother shared none of the younger gods’ grace. He
was a simple-minded creature, one unworthy of being their father’s champion.
Perhaps the king of gods and men shared Athena’s opinion; he did not speak, nor even
spare his son more than a passing glance. Zeus only shook his head and sighed, “Go.” In
response, the god of bloodshed and fury jammed his helmet atop his dark, flowing hair and
moved towards Olympus’ gate of pearlescent gold.
The grey-eyed daughter of Zeus stepped towards her father, her delicate-appearing feet
tripping again on the flowing gown he insisted she wear. As always, Athena wore no jewels or
cosmetics, no adornments of any kind that were common amongst Olympian women. Even her
unwanted gown, though woven of the finest, most luxurious of immaterial fabrics, was a simple
design, lacking the fanciful embroidery of those clothes so favored by her aunts and cousins.
Like her clothes, Athena’s hair was equally unadorned, lacking even a tiara to mark her as the
king’s daughter, a princess of Olympus; instead, her long auburn hair was bound with a simple
white bow, the tail spilling over her slight shoulder. “But Father,” the young goddess insisted,
“Ares is the wrong champion to send against the Gigants.”
“Indeed,” Apollo said, playing a challenging note and grinning impishly at his little sister.
“We should not send the god of death and war; we should send the goddess of games and
puzzles.”
Athena stuck her tongue at her older brother. “Quiet, both of you!” Zeus flashed, looking
down from the parapet. “The battle begins.”
“But Father!”
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“Not now, Athena!”
Down below, past the gathering clouds and the assembled peaks of the surrounding
mountains, Ares stepped onto the field. Upon the layered hide and bronze of his breastplate, the
god of slaughter and rage had engraved the many stories of his triumphs, real and imagined. The
mangled bodies of countless fallen enemies seemed to bleed down the warrior’s broad chest, to
mix with the sorrowful tears of wives and daughters, taken as war-prizes. In his thickly-veined
hand, Ares gripped the thick shaft of his broad-bladed spear, absently turning the substantial
wood in his idle fingers. Across his other muscled arm was strapped his massive aspis shield, a
familiar weight to the god. Ares stopped a hundred paces from the grinning Enceladus, and
planted his sandaled feet in the blackened sand that had once been a verdant forest.
Ares gripped one of the demonic horns that sprouted from either side of his bronze helm
and pulled it free, letting the weak breeze nudge his dark hair. “You have given challenge, best
of beasts,” the god of war and fury bellowed. “And the son of Zeus, Ares, has answered. As my
father threw down the Titans, so now shall I throw down you!”
Enceladus let loose with a barking laugh, joined by his monstrous brethren. He grabbed a
boulder at his hoven feet and hurled the missile. The stone, half again as large as an ox, slammed
into Ares’ hastily raised aspis, bending the bronze frame and splintering the thick wood. The god
of battle and bloodshed grimaced against the shuddering attack and cast aside the now-useless
shield. He then reared back and hurled his spear. The weapon flew true, taking aim at the center
of Enceladus’ stony chest. It hit, but failed, the shaft snapping and the tip blunting against the
Gigant’s impervious flesh.
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Atop Olympus, Athena noted this.
Enceladus laughed again at Ares, who stood impotent upon the shifting sand. The Gigant
then lumbered forward, his massive bulk moving like an avalanche of rage. The god of weapons
and warriors saw this charge and drew his thick-bladed sword, bounding forward himself. The
impact was terrible, sending forth a wave of dust-laden wind and the curses of a defeated
Olympian. Ares was forced back, step after step, unable to halt Enceladus’ relentless advance.
Atop Olympus, Athena noted this, as well.
Ares swung his mighty sword, screaming his eagerness for blood. The god of brutality
and violence slashed at his opponent until his great muscled arm grew sore, only to have his
feeble weapon make no impact, other than to strengthen Enceladus’ laughter. Only once did the
Gigant flinch, when Ares slashed at his eyes. Then Enceladus renewed his attack with greater
force.
Athena also noted this.
Finally, Enceladus bodily grabbed the god of conquest and pillage and lifted him up,
twisting free the sword. The Gigant roared his victory, shaking Ares as the Olympian feebly tried
to free himself from the stone grip. The god of brutality and terror tried to scream as his enemy
pulled and twisted his immortal body, “I yield!” Ares screamed, “I yield!” Enceladus turned back
to his brothers, waving the god of battle and bloodshed in the air like a toy. The gathered Gigants
roared their approval.
“Father,” Athena tried again, “there is a strategy to defeat Enceladus.”
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“Not now, Athena.” The king of gods and men looked about the large plaza upon which
the younger gods had all gathered. None would dare match the gaze of the god of storms and
justice, save one.
“But Father!” The grey-eyed goddess indignantly stamped her slippered foot.
Her father turned, a darkening cloud spreading across his face as his tolerance for
Athena’s disobedience clearly reached its end. “You will mind me, girl,” the king of gods and
men rumbled. “You will mind your place.”
There was a riotous explosion of laughter from far below, where Ares had been dueling
Enceladus. With no other warning, a large, sealed pot came hurling through the air, crashing
through the plaza. The stone pot, large enough to boil a team of horses, tore through the marble
stones of the shining plaza, knocking over the living statues raised by the Olympians in honor of
themselves. Gods and spirits dove for cover, scurrying in every direction to try to avoid this
newest attack from the laughing Gigants. The pot finally came to rest against the great golden
doors that led into Zeus’ council chamber. From inside, a muted voice could be heard cursing.
Apollo glided to the pot and leaned his perfect ear against the rough-hewn stone. “Ares
has returned.” Within, the screams and sobs of the god of conquest and glory grew increasingly
frantic. Athena knew, as all the younger gods knew, the deep terror at being imprisoned. They
were all free from the touch of Death, of course, but an immortal could suffer a worse fate, one
unknowable to mortals. Upon his defeat of the Elder Gods, Zeus had cast the Titans down into
the great pit beneath Grandmother Earth, to be trapped forever in the dark. This was death to the
undying, to be imprisoned and without hope.
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“Free him,” Zeus thundered at Hephaestus and the smith hurried to obey. The king of
gods and men then surveyed the huddled, fearful Olympians. His face clouded over as his stormgrey eyes took in pretty Apollo, brutish Ares, and crippled Hephaestus. “Have I not one son that
is worthy? Not a single child that can fight for my family?”
“Father,” Athena said, stepping forward despite the awkwardness of her unwanted gown.
“I tried to tell you; Ares could never defeat the Gigant.”
“Enough, girl,” Zeus commanded. “Enough of your willfulness, your arrogant
disobedience, your… damned independence! Go to your room and do not leave!”
“But Father, if you’d just listen!”
The sky was ripped apart by her father’s anger, his fury at her stubbornness. Athena, wise
beyond her brief years, retreated.
***
Zeus was never comfortable in Athena’s room. His daughter filled her quarters with all
manner of clutter. The king of gods and men could never even open the gilded door, as some
newly-designed absurdity, no doubt invented and discarded in the same morning, was forever
blocking it. With a grunt and a shove, Zeus had to press his way in. Able only to move the door a
crack, the lord of the universe was forced to squeeze his large frame through that narrow space
that seemed only big enough for a diminutive girl, one long overdue for paternal discipline. He
cursed beneath his beard as the heavy oak scraped his divine skin, rumpled his once-flawless
tunic, and twisted the golden aegis on his shoulders.
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Athena was lying on her great canopy bed. The young goddess had changed out of her
paternally-mandated gown, favoring instead the short tunic she wore when free of social
constraint. Zeus had given up trying to force his daughter to wear more appropriate clothing, at
least in private; she seemed either unaware or uncaring as to how… improper it was for a lady to
show off so much of herself, especially now that she was becoming a woman. Little Athena was
lying on her back, her exposed legs raised up and resting against one of the elaborately-carved
posters. She pretended to ignore her father’s entrance, instead focusing on a scroll that bore her
newest design. Athena made no indication that she would rise and bow, as was proper, but rather
made a point of making a more detailed examination of her complex sketch, even as her father
noisily cursed the door, the bric-a-brac cluttering her room, and his increasing impatience with
his youngest daughter. “Athena,” he said with a deeply paternal voice, “I need to talk to you.”
“You are talking to me, father.”
“Have the curtesy to at least stand when you king enters.”
Athena sighed noisily and threw aside her latest work, some overly-involved drawing of a
Gigant’s anatomy. The parchment fell atop an already-mountainous pile of other sketches
occupying much more of the great bed than Athena herself did. The young goddess stood and
curtsied with a roll of her large grey eyes. Zeus ignored his daughter’s impropriety, instead
directing his overt attention to a large table on which Athena had set up a replica of the
battlefield at the base of Olympus, complete with two arrays of figurines, one made of
monstrously large basalt stone, the other a line of shining, beautiful silver. In the center of the toy
army was a golden figure the king could not identify, some warrior-woman with spear and helm
that stood head and shoulders above the rest. “I’ve asked you, time and again,” her father began,
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trying to follow the dizzying arrows, circles, and numbers drawn onto the mock-battlefield, “to
mind yourself when in public.” He turned away from the absurd game. “It’s one thing for you to
be willful in private, when only I can hear. But you must conduct yourself properly amongst the
other gods.” He slowly walked through the room. Every piece of ornate furniture was filled to
overflowing with books, scrolls, devices, sketches, and other errata. “This needs to be done,
Athena,” he said with a note of finality. “Your hobbies need to be set aside.”
“These aren’t hobbies, father,” the little goddess insisted. She went to one of the smaller
tables and held up a toy. “I see these things in my head; I see ideas and forms and patterns. I
need to get them out, to make them real.”
Zeus moved forward and took the oddly-shaped thing from his daughter’s small hands.
tossing it to the polished floor. “These are toys, Athena, nothing more. I’ve indulged you and
your… hobbies for far too long.” He put his large hands on her narrow shoulders, trying to will
his daughter to understand. “Since I lost your mother, you’ve been the only… I see so much of
her in you. I can’t… I won’t…”
Athena turned cold, hard eyes up to her father. “’Lost her.’ Is that what we’re calling it?
You ‘lost’ her?” The goddess stepped away from her father’s reach and moved to the center of
the room, to a marble pedestal. Athena let one of her hands drift up and along the helmet that
rested there, in a place of honor amongst the clutter. Her fingers traced, not for the first time,
along the three horses that stood defiantly atop the shining helm. “Can’t you even bring yourself
to say, ‘imprisoned?’”
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Zeus could not bear the haunted look in his daughter’s eyes as she stared at the helm and
felt the agonizing absence of her mother. Instead, the king looked away, noting a portrait resting
against the wall, the only finished project amidst Athena’s clutter. The ornate creation was
partially covered with an unwanted gown, so that only a portion of the beautiful face beneath
was visible. Zeus moved over and removed the covering, then traced one of his great hands along
the pictured face. “I miss her,” the father and husband said quietly, tracing the line of a furrowed
brow, forever turned towards some new idea only she could understand. “I miss her every day. I
miss her counsel, her wisdom.” Unable to further look into even a replica of those soft eyes, the
king straightened against the rising memories and returned his voice to its deep authority, turning
back to his willful daughter. “I also miss her obedience and her propriety. Your mother knew
what is was to be a lady of Olympus.”
“I wouldn’t know,” Athena barely whispered, her eyes locked on her mother’s helm. “I
only ever hear about her from others; Demeter talking about how wise she was, and Hestia
telling me how caring.” The goddess’ grey eyes flashed with a hint of her father’s lightning.
“And Hera saying how dangerous and unworthy.” She turned then, going to a far wall and
reached between two overfull bookshelves. There she retrieved a shining spear, the head formed
from a piece of flawless bronze and the shaft from polished olive wood. The entire length of the
great weapon, smaller than most as though to fit smaller hands, was adorned with a swirling,
complex silver and golden pattern. “Tell me then, father, why my mother left me that helm and
this!” Athena held aloft the spear. “Am I meant to sew gowns with it?”
“You are a goddess of Olympus,” Zeus said firmly. “You are not a warrior; you cannot
be a warrior. You will not be a warrior.”
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“What then!?!” Athena nearly growled, slamming the butt of her mother’s spear into the
polished floor. “What am I the goddess of, father?” She gestured with the spear. “What title do
you grant me, Lord of Olympus? What am I the goddess of… nothing?”
Iris, gowned as always in an iridescent dress, peeked into the room. Her luminous eyes
betrayed her hesitance at interrupting another argument between Zeus and his daughter. “My
lord,” she said in the soft voice of misting rain. “My lady Hera commands me to retrieve you.”
“What is it?” the king of gods and men demanded.
“The Gigants have reformed, sire,” Iris informed him. “Their champion is again calling
for a duel against the best of the Olympians. Queen Hera… requests your presence.”
Zeus stood for a moment, silent. He then turned away, toward the partially-blocked door.
“When this war in finished,” he said, pausing with a hand on the gilded oak, “I will find a proper
husband for you. Perhaps he will be better able to…” He shrugged and left.
***
“Report!” Zeus thundered as he returned to the marble plaza. The servants had already
removed Ares’ pot and repaired much of the damage the wargod’s return had caused. Broken
statues had been removed. The upturned flagstones had been replaced. Even the ruined fountain
was being cleared away in favor of some new construction Hephaestus was already thinking up.
The only remaining scar of the ongoing war was the shouted curses, threats, and challenges
coming up from the Gigants assembled at the base of Olympus.
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“It would appear that our guests’ celebration has ended, father,” Apollo noted with an
impudent strumming of his lyre. The god of drama and prophecy was reclining on the high
banister, his bare back resting against a great marble pillar and his outstretched legs tapping a
harmony only he could hear. “They are once again calling for a duel.”
Zeus scowled and joined his oldest son at the battlement. The Gigants had, indeed,
completed their celebration of Ares’ defeat. Some still held barrels of that putrid ale they swilled,
and others held great hunches of some dripping meat. Even from so high above, Zeus could
smell their disgusting barbarism. “I will face this myself!” he declared.
“Father,” Apollo struck a challenging note. “You made the law yourself. No king may
engage in single combat. A champion must fight.”
“I made the law,” Zeus countered. “And I hereby revoke it, at least for myself!”
“And be no better than your father, whom you imprisoned for that very reason.”
Zeus thundered in frustration, both at his son and having forced himself into this
situation. “Then whom should I send? Who is worthy of defending our family?” The king turned
his gaze over the assembled gods. None could meet his gaze. “Ares was the only warrior, and
even he failed against the Gigants.”
“Not the only warrior,” Apollo countered with a complex harmony.
“You?” Zeus nearly laughed.
“No, father, not me. I am many things to many women, but I am no warrior.”
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“Then who!?!”
In reply, Apollo nodded down, to the distant battlefield. Zeus follow the gaze and started.
Far down, away from the safety of Olympus, a single figure strode out, towards the boisterous
Gigants. Zeus narrowed his stormy eyes and watched.
The lone figure moved to the center of the battlefield. The unknown warrior, dressed in a
leather breastplate and skirt, stopped there, driving the tip of a shining spear of bronze and olive,
of silver and gold into Grandmother Earth and waited. Enceladus eagerly moved forward to
answer the unspoken challenge. “Who goes in my pot next?” he roared mockingly. “Who have
the younger gods sent to fall before my strength?” The Gigants’ champion reached this new
enemy and glared down at the tiny speck of a warrior, drooling his eagerness for the fight to
come.
The unknown challenger reached up and removed a shining helmet crowned with three
defiant horses. Long, auburn hair spilled out, to dance freely in the rising wind. Grey eyes, filled
with all the barely-constrained power of a summer storm, regarded the bestial invaders. Lips,
unmarred by cosmetics, curled in a defiant sneer of her father’s enemies. “You have given
challenge, Enceladus! The daughter of Metis, Athena, answers! As my mother defeated the
Titans, so now shall I defeat you!”
The Gigants nearly collapsed in their howling laughter. They gasped for air and held each
other as they pointed at the goddess. “They send a girl!” one roared. “Their greatest warrior is a
little, tiny girl!” Enceladus himself collapsed to his knees, sending shockwaves through the sand
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with his pounding, mirthful fists. The Gigants’ champion tried, again and again, to form words of
mockery, but was unable to find breath against his gleeful, uncontrollable laughter.
Athena noted all this with a slight narrowing of her grey eyes. She waited until the
kneeling Gigant looked about to regain his breath. Then, in one flowing motion, she grasped her
mother’s spear, spun it in one hand and, bracing the weapon against the length of her arm,
slashed across the Gigant’s face, destroying his right eye.
Enceladus roared in pain and rage, falling back and scrambling away from Athena. Blood
gushed from the ruin of his eye, mixing with tears and his slobbering surprise. The Gigant roared
in pain, frustration, and humiliation at having been wounded, not by a god, but a goddess.
Athena noted this and waited until his bestial noise dyed down. “There has been a challenge,
Enceladus one-eye!” She once again drove her mother’s spear into the shifting sand and replaced
the helm atop her head. “Do you accept, or do you yield?”
Enceladus leapt to his hairy feet and, raising his massive fists over his head, roared his
acceptance. The Gigant then leaned forward and charged, just as he had against Ares. Athena,
however, did not meet the attack head-on. Instead, the goddess raised her mother’s spear into a
guard that ran the length of her narrow body. In the instant before Enceladus could reach her
with arms outstretched, Athena spun around the attack. She twirled the spear in the air and drove
down, striking Enceladus’ ankle with the blunt end and sending the Gigant into Grandmother
Earth. His impact tore a great trench into the rocky, wind-swept ground and brought a startled
gasp from Gigant and Olympian alike, from everyone save Zeus.
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Enceladus raised himself up and turned to face his enemy. Unencumbered by any absurd
gown or ornamental slipper, Athena had circled around, behind the Gigant, the spear tucked
behind her narrow back. With a grunt and a bark, the barbarian launched himself again, intent on
getting his thick fingers around Athena’s neck. Once again, the lithe goddess spun away from
Enceladus, twirling her weapon in the air and landing a strike at the base of his skull, driving the
Gigant into the ground once more.
Athena made no boasts, no taunts. Instead, she was silent, calm, calculating. She watched
everything Enceladus did, every move he considered making, every attack he tried to launch. She
did not try to win her duel with a single blow, as Ares had, but rather inflicted one small strike
after another. Time and again, Enceladus hurled himself at the goddess, and time and again,
Athena would spin aside and land one, two, three or more blows upon the Gigant’s body, using
not just the slashing tip of her spear, but also the blunted end and the rigid shaft, the entirety of
her mother’s weapon. The minutes dragged by, an eternity of pain and humiliation for
Enceladus; gradually, deep bruises bloomed upon his rocky flesh along with a multitude of tiny
scrapes and cuts. Blood continued to flow from his ruined eye, and his attacks gradually lost their
energy. His breathing became labored, while Athena’s remained steady.
The wind and the shifting ground are what betrayed the goddess. Athena took advantage
of Enceladus’ blindness on one side, launching many of her attacks from that direction, so that
the Gigant could not defend. She continued spinning away from his attempts to grapple with her,
but doing so necessitated steady footing. On one, fatal move, when Enceladus tried to make a
low grab for her nimble legs, Athena made to spin away once again, but in finishing the move,
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her foot came down on a small stone the slipped out from under her. With a startled oath, the
goddess stumbled, only two steps, but that was enough.
Enceladus was there, knocking Athena to the ground. The Gigant grabbed her spear from
her grasp and broke it in two, throwing the pieces to the ground. The young goddess tried to roll
away, to regain her footing, but Enceladus pinned her down. Life-giving air was crushed from
the goddess as her enemy pounded his club-like fists into her armored chest. The monstrous
northman stood over her, relishing the imminent victory over this annoying little goddess. The
Gigant towered over this conquered girl and reveled in his dominance, a great wad of drool
rolling from his mouth in anticipation of sating his lust upon this broken goddess. “You will be
my toy!” he snarled. “I will lock you away in my pot, and only let you see light or feel air when
I’m hungry for you!” Athena squirmed, twisted, writhing from the thought of the endless dark
and the Gigant’s lust. Enceladus roared in victory and looked to his brothers, eager for their
praise. His remaining eye, however, would have been better used had it stayed on his enemy,
rather than looking to his brethren. In the moment he glanced away, Athena struck.
Lying on the ground, the goddess noted the broken tip of her mother’s spear, where
Grandmother Earth held it ready. Athena pulled free the bronze spear-tip and spun it in her hand.
Then, summoning all her inherited strength, she thrust her mother’s weapon up into that one
great vulnerability the Gigants shared with all men. A howl of pain, despair, and humiliation
sundered the world as Athena buried her mother’s blade deep into Enceladus’ groin, twisting and
thrusting with all the frustration with which her short life had been filled until only the barest
piece of the broken spearhead remained.
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Still Athena was not finished with her brutal attack. She brought up her right knee, onto
the back of the Gigant’s leg; in the same motion, the goddess twisted her left leg up, hooking it
around Enceladus and, using the advantage of her agility and position, Athena forced the
barbarian to the ground one last time.
“Yield!” Enceladus squeaked, a bloody froth emerging from his tusked mouth. “I yield!”
The grim goddess stood and calmly dusted off her leather vest and skirt. She then reached
down and grasped the shaft bulging out from the Gigant’s ruined groin. “I,” she said in a flat
voice. “Will never,” she put a sandaled foot against Enceladus’ throat. “Yield.” She pulled with
all her strength, not removing the blade, but drawing it up, through the length of the Gigant’s
massive body.
A shower of gore erupted from Enceladus’ mangled form, the viscera of his exposed
body erupting out and spraying across Athena. The northern invader tried to scream, tried to beg,
but could only bleat a single, terrified note before he was bisected. The victorious goddess stood,
heedless of the sticky, foul-smelling waste covering her. She flipped the carcass over, spreading
wide the two pieces of Enceladus, greatest of Gigants.
There was no sound as the onlookers, Gigant and Olympian, watched in stunned silence
while Athena started pulling, cutting, skinning. The wind flew silently across the battlefield. The
onlookers made no motion. The entire world held its horrified breath. Athena stood tall with
Enceladus’ dripping remains pooling at her dust-covered feet. Now gowned in the gore of her
enemy, she faced the remaining Gigants. She made no threat, no boast. The goddess only stared
at them through the slits of her mother’s helm.
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The Gigants fled, howling in terror.
High above, Zeus noted this.
***
The Olympians wordlessly stood aside as Athena returned to the plaza. There were no
cheers for her; she received no thanks or honors. Instead, the Olympians watched in stunned
horror as the victorious goddess made her dripping way through them, dragging the wet hide of
Enceladus. Zeus waited at his place near the battlement. He said nothing, his bearded face giving
no indication of his thoughts or feelings. Athena did not look at any of the gathered, fearful
Olympians, her grey eyes instead focused on her father. There was no sound during Athena’s
lone approach, none save the triumphal march Apollo played on his lyre, which ended abruptly
with a stern glance from Zeus.
The young goddess reached the edge of the plaza and stood before the king of gods and
men. Still holding her gory war prize, Athena hooked the pieces of her mother’s spear under an
arm and carefully pulled free her helm. Her long, filthy hair was matted against her soft face, and
her gore-streaked eyes were downcast. Athena’s heart thundered against the constant,
unexpressive stare from her father.
Zeus’ unrelenting face offered no pity. He just held out his hand. His daughter sighed and
relinquished Enceladus’ hide, her great trophy. Her father considered the skin and then returned
his cold eyes to Athena. “Hephaestus,” the king called out.
The god of smiths and artisans limped forward, “Yes, father?”
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“The goddess of war needs proper armor.” Zeus held out the hide. “Use this.”
Athena’s eyes leapt up, filling with hope. Still, her father remained expressionless.
Hephaestus, his ugly face twisted in consideration of the new project, shook his head slightly. “It
will make good armor, father,” he noted. “But plain, uncouth. It will have no beauty.”
Zeus considered this as he held his daughter’s wide gaze. He then reached up and pulled
free the golden aegis from his shoulders. “The armor must be worthy of her. Take this.” The king
handed over his most prized possession, the golden fleece that was his beloved nurse’s final gift.
Hephaestus took the aegis and nodded, withdrawing to his forge.
Athena’s eyes were overflowing with unexpressed emotion. The king stepped forward,
towards his council chamber. “The Gigants are routed, but they will return,” he noted as he
walked. “We must devise a strategy to finally defeat them. Assemble my council.” He paused
then, as the greatest of the Olympians began filing towards the chamber. Zeus turned back,
casting a glance over his bare shoulder, able to no longer hide a grin of loving pride. He looked
back to where Athena stood among the lesser gods, still beaming.
He gestured to his right side, where only the king’s most trusted advisor could stand. “I
will need the goddess of war and wisdom.”

End
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Dream of Arion
Demeter glared up at Polybotes, the lumbering barbarian that had come to her isle of Kōs
in search of rape and plunder. Her diaphanous gown of green and gold was swaying along with
her lustrous dark hair against the baleful wind heralding the Gigant’s arrival. A great flight of
nesting sea birds were decrying this piratical invader, struggling against the warring impulses to
protect their eggs or flee. Even the sea itself was writhing against the approach of this most
villainous of the Gigants, the angry waves thrashing against his serpentine legs. Demeter stepped
forward, onto the great stones that walled off her home from the sea, placing her immortal body
directly in the path of the invading beast. “You will not have her!” the goddess of harvests and
the sacred law declared. Though free from death, as all Olympians were, still Demeter fought
against the growing terror swelling inside; the Gigants had found many tortures far worse than
mortal death in their war against the younger gods.
Despite her efforts to shield little Cora, Demeter could sense her daughter moving
forward, as though to join the battle. As she had so many times during the little one’s brief
immortal life, Demeter once again pushed her daughter back, away from approaching danger.
Instead, as Polybotes lumbered up from the Aegean waves, the rolls of his blubberous body
streaming with sweat and the salty sea, Demeter placed herself once more into a mother’s role: to
face the threat to what she treasures… alone.
“Where is your Greek hospitality?” Polybotes demanded. His enormous hand, large
enough to grasp the largest of trees, moved along his dripping body, up between his serpentine
legs. The Gigant stood knee-deep in the once-pristine waters of the rocky beach, fur-like blonde
hair covering every fold of his salt-stained bulk. His green and broken teeth, still carrying the
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torn shreds of his last meal, curled into a lustful leer at the sight of young Olympian flesh. “I am
a weary traveler in need of comfort.”
“You are no stranger or honest traveler,” Demeter snarled, shuddering against the bestial
invader’s insinuation. Like their mistress, the trees surrounding her beach and the very sea itself
recoiled at the possibility of Polybotes’ desecration. The goddess raised her golden scythe in
work-stained hands. “You and your misbegotten kind are invaders! You have burned your way
into our lands, slaughtering our mortals and desecrating our cities, all in the name of avenging
the elder gods! You try to destroy everything we younger gods have created! You will find no
‘comfort’ here!” Dark storm clouds, approaching from the horizon, rumbled in agreement.
Kōs, her perfect isle, was meant to be free of the stain of men. The island had been one of
Demeter’s great joys, an example of all she could accomplish without the burden of men. Lush
vegetation flowed across the land in multicolored waves. Whole flocks of colorful seabirds make
a colorful adornment. No roads or buildings marred the serenity of Kōs’ gentle valleys. The
island was flawless in its chaste purity. Even the wine-dark sea, upon which piratical men sailed
their ugly ships, was kept away by a ring of great stones. Not a single blemish of man’s touch
showed; not until the arrival of the disgusting Gigant.
Although their duties in the mortal world occupied much of their time, still Demeter
found time to enjoy their sanctuary with her daughter, especially since Cora’s forced marriage.
Now, with only half the year to spend with each other, Demeter had found their retreats
especially important, rekindling the unbreakable bound between mother and daughter. Kōs, then,
had been the most logical place to retreat from the invading Northmen.
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Overriding Cora’s objections, Demeter had spirited them both to this little corner of the
world at the first sighting of the barbarous Gigants. The goddess of the living world had already
lost her beloved daughter to one lecherous mating, little Cora now being forced to spend half the
year in Hades’ sunless realm. Demeter would not risk losing their remaining time to another
brutish kidnapper. Indeed, there could be no doubt that Cora’s presence, her divine gift of
everlasting life, had been the beacon that drew Polybotes’ lustful eyes away from the siege of
Olympus and to this corner of the civilized world.
If there must be a victim to Polybotes’ hideous lust, though, it would not be gentle Cora;
the harvest mother would be the sacrifice. Cora, as soft as a spring flower’s scent, tried once
again to move beside her mother. The folds of her violet skirt swirl in the growing wind, as
seemingly alive as was the lavender that adorned her raven hair. Her marble skin, still recovering
from the cold months in the Underworld, reflected the day’s light. Polybotes stared at the young
goddess with drooling lust, hungering for her immortal flesh and power.
“No, little one,” Demeter insisted, pushing the girl back. “For Hades, you are a queen.
Here, you are my daughter.” As the goddess of life resurgent, Cora was a beacon of hope for the
living world. Men yearned for her, worshipped her, sought her. Men, and even lesser creatures.
Now that she sat upon Hades’ ebony throne, Cora had become even more powerful, more
radiant, more desired. She was the promise of eternal vitality.
“Maybe I’ll take my comfort with you both,” Polybotes leered, his yellowed eyes taking
in the flawless bodies of the harvest-mother and her flowering daughter. A droplet of his ardor
dribbled off one great tusk to land on the Gigant’s swollen paunch.
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Demeter heard Cora gaging at the thought. The goddess held her golden scythe at the
ready. “You will not touch my daughter!”
Polybotes roared his mocking laughter, the island itself shuddering at the noxious sound.
“The mother has fire!” the Northman rejoiced, wading towards shore. “Perhaps you should bear
my seed instead of the usurper’s!”
“You’ll die first.” Demeter swung her golden scythe in a great arc, slashing its shining
blade at the Giant’s bulging gut. But Polybotes caught the tool mid-swing and pulled the goddess
in, using his other massive arm to enfold Demeter’s lithe body. She desperately twisted against
the rolling folds of Polybotes’ bulk, but to no avail. Her fruitless struggle, the writhing of her
divine flesh, only further aroused his lust. The Gigant let his long tongue snake out, tearing the
front of her gown and running across Demeter’s exposed breasts, leaving a trail of noxious drool
in its wake. The goddess roared in fury and revulsion, jamming her knee into Polybotes’ crotch.
In response, the Gigant hissed his painful outrage and hurled the harvest mother onto the
surrounding stones.
Polybotes triumphantly took Demeter’s golden scythe in both hands and flexed, snapping
the farming tool in half and tossing the broken pieces aside. “You will submit,” he snarled, rage
and lust spilling from his blood-stained yellow eyes. The Gigant threshed up to the stones
protecting Kōs, but suddenly stopped, looking down in surprise. The sand beneath him, nearly
hidden in the writing waves, was gathering around his serpentine legs. It reached up and grasped
at him. Some unknown force from beneath the living earth seized the repulsive Gigant and
pulled, as though to drag the monstrous Northman down into endless darkness. In confusion,
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Polybotes struggled against the pull of the Underworld. He looked around for a cause, for some
enemy he could defeat. His gaze at last fell on little Cora, standing upon the largest boulder.
Demeter saw her daughter standing tall with a single arm raised, her onyx eyes flashing.
The goddess’ hand looked as though she were pulling down on something, a motion mirrored by
the earth as it pulled at Polybotes.
The Gigant twisted against the terrible power taking hold of his very soul. He grabbed a
nearby stone, one of the many great boulders lining the island, and hurled it at Cora. The young
goddess seemed unaware of the incoming missile, her hand still pulling; unaware, or uncaring.
Instinctively, Demeter leapt, shielding little Cora against the boulder with her own immortal
body. The goddess of seasons fell to the ground, golden ichor erupting from her mouth. Cora
gasped in surprise and fear, kneeling to try and comfort her wounded mother.
“Run,” Demeter gasped against the pain. The mother of harvests could not die, but could
suffer the unending pain of death.
Polybotes began climbing the great stones, his unrequited lust bubbling from his tusked
mouth. Cora’s gaze shifted between her pain-wracked mother and the approaching barbarian.
Resolve settled then in her midnight eyes, and she made no move to abandon Demeter. Even
through the pain, the harvest mother felt a wrench of suffering at the glimmer of fear in her
daughter’s face; the knowledge of suffering, humiliation, and subjugation by the odious Gigant.
Her expression shifted to wonder, though, as her eyes suddenly looked past Polybotres, out onto
the stormy sea.
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The gathering wind stilled for a moment, as though collecting itself at the edge of Kōs’
outstretched arms. The wine-dark sea retreated, away from Polybotes and the stones, out towards
the approaching storm clouds. Then, drawing itself up into a tremendous wall, the water surged
forward. A charging blast of air, leaping ahead of this colossal tide, lifted Demeter and Cora
back into the safety of the trees as the sea itself galloped towards land. The great wave rose and
crested, far above the lumbering Gigant who dared to threaten these goddesses. Atop this
foaming steed rode one of the greatest Olympians, his pale skin a perfect match to the seething
foam of his mighty wave. The god’s long, black hair danced in the mighty wind as his great tidal
mount reared in joy at the arrival of its master. In his hands, the lord of the ocean held a shining
silver trident, a triple-bladed spear that crackled with all the power of the raging sea.
Shaking the earth with his roar, reducing every boulder to a tide of fine white sand,
Poseidon leapt, letting both waves of water and sand crash onto Polybotes before hurling his
silver trident.
***
After Cora’s wedding feast late last year, once the lords and ladies of Olympus were deep
in their cups and entertainments, Demeter took her daughter aside. The two wandered into one of
Olympus’ palatial gardens. The mother goddess of earth and farm had taken heavily to the
flowing nectar that day, almost in mourning over Cora’s union with Hades. During the wedding,
Demeter had spoken only passingly to her fellow immortals, instead spending much of the
celebration wandering alone amongst the marble halls of Olympus. Towards the end, as blushing
evening had drawn her curtain, Demeter told the newly-crowned queen of the Underworld the
story of her first, and perhaps only, love.
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In all their time together, Demeter had shared with her daughter all the tales of her
immortal life. While tending to the living world, she had told Cora of the war against the Titans,
and how she had aided her brother Zeus in vanquishing the elder gods. Demeter told her
daughter of helping humans bring life back to the world and teaching them planting and
harvesting. She told Cora of the forging of her golden scythe by her uncles, the Cyclopes.
Demeter even spoke of the absurdity of men and their obsession with mating and conquest; two
words, the mother of reaping argued, with the same meaning. In all their long conversations,
though, the goddess of divine justice never told her daughter of the time before Zeus’ great
rebellion, of Demeter’s time imprisoned by her father. This changed on the night of Cora’s
wedding when, at last, the mother told her daughter of what happened in that before-time.
In a time now past, the girl that would become goddess of field and orchard had been
imprisoned by her tyrannical father in a great grassy sea. “Immortals cannot die,” she said in a
voice almost lost in the evening breeze. “But we can be imprisoned. So it was for any threats to
your grandfather. The Cyclopes and Hecatoncheires were imprisoned beneath the living earth.
His brothers were banished to the corners of the world. His children, we were each imprisoned in
a world of our own. Mine was an empty grassland that stretched beyond every horizon.”
Demeter paused at a long, wide bed of green roses, delicately flowing amidst the calm
swirl of the cooling air. In the center of the roses, very close but separated, were two purple
hyacinths. “I spent many eternities in that great green sea,” Demeter said through unshed tears
grown from an older seed than her daughter’s marriage. “As long and hard as I ran, I could never
find the end of that lonely steppe. I spent an eternity exploring my vast, open prison. I did not
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mind the vast stretch of quiet nothing though; at the time, I knew nothing but my unending
isolation.
“And then, one day, I was not alone.” Demeter’s eyes, clouded through Cora’s wedding,
brightened just slightly when she spoke of that meeting. “Whence he came, I did not know,
though I presumed he was another victim of my father’s cruelty. One day, I was running alone as
I always did, ignorant of my loneliness. And then, he was standing there, on a swell of the grassy
sea.” Demeter’s gaze become lost then, passing back, past the many heartaches to that distant,
innocent time. “He looked at me with midnight eyes that pulled at my entire being,” she said
then, a note of longing buried deeply. “I realized then, in that moment: I had been alone. Now I
had Poseidon.”
Demeter said this with a light touch to her heart. The hand at her chest lingered as the
goddess of the fertile fields remained silent for a time, her eyes lost and her fingertips tracing
across the dark fabric of her gown. Poseidon had not attended the wedding, of course; the lord of
the ocean depths was often absent from Olympus, claiming that his duties beneath the wine-dark
sea required his constant presence. In fact, Poseidon never appeared on Olympus, not when
Demeter and Cora were present.
“That first moment,” Demeter finally continued, “that first sight of him… He was tall,
standing proudly, even defiantly atop the tallest hill. He was dark, not of flesh, but of spirit. Yet
he shined with a radiance his flowing dark mane could not obscure. It was as though he was all
still on the surface, yet thrashing and violent beneath. He looked at me coolly at first, but also
with… something.” Even after so many eternities, the goddess of divine mysteries still held a
puzzled expression at any consideration of Poseidon’s mind.
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“I remember being just a little afraid of him,” Demeter recalled, still staring past the
flowers. “He said nothing, just stared at me. I do not know why, but I ran. I ran away from him
just as fast as I could.” Her breathing increased then, when she said, “He chased me.” Poseidon
had pursued her, struggled to catch her, made no secret of his desire for her. But in the long
eternity of their imprisonment, Demeter would never let him catch her. She laughed, just slightly,
at the memory of that long chase. Her eyes grew ever-more distant as she continued her story,
how she had allowed Poseidon to chase her all over their great steppe. Sometimes she would
slow, just enough to allow him closer, only to laugh and dart away. “It was the chase I loved,”
the harvest mother admitted ruefully to her daughter, “the chase I desired.
“We passed a nearly endless eternity like that. Poseidon pursuing and I pursued. He never
admitted to anyone, but I think that, for the only time in his immortal life, he was happy. He
loved the pursuit as much as I.” A cloud seemed to pass over them, in their perfect garden, as
Demeter then recalled how their time together had ended, as all love must end. “And then our
brother freed us,” she said darkly with an inscrutable glance towards the boisterous Zeus.
“There came the day when I slowed and did not dart away again. I allowed him closer,
until we stood in front of each other, looking into one another’s eyes. We spent an age, lost in
one another. And then Zeus freed us from our prison. Our little brother needed allies in his
rebellion against our father. We had to join him; Zeus gave us no choice but to join. We younger
gods overthrew our elders and assumed our new places as masters of the world. Poseidon
journeyed out, into his cold, dark realm, and I went into the fields. We two Olympians, who had
been closer than the tide and the beach, were forever separated by our duties.”
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Demeter straightened then, and wiped away her eyes. “We have our duties, after all. Mine
lie in the field and orchard, his beneath the waves.” She glanced then at her daughter. “Yours are
now in the Underworld. Our desires must come second to our duties.”
***
At Kōs’ barrier, the stony wall separating garden from sea, Poseidon’s great wave came
crashing down, striking with all the force of the endless sea. Demeter and Cora looked on from
the safety of the wood line, gently swept there by Poseidon’s power. Like the goddesses,
Polybotes was lifted off his serpentine feet, but not gently. He was pummeled by the ferocity of
the twin waves of water and sand. The force of Poseidon’s opening attack slammed the Gigant
from two sides, far from where Cora and Demeter laid. The barbarian tried to rise but, before he
could, Poseidon was there, thrusting down with his silver trident. The three-bladed spear slashed
through the air, lunging for the beast’s heart, but became imbedded in the sand instead as
Polybotes rolled away, the speed of his dodge belying his massive bulk.
The lord of the crashing tide yanked his weapon free of the sand and stood tall amidst the
restless waves of Kōs’ sundered beach. Holding his silver trident at the ready, Poseidon’s pale
skin seemed to glow in the unfamiliar radiance of the sun. His long, dark hair flowed as freely in
the surface breeze as it did amidst the deep currents of his kingdom. His eyes, the same deep blue
as the waters of his realm, flashed in a barely-controlled rage at the sight of the wounded
Demeter, the control failing altogether at the frightened Cora. The earth-shaking god roared and
spun his silver trident, leaping once more to the attack.
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Poseidon called back the retreating sea, swamping Polybotes even as he spun his silver
trident in a great, underhand loop, the three divinely-sharp tips slashing the Gigant from naval to
chin. Dark, ichorous blood gushed out, but the Northman paid no heed to the wound, instead
swinging wide a great, fleshy fist that slammed Poseidon to the ground. The sea-lord did not
pause, instead rolling along the beach and twisting, letting his trident sing over his head in a
silvery arc and cutting another great gash in Polybotes’ shoulder. The Gigant, in response,
lurched at Poseidon, throwing his injured shoulder against the master of tide and wind, catching
the Olympian and sending him skipping out into the low waves.
Poseidon used the momentum of the attack to roll into the resurgent tide, disappearing
beneath the obedient waves. Polybotes leapt into the sea as well, but could not spot his enemy.
Instead, the sea lord erupted from the blood-stained waters behind the invader, thrusting his
silver trident once again. This time, though, the barbarian was not struck; he reached out,
deflecting Poseidon’s strike with one hand and catching the sea lord with the other, enfolding the
Olympian’s entire head in one hairy fist. Polybotes lifted his enemy up and slammed him back
down, again and again beating the younger god’s body against the unrelenting earth as the sea
was forced to retreat. Poseidon tried to resist, tried beating and pulling at the hairy paw that held
him, but to no avail. Polybotes crushed Poseidon’s immortal body against the fine white sand of
the beach, tossing aside the silver trident, symbol of the ocean’s power. Stripped of his weapon,
naked and vulnerable, Poseidon was dragged against the few remaining rocks at the edge of the
fearful woods, the Gigant punching again and again at the sea lord’s once-flawless flesh with a
massive, bestial fist. At long last, Polybotes reached back one last time and hurled the sea lord as
one would hurl a discus. Poseidon’s limp body skipped along the waves before sinking down
into his dark realm.
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Triumphant, Polybotes turned once more to the goddesses.
***
The wedding feast had ended, and the preparations completed for Cora’s formal journey
into the Underworld. Demeter watched all this silently, unable to hide from her daughter the
deep conflict raging within her heart. Finally, with all traditions and obligations finished, the
young goddess of rebirth made ready to depart. Even as she placed one slippered foot upon
Hades’ ebony chariot, Cora paused. Standing near a secluded alcove of the great throne room,
Demeter was waving her daughter over.
“Before you begin your married life,” her mother said once joined by Cora, “there is one
secret more you need to know.” The ascendant queen said nothing in response, waiting.
“Although his duties required his almost constant presence, and we saw each other little,
Poseidon did return to Olympus when he heard about my pregnancy.” Rumor had reached down
from Olympus’ shining halls, reaching even the sea-lord’s realm. Demeter had spent a night with
Zeus and was now with child. Although the whole world acknowledged the paternity of
Demeter’s child, she and Poseidon shared a secret, one he needed resolved.
Is it mine? he had asked her with only a sparing glance at her swelling belly. The lord of
the ocean depths had confronted her in the great throne room of the younger gods, his stormy
face clouded even more by his anger and despair.
Demeter had stepped forward, her soft eyes filled with sympathy. She drew them aside,
into an alcove removed from the great hall in which the younger gods drank and discussed their
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immortal affairs. It was in that same secluded spot that Demeter shared with Cora that secret.
The goddess of divine justice had tried to apologize to the god of the shaking earth. Zeus will be
the father of my child, she had told him, Zeus must be the father.
I don’t understand, Poseidon had said, forcing his deep voice even lower. After all these
eternities, all the times you rebuffed me, yet continued with your… encouragement. You finally
come to me, we finally… His eyes drifted then out of the alcove, towards the far end of the hall,
the semi-circle of marble and golden thrones upon which sat the Olympians. At the center of the
arrayed thrones, in the two raised above the others as a reminder of their place as first among
equals, sat Zeus and Hera, the rulers of the world. Of all the gods you could have chosen, why
him? Poseidon had asked. Why name him the father?
This question had hung in the air before Demeter, her eyes full. It must be him, was the
only answer Demeter could give.
I don’t understand, Poseidon had said then. If you have no feelings for Zeus, then why
him? You will not marry him, nor become some bound concubine. The lord of the tides and the
stormy seas had taken Demeter’s hand and rested it against his broad, chiseled chest, letting her
feel the pounding of a heart that sang only for her.
Zeus is the king of Olympus and ruler of the world, she had told Poseidon. His name
carries power… and protection.
He will never be a father to your child, Poseidon had argued. I could…
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Could you? was all Demeter had said. The three brothers that had led them to victory
over the Titans: Zeus, Poseidon, and Hades, were all the same. They each ruled their realms and
wielded their power. This was their first and only true love. The women that came and went
through their immortal lives could never be more than passing amusements. Poseidon ruled the
sea, but his dominion ended at the sandy beach; Zeus reigned over everything beneath the sky.
His name could protect a child. All this Demeter had said while looking into the endless pools of
Poseidon’s gaze.
Poseidon had then taken Demeter’s hand in his, the Olympian’s grip as gentle and
comforting as sea foam. I would still have a wife, he had whispered to her. I would still try to be
a father…
The goddess of divine law shook her head at the memory of the proposal she never let
him finish. “It can never be…” Demeter then turned and stepped away, letting her daughter leave
to spend her time with Hades, in the darkness beneath the earth.
***
Though the wounded Demeter tried to pull her back, Cora stood, glaring defiance at the
monstrous Polybotes. Power spilled out from her onyx eyes, and her small hands clenched as the
queen of the Underworld, the goddess of life, death, and rebirth, gathered all the powers that
were hers to command. Once again, Demeter pulled at her daughter, ready to place her immortal
flesh, wounded as it was, between little Cora and the dangerous world. The harvest mother tried
to do this, but paused. Something had changed.
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For the first time, Demeter did not see little Cora, goddess of youthful joy and the
flowering of spring. Nor did the mother see just her daughter, with perpetually-skinned knees
and hair in desperate need of combing. Demeter did not see a delicate violet flower amidst a sea
of weeds, with petals just beginning to open. Little Cora was gone.
Instead, a dark goddess stood in Cora’s place. The dread queen of the Underworld,
guardian and judge of righteous spirits, with eyes of burning onyx, stood tall to battle the
barbarian Gigant. The goddess, with hair of black fire swirling in the growing wind, summons]ed
her great power to destroy this malignant invader of her mother’s garden. Demeter let her hand
slip down, letting go, at last, of her innocent daughter. Instead, the goddess of reaping and
preserving held up her golden scythe, offering it to Cora; no, not Cora, Demeter realized. The
older goddess released her broken tool with a trembling hand, letting all the love and power of
mother and daughter pass between them in that single moment of acceptance.
The queen of the Underworld turned, holding high the power of the earth to merge with
her own, and faced the monstrous Gigant. She held out her free hand and Poseidon’s silver
trident burst from the seething waves, spinning through the air, and joyously came to rest in her
commanding grip. The dark goddess leveled a dark gaze upon her parents’ enemy then, and
wielding the golden scythe in one hand and sliver trident in the other, stepped forward. Cora no
longer, her mother decided, but Persephone.
The whole world began to shake. The living earth heaved and cracked as fissures opened
under the waves, the burning rage of the Underworld boiling up into the sea around Kōs. Great
clouds of gas erupted, turning the island’s secluded waters into a frothing, vengeful cauldron.
Polybotes looked about and, for the first time in his barbarous life, he felt fear. The air around
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Persephone was just as angry as the sea, belying the calm, cold determination on the face of the
queen of the Underworld. The sands of the beach gathered up by the goddess’ angry wind,
joining with the roiling water of the harbor. Together, all the elements of the world formed
divine weapons, great spears and whips and things unnamed. With these, the goddess of death
and rebirth lashed against the blubberous body of the cringing Northman. Again and again
Persephone striked, crisscrossing Polybotes’ unwashed form with burning, bleeding wounds. The
Gigant screamed and sobbed and begged, desperately trying to shield himself with his enormous
hands. The goddess life resurgent and judge of all that lived watched this without the barest hint
of compassion. Instead, in response to her command, the living earth reached up and pulled
Polybotes’ hands away, letting the wind and surf flay the flesh from the sobbing monster’s face
and back and groin.
Persephone released the Gigant for a moment and he tried to flee, but the living earth
once again reached up and grasped his writhing limbs. The goddess cut the air with a sweeping
arc of Demeter’s golden scythe, imbedding the tool into Polybotes’ side and forcing the Gigant
to his serpentine knees in agony. Persephone then reached out with the living earth and golden
scythe, bending Polybotes’ back and forcing the barbarous intruder to present his chest to her.
With no change to her dark expression, Persephone buried Poseidon’s silver trident into his
gasping chest. The bringer of destruction waited a moment, staring deeply into Polybotes’ dreadfilled eyes, before wrenching her weapons free and pulling with them the Northman’s beating
heart.
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Polybotes vomited an ichorous flood. He weakly glanced up, unfocused eyes looking for
any sign of hope. Instead, the unrelenting queen of the Underworld, daughter of divine justice
and wrathful tides says, “See you soon.”
***
Their secluded beach was slowly restoring itself, though it would never again be the
paradise Demeter had so loved. Poseidon, still mending his immortal body from the battle, had
commanded the sea to drag Polybotes’ carcass out, to be fed upon by the creatures of his realm.
The trees had retreated from the battle, unwilling to return to a place of such horror. Demeter had
been reaching out with her power to help them take new root. The large rocks that once marked
the border of island and sea had been destroyed, replaced by a thick beach of fine white sand.
Even the sea itself still foamed, still turned amidst the gases released from beneath the living
earth. This purified the waters of Polybotes’ pollution, but carried a hint of the terrible power
unleashed here. Persephone had joined with her parents in their purification of Kōs. Still
beautiful, Demeter thought, but now the beauty of power, of triumph, not of innocence.
“Poseidon,” Demeter called out as the sea lord made ready to depart. He turned and
glanced back over his broad shoulder, unable to face her eyes. The harvest mother slowly
approached, as one might a skittish horse. Her diaphanous gown was still torn and stained, and
did little to hide her divine flesh. Her exposed body, even damaged, clearly made her presence
even more painful for the god of the unquiet ocean. “Thank you,” Demeter said. “Thank you for
coming.”
Poseidon shrugged. “How could I not?”
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Demeter looked over to where their daughter was encouraging the island back to life. The
younger goddess was making a point of appearing to ignore them despite remaining close
enough to hear everything. “Zeus didn’t.”
“Zeus’ interests are elsewhere,” the sea lord replied, looking towards Olympus. “The
Gigants lay siege to his mountain.”
“You are of Olympus too,” Demeter pointed out, trying to grab hold of his eyes. “You
could have fought there, perhaps you even should have fought there. Still, you came here.”
He said nothing, so she took another step forward. Her bare feet drank in the comforting
warmth of the white sand, mixing with the welcoming cool of the changing tide. Her body found
comfort in this, just as her warming heart reached out to fan the flame buried deep within the sea
god’s cold chest. Her hand raised of its own accord, the barest tips of her fingers reaching
Poseidon’s pale, well-muscled back. Before she could fully place a gentle, hopeful touch upon
his bruised, powerful frame, the sea lord stepped into the waves that reached towards their
master. “Poseidon,” Demeter called out again.
The god of the oceans turns back, at last fully facing the goddess that held his heart. The
sea gathered around his powerful form, leaving his torso and head exposed to the air and its
burning fragrance of flowers, life, and hope. “There is still a war to fight,” he declared with a
deep, booming voice filled with all the passion he had worked for an age to suppress. For the
first time since their separation, a single drop of salty water falls from Poseidon’s eye to join
with that of his domain. “There are still other Gigants to be defeated.”
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“And after?” she asked, the hand that had touched Poseidon now resting against her own
surging heart.
The barest hint of a simile danced across Poseidon’s full lips, the first since that time,
long ago, when he shared a happy imprisonment with his great love. Then the sea lord leapt,
arching his flawless body through the light of a perfect day, and dived back into his cold, watery
realm. Demeter remained for a time on their beach, at the boundary between their duties. She
stood there, looking into the shifting tides.
End
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The Ferryman’s Coin
You stand upon the rocky bank of a dark river. The dark, restless water turns and writhes,
as though eager to draw you into its lifeless depths. The small waves each push against their
neighbors, as though desirous to be the first to take hold of you. They offer all the unanswered
secrets of your life, an endless rest from the vagaries of mortality. Yet something keeps you from
diving into that umbrous tide. Some lingering, mortal remnant anchors you to this basalt edge
between the world behind and the one ahead.
You stand in an unfeeling borderland. There is no wind, the air instead carrying a hollow
current, flowing about you without scent or feeling. The grey, uniform stone on which you stand
stretches forever along the coast of that restless stream before you. There is nothing behind, a
vague, meaningless void once thought to be filled with everything important. You no longer have
a past, nor even a meaningful present; only the way ahead, across the stygian water remains.
You come to realize that you are not alone in this dour marchland. There was a guide, a
faint nimbus in the shape of a man that led you here. Your inconstant guide left you here, on this
dismal beach, taking with him the last of your vital warmth. From time to time, you catch brief
glimpses of that chthonic messenger in the company of other shades, each left beside the silent
river.
You cannot make out the details of your companions upon that unending grey beach.
Everyone has the same arms, legs, torso, and such, and everyone looks about with the same
expression of confused desolation. But their faces… you have trouble making out the specifics of
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their faces. Each of those surrounding you has the same barren hollowness. You wonder, briefly,
if you now lack any identifiers of self. You also wonder if you care.
The ominous river and its ashen coast are your only realities, an over-whelming presence
within you. You care for neither breath or pulse, nor hunger or thirst. Such things lie in the
nothingness behind you; best left to those still burdened with such trifles. None of these things
concern you; you are beyond concern or desire, save for one, overwhelming urge. You yearn for
what lies beyond the river.
You notice, from time to time, one of your featureless companions surrendering to the
lure of the river’s peace. One drifts into the welcoming bleak tide, their movement only a shadow
of swimming. Many of those assembled at the cheerless water’s edge, yourself included, pause in
your restless shifting to witness the passage. From the moment this detached seeker enters the
river, you notice the dour waves moving closer, wrapping themselves around the melancholy
shade. The water-that-is-not-water, too thick and uncaring to be water, rolls over your lost
companion. The faint light you each contain drains out with their dispassionate embrace, until
nothing but a lost phantom, a pantomime of its former self, merges with the others that make up
the sepulchral flow. Now a part of the grisly channel, your former companion moves with the
others of its kind, reaching for you. You, and the remaining others on that shaded beach, move a
step back, but only for a moment, before the pull of the morbid current draws you back.
There is a passage, a safe means of navigating this inevitable course. This phlegmatic
vessel seems to be of the same material as the mysterious river, though hardened and stilled.
Upon the deck of this stolid craft stands a lone figure, robed and cowled against distempered life,
that guides the crossing. In its shadowed hands, the boatman wields a guiding pole, dipping
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ceaselessly into the river to propel his launch. Atop this great stick is a lantern, a glowing beacon
towards which you feel drawn.
He reaches the coastline, the gentle pulse of his lodestar emitting an even more
welcoming brilliance. You and all your companions waiting on the beach surge forward. You
cannot enter the presence of that lantern, though, as its warmth becomes a luminous wall. All
those surrounding the boatman’s ark reach out, trying to penetrate the scorching radiance of the
lantern. Some of your companions do penetrate the barrier, each of them holding a point of light
that matches the glowing beacon ahead. Only a few carry this pinpoint of hope; only a few can
pass onto the ferry. When each figure reaches the boatman, the small light they carry raises up
and joins with the lantern, increasing its luminous essence. Most of your companions do not have
the light, and are unable to approach.
You feel a warmth in your chest. You look down and see a small point, like a halfremembered coin. Within this golden currency, you perceive a life and all its emotional
memories. You move forward, a remembrance of identity carrying you towards the boatman.
You hold up your shining point, that marker of significance, of recognition, of worth and value.
The boatman looks down and nods, “You are mourned,” it says, and allows you to board.
The vessel moves away, then, from the grey, unmourned shades. It glides across the
inscrutable river, towards something beyond. You can see another coastline, in the distance, yet
can make out no details. A strange mist conceals what lies ahead, yet you can see other shapes,
waiting on that distant beach. They welcome you.
End
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PART III: REALIST FICTION
Together
After Pop’s funeral, we went back to Ma’s house. She had spent the past few days sorting
through his life and memories, taking down the photos, trophies, and memories that Pop had
collected over the years, pausing to cry and reflect with each. Pictures of him in the service,
stationed on this ship or that, visiting different countries, and his various awards; they all came
down. His many movie posters were also packed away; the celebrations of The Best Years of our
Lives, Coming Home, and The Deer Hunter were each put in storage. My sisters had joined Ma
in the “cleaning,” as they all called it, each item requiring a long conversation about Pop, his life,
and how much they missed him. I spent my time with Grandpa in the garage, safely away from
the overflow of emotion.
Ma’s garage was filled with half-packed boxes of Pop’s things, scattered alongside a pair
of unused bikes, yoga mats, and a host of unfinished craft projects, all mute evidence of Ma’s
repeated efforts to force some mutual activity. Grandpa was idly picking through a box of items
put aside for him when I walked in, things from Pop’s youth that Ma and my sisters had thought
Grandpa might want. “Anything good?” I asked as I passed under the half-raised garage door.
Grandpa shook his head. “You father always did have shitty taste in music,” he noted,
picking up a record, The Dock of the Bay by Otis Redding. “Not a single jazz record in here.”
“To each his own, I guess. Are you going to take any of the old pictures?”
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Grandpa held up a photo of Pop and his brother, still children. “Best to leave these with
your sisters, I think.”
“You never did keep a lot of pictures,” I noted. “Not even of Grandma.”
“Oh, I’ve got one of your grandmother,” he said, tapping his heart. “I just keep it where I
need it.”
Ma came in behind me and wordlessly handed a steaming cup of coffee. She gave the
other to Grandpa. He eyed it suspiciously, but she smiled and assured him that she hadn’t put
anything in there to soften the bitter taste. Grandpa took his coffee plain. Ma then pulled a chair
out from behind a stack of old Christmas decorations and, unfolding it, placed a soft cushion on
the seat and set it beside where Grandpa stood. He grumbled about not needing a nurse but Ma
ignored his protests, just as Grandma had, giving him a light kiss before returning to the house.
“Are they still reminiscing?” he asked.
I nodded. “Talking about all the good times. Ma said it’s part of grieving, but…”
“But what?”
I leaned against Pop’s old workbench, long unused. “I dunno. I’m just not… Everybody
is talking about how sad they are and how much they miss him. I just…” I shrugged.
“Not sure what you’re supposed to be feeling?”
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I grimaced. “I’ve been around death plenty. I’ve buried plenty. I just don’t get all the…”
Despite my protest, I could feel an unwanted knot forming in my chest. With practiced skill, I
forced the unhelpful emotions down, to where they could be safely ignored.
Grandpa looked steadily at me, breathing in the life-restoring steam before taking a
thoughtful sip. Despite Ma’s insistence to the contrary, the delicate fragrance of hazelnut drifted
up from both my cup and Grandpa’s, mute evidence that she had, in fact, flavored the brew.
Grandpa still drank, either not noticing, or just not making comment on the smooth taste.
“Henry, did I ever tell you how I met your grandmother?” he asked suddenly, not looking from
his unpainted cup.
“You met after the war, right?” I noted, grateful for the change in subject.
“Yes and no. We met face-to-face when I got back from the Pacific, but we exchanged
quite a few letters while I was still in Fukuoka.”
My heart skipped a beat. We all knew that Grandpa had been a POW in a Japanese camp
the last years of the war. He never talked about it, not ever; and yet, everyone knew. I was eight
when Ma had told me, when we had to take Grandpa to the VA hospital after his suicide attempt.
She explained as best she could to a child; soul-sick was the term she used.
“I didn’t know they let you write letters,” I admitted carefully, not wanting to trigger any
worse memories, especially after having just put Pop to rest.
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“Not at first,” Grandpa admitted, sitting on the padded chair. He glanced up, lost in
thought, while tracing a light touch along the rim of his porcelain cup. “When they first took us,
we weren’t allowed anything.” He glanced at me. “You know how that is.”
I nodded. Grandpa and I shared a similar wartime experience, though in different wars;
Pop and Uncle Jake had served in Vietnam, but were never captured or physically hurt. I was the
only one other than Grandpa with prisoner of war experience.
“Once the war turned against them,” Grandpa continued, “orders came down for the
guards to be ready to execute all the prisoners; we even had a few drills that we learned later
were them getting ready to kill us; they’d march us out to the pissing-trench, line us up, and read
the roll to make sure everyone was there. But they never went through with it. Instead, they
started letting in mail, doctors, better food.”
“And that’s when you and Grandma started writing to each other?”
Grandpa nodded.
“I’d been on the Grenadier for two patrols before it happened,” Grandpa began, carefully
setting his coffee on a long wood bench bearing Pop’s old ship models. “She was Gar-class, built
early in 1941.” He sat down on the cushioned chair. “In fact, she was commissioned right around
the same time I enlisted. March 19th, 1941. Me and two buddies, Johnson and Dustin, all out of
Brooklyn.”
“Were you at Pearl Harbor when...?”
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“Nah. The Grenadier was on patrol, like most subs. We’d been tracking a destroyer
before the attack; they think she was screening the Jap carriers. Anyway,” he leaned back and
took a deep breath. “we got word about Pearl and everything changed. Instead of tracking, we
started hunting, keeping the Jap fleet jumping around trying to protect their oil and troops. Our
goal was to delay while they rebuilt the surface fleet.” He laughed then, somewhat ruefully. “It’s
funny, but the Germans catch a lot of shit for what their U-boats were doing in the Atlantic, but
we were doing the same damn thing in the Pacific. Only real difference was we didn’t go out of
our way to target civilians.”
“That’s war,” I confirmed. “You were in the engine room, right?”
“That’s right,” Grandpa confirmed. “Me, Johnson, and Dustin all worked in the same
garage before we enlisted, and we all volunteered for the submarine service together.”
“Why?”
“Why what?”
“Why be a submariner?” I asked.
Grandpa shrugged. “Better pay. You got a bigger signing bonus and extra pay.” His eyes
grew distant for a moment before returning. “Plus,” he said, “submarine crews are smaller and…
well there’s something about being part of a small, close-knit team.” Grandpa retrieved his cup
and took a drink. “Me, Johnson, and Dustin had all grown up together and we stayed close after
leaving school. I liked having a close group I could count on. We got along great, the three of us,
except for music. We could all agree on band music, and Johnson got us to liking the jazz he was
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always listening to, especially Cab Calloway. But God help us if Judy Garland came on;
everything had to stop, no noise at all, so Dustin could listen in peace.”
“He liked her singing?”
Grandpa snorted. “Singing, hell. That fool saw The Wizard of Oz and fell in love. She
could read a grocery list and he’d have listened. Anyway, all through ’40, the news was about the
threat of Japanese aggression and the need for fighting men. We were all dreaming of seeing the
Far East and wanted to get out of that garage anyway, so…” he shrugged. “After training, we
were all assigned to the Grenadier. Johnson was a Cook, Dustin was an Electrician’s Mate, and I
was a Machinist Mate, Third Class.” He grinned. “Fancy title for the asshole that kept the pistons
turning.”
“I thought you all worked in a garage? Why the different ratings?”
Grandpa sipped his coffee. “Dustin had a knack for those new circuits, and he was small
enough to fit his hands behind the panels. And Johnson…” he shrugged. “The Navy only
allowed Blacks certain jobs back then.
“Loud as hell in that engine room,” he mused. “You could always tell the new guys by
their yelling.”
“Yelling?”
“At night, when Jap planes couldn’t spot us, we ran on the surface to swap out air, with
the diesel running to recharge the batteries. You couldn’t hear each other over the racket. Hell,
you couldn’t hear yourself think. Two diesel engines, screaming at each other like an old married
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couple.” Grandpa chuckled. “New guys tried to yell over the engines, usually lost their voices by
day three. After a week or two, you learnt to just signal.”
“What about when you submerged?”
“That was daytime, when the Jap planes were out, or when the skipper was lining up a
shot. When we switched to batteries...” Grandpa’s eyes clouded. “The whole world was quiet
during a dive. Nobody moved or even breathed; we just looked at each other and waited. No
noise, that was the rule while the Skipper and the rest were lining up a shot. We’d just stand
there, crammed together in that tiny compartment that stank of oil and grease and sweat and ass.”
He grinned. “Gotta say, there’re times I miss that.”
“Seriously?” I asked, thinking back to my own time confined in such a tight space.
Grandpa smiled again. “60 guys in a 300-foot-long metal tube, along with provisions for
a 75-day patrol, the 24 torpedoes, and ammo for the deck gun and small arms. Showers only
every 10 days, if that, and during a dive, the air got so fouled you couldn’t even light a cigarette.
Triple-stacked bunks with less than a foot of free space between you. At first, we put Dustin’s
skinny butt up top and I got the basement, but on the third night after lights out, we caught him
playing with himself, staring at this old copy of Photoplay with Judy Garland on the cover. After
that, we put him in the middle, where we could keep an eye on the little freak.
“Of course, an attack run was a whole different thing. You’d hear the torpedoes
swimming away, maybe a few thuds, and then we went deep and quiet.” Grandpa snorted,
“Except the fuckin’ torpedoes didn’t blow, half the time.”
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“Why?”
“Cheap-ass contractors. Greed, boy, pure and simple. Oh, nowadays you hear talk of
rushing production after Pearl Harbor, but that’s crap. Even before Pearl, our equipment was
garbage. Half the time, our fish either malfunctioned, going too deep or swinging wide, or they
just bounced off the target. Hell, sometimes the damn things would just move out in this wide
circle and come back at us. So,” his face grew stern, “most of the time we surfaced and used the
guns.
“That’s how the Japs caught us. We were finishing off a troop convoy, hitting their hulls
with the big gun and using small arms to chew up anybody that came on deck. All the sudden
Dustin, on lookout, started screaming his head off and pointing.” Grandpa shook his head.
“When I saw them, my guts just dove under the waves and never came up again.
“A pair of Jap destroyers were coming at us. Skipper ordered an emergency dive, but…”
He rubbed his eyes and shook his head. “Four hours of them hunting us. Depth charges going off
every few minutes; the whole damned world grabbing you and trying to break your back, like the
Grenadier was trying to throw us off her. Concussions breaking shit all over the boat, fires
starting, smoke building up, guys yelling.
“The worst was the time in between, though, when it got quiet again. When you’re hiding
and the power is giving out, the only sound is your heart.” Grandpa loosened his tie, pulling the
noose free and releasing the top two buttons on his shirt. “We lost electrical, so the whole sub
went dark; there was only some flashlights being used for damage control, everything else was
just a closed-in nothing. The air felt like someone was wringing your neck; between the fuel
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leak, the smoke, and the CO2 buildup, there wasn’t a breath to be had. After hours of
maneuvering, the batteries were all but dead, so everything was turned off except sonar and the
one screw that still worked.
“We knew she was taking on water, but we couldn’t find the cracks, let alone plug them.
So,” Grandpa breathed deep, “Skipper finally ordered us to surface. We’d get out on the rafts and
scuttle the Grenadier. Then we’d try to paddle to an island. But the periscope barely broke
surface before they started shooting at us. The raft over portside just exploded in shreds of rubber
and chunks of red meat. There was wasn’t even time for them to scream. The rest of us just
froze. Finally, some Jap officer started hollering, and they took us aboard one of the destroyers.”
He took a deep breath. “Next stop, Fukouka.”
***
“They loaded us in with a bunch of other prisoners on the Oryoku Maru,” Grandpa said
once I’d returned with fresh cups. I hadn’t even realized that I’d drained my coffee, so I briefly
left for refills, and the break was necessary, for one or both of us. “Army mostly,” he continued,
accepting the plain black coffee, “taken early in Guadalcanal, and some sailors from the
Chicago. They took us to Penang first, then up through Malay before shipping us to Japan.
“Fukuoka was actually three camps, spread around the prefecture. Originally, we were in
Mushiroda, where they made us work on building a new airfield. After that, they moved us to
Hakozaki. It was near some river; I forget the name. There was a rail line nearby, with trains
every few hours, even at night. The camp itself was in a pine forest, at the bottom of a deep
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valley. Groves of trees everywhere; hardly any sun could get through, the branches were so
thick. You could just breathe in the woods, at first. It was… peaceful.
“They put us to work cutting lumber, clearing the woods as fast as possible, faster. All we
had were old, manual saws, and accidents happened all the time. Injuries usually just meant
you’d either die of infection, or the Japs would take you away.” A burning memory froze in my
gut then, as I flashed back through my childhood to all the woodworking projects I’d helped
Grandpa with. I realized, then, how an auto mechanic had first learned to work with wood.
“The first thing they had us build was a crematory,” Grandpa continued, “back behind the
camp. That ran pretty steady for the next two years. Me and Johnson did ok with the timber, but
Dustin struggled to keep up. Anybody that didn’t work hard enough was punished. Dustin was
just too small, so me and Johnson had to help him out, making it look like Dustin had gotten
some of our work done. The three of us looked like we did less than the others, but usually not so
much that we’d get punished.
“There were no real latrines, just a few trenches that ran towards the creek we drank
from. Within a week or two, the whole damned camp was covered with flies and mosquitoes.
Everybody got sick. They had an open cesspool right next to the kitchen, and the only heat we
were allowed was exercise. As time went on, the smaller, weaker guys would just keep getting
sick and, if you couldn’t work…” he shrugged. “They found uses for the sick and weak. Me and
Johnson tried to cover for Dustin for as long as we could, but…”
Grandpa chuckled suddenly; the deep shadow that had been growing across his face
retreated a bit. “Funny thing was, they thought they were being cruel by packing us so tight in
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those old shacks. Tiny rooms with straw mats to sleep on and more than a dozen men per room.
Thing is, we were submariners; we were used to having no personal space. We were used to
smelling each other and sleeping right up against each other. And as cold as it got in the
winter…” Grandpa openly laughed. “Fucking guards froze their balls off at night, but me and the
guys, we got real cozy warm with each other. Most nights, we all snuggled up and got a good
night’s sleep while the guards suffered.”
His laugh faded away, then, and his gaze went distant, back through the years. “Of
course,” he noted, “cutting wood was just the day job. They had different sorts of fun for us at
night.
“The airmen went first,” he said then. “This wasn’t long after the Army started
firebombing Japan. They took all the pilots to a local girl’s school of all places… they brought
back the heads and mounted them on sticks outside our barracks. That was just some fun they
had, not an interrogation. Those they took for questioning…” He looked at me. “I heard they
started training programs for people that might get captured; that true?”
I nodded. “It’s not much.”
“Didn’t help?”
I shrugged. “What could?”
Grandpa nodded his understanding. “’Whiskers,’ is what we called him. Never learned
his real name. He didn’t wear any rank, so I suppose he was a civilian. The others made a point
of shaving, but old Whiskers had this long mustache.” He sighed. “Well, everyone got a turn
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with Whiskers. They’d make you kneel in front of him and bow, putting your forehead to the
floor. They’d handcuff you behind your back, and old Whiskers would ask you questions and
beat you with his wooden sword. He’d hit you when and where the moment took him. Every
now and then, he’d take out a real sword and threaten to cut off your head. You’d believe it, too;
there were lots of heads out front. When they broke something or you started pissing blood,
they’d take you out and start on someone else for a while. Sometimes they’d grab you again after
a few days. Sometimes they didn’t bother.
“We could never figure out why some people were killed and others weren’t.” Grandpa’s
voice was empty of anything except facts. “The guards would just grab whoever they spotted
first. Sometimes they’d bring in kids or fresh recruits from local villages; they’d line up the
visitors and pick a few of us at random. The guards would tie our guys up to these big poles in
the assembly yard. Then these instructors that came with the visitors would demonstrate judo,
archery, and sword-fighting, sometimes with practice weapons, sometimes with real ones.”
Grandpa creased his brow. “They said they wanted their students to see what war looked like.
“Any pilots and aircrew that came in were given to the doctors. We learned later that
they’d go to some university lab and demonstrate what live organs look like and how to remove
them.”
He leaned back, once again running his hand along the hard wood of Dad’s workbench,
as though to reassure himself of the separation between past and present. “We didn’t know why
then, of course, but the second year was a lot worse. Things were going bad for the Japs, and
they took it out on us. There wasn’t questioning anymore, just beatings and…”
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Grandpa sniffed and blinked, though there were no tears. None left, I suppose. “You
remember I said I enlisted with two other guys?” he asked and I nodded. “Dustin, they, uh…
they grabbed him one day and took him into the yard, yelling something about revenge for the
Philippines. They, uh… they stripped him, and tied him up to one of the practice poles, the ones
used for those demonstrations. We didn’t see any students or recruits that morning, just a whole
bunch of guards holding those practice swords. Whiskers, he had his real sword, but he was
standing off to the side…”
Grandpa took a deep drink, finishing his coffee. “It didn’t take long for Dustin to stop
screaming. He stopped even before we got out to the trees for the day’s work. We could still hear
them beating him, though. They screamed at him and kept hitting him, a wet, thumping…”
Grandpa looked deep into his coffee, his eyes lost in the darkness of time. “His head was
mounted by the time we got back from the day’s work.” His eyes glistened and his breath held a
slight catch, as though some weight was pressing down. “That day, I remember… I don’t know
who or when, but while we cut down the tress, someone started whistling. You weren’t allowed
to make noise, no talking or anything. They’d punish you for any noise. But… all the sudden,
everyone was whistling, soft, but steady.” Grandpa closed his eyes. “We all whistled
‘Somewhere over the Rainbow.’”
***
This time, Grandpa went to refill our cups. He fixed his cup the way he liked, no sugar,
no cream, nothing to dull the bitter reality. I took mine similar, though with some sugar. Once he
had the drinks, Grandpa jerked his head for me to follow him onto the small porch where Ma’d
set out a couple of chairs. One had a cushion, the other didn’t. Grandpa noticed the soft pillow
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and grumbled something about busybody women in his life, but he still sat with relief. I took the
accompanying seat and accepted the offered cup.
The late afternoon was quickly losing what little warmth the day had provided. You
could feel the mountain air pushing against the nearby sea, fighting for supremacy. I took out a
cigar, clipped the end, and created a small point of warmth against the growing chill. I offered
Grandpa a drag, but he declined, instead staring out into the distant and endless blue.
“Once the invasion of Okinawa started,” Grandpa continued, “I guess the Japs knew the
game was up. All the sudden, the beatings and deaths just stopped. The camp commander told us
that we could send letters home and get mail back.” He grinned. “Of course, our letters were not
to mention certain things. They’d read them, and anything they didn’t like wouldn’t go.”
“Did anybody try anyway?”
Grandpa shook his head. “No heroes left by then. No, we wrote letters that only said we
wanted to go home and what we’d do there. Me and Henry Johnson, we both sent letters home
and we both got letters back from our sisters. Both the girls had sent photos for us.” Grandpa
smiled and leaned back into his seat; his eyes lost in the fading horizon. “That was a good day,”
he said softly.
“We’d finished work and had formed up for mail. Both me and Johnson got letters, so we
took them back to our barracks and read. We’d been given new coats and the air was just cool
enough for them. There was a breeze that blew the stink of the kitchen and the piss-trenches
away, so you could almost get a clean breath. Johnson glanced over and saw the picture of May,
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my sister. He whistled and congratulated me that my sister and me didn’t look anything alike. He
held out his own photo and offered a trade.”
Grandpa reached into his breast pocket and pulled out a small rectangle, faded and
bearing all the creases of a long life. It was a little blurry but there was no mistaking the image of
a beautiful woman, radiant in the full bloom of youth. She wore an old-fashioned Navy Nurse
Corps uniform, neat and crisp on her small frame. Her tiny hands were folded in her lap, a show
of modesty somewhat marred by a mischievous grin and rebellious rise of her narrow chin. Her
tie was missing and the top two buttons of her blouse were open. Her hair, though tied back, was
thick and lustrous, a dark halo around an almost elfin face, whose superficial humility did
nothing to quiet a spirit that still sparkled despite the old wrinkles of the photo.
“I lost something,” Grandpa said, “the first time I saw this.” He thought for a second. “Or
maybe I gained something. Your Grandma, she reached out and took hold of me. Six thousand
miles away, she reached out like she was right in front of me. She grabbed on and never once,
not in more than fifty years, has she ever let go.
“Me and Henry Johnson, we made a pact that day. We’d live. We’d live and go home.
We’d meet up with these beautiful women that became our whole worlds. We wrote to them, and
they wrote back. It was months before we actually met, but I could hear your Grandma as though
she were whispering to me. She told me about being a Nurse, about treating the guys that were
sent home in pieces. I told her about life on a sub.” Grandpa smiled at me. “Did you know your
Grandma was a dancer?” he asked.
I shook my head.
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“That’s how she paid for nursing school; she danced. She asked me if I knew how and,
when I wrote back saying I didn’t, she started talking about all the dance-spots she liked and the
music she liked to dance to.” He closed his eyes. “I dreamed about dancing with her every night.
“Every day, cutting those damn trees and lugging dead trunks up and down those hills,
every day of that me and Henry Johnson reminded each other that we were going to live and get
home to those girls. When I got dysentery, when I thought I was going to shit myself to death,
Henry reminded me. He reminded me that I promised to take his sister dancing. By God, I knew
I was going to live to dance with that girl.”
Grandpa held the picture against his chest, breathing deep with closed eyes. I said
nothing, just let the smoke from my cigar slowly form a ring around our heads, banishing the
chill.
He returned the picture to its place against his heart. “1 in 5 men that served on
submarines died in the war. 1 in 4 prisoners died in the camps. We survived. We went home.
“I remember stepping out of the transport. People were cheering everywhere and waving
small American flags. A band was playing off to the side somewhere. Politicians, generals, and
admirals were there to shake our hands and smile for pictures. Newspapermen asked questions
we weren’t ready to answer. Bible-thumpers offered to pray for us. But all I saw was the most
beautiful woman God ever blessed this shithole world with. She wore a bright blue dress. Her
long hair had its own light, shaming the sun. She was smiling; she was always smiling. I just
stood there, on that flight line; I couldn’t take my eyes off her.
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“Dottie, your Grandma, she moved up, putting that little sway in her hips that just drove
me nuts. She glided up and said, ‘Did you bring you dancing shoes?’”
***
Grandpa died about a year later. They laid him to rest next to Grandma. Ma and my
sisters attended the funeral. I made my excuses, the same as my uncle. I would deal with
whatever I had to in my own way, in my own time. That had always worked before… until it
didn’t. The past started coming up, more and more often. I was having a harder and harder time
pushing it back down, until I finally tried doing it permanently. A friend managed to get me to a
hospital, where they got me some help; that’s where I met Angie.
Eventually, I was told that I had recovered enough to leave the hospital. I asked Angie to
come with me to meet my grandparents. The funny thing is, standing at the grave, I didn’t really
feel the sorrow that seemed to have worked its way through the rest of the family. I didn’t have
any deep thoughts about mortality, or how the passage of time is slowly whittling down the
people I know. I didn’t even have any grand affirmation of life, thinking about the families my
sisters have started. I was worried, at first, that I might be slipping back into that darkness I’d
only just climbed out of, but Angie just smiled and asked me to tell my story. Remembering the
look of peace on Grandpa’s face after he told his, I talked. Standing there, surrounded by the
dead and staring at the granite marker, I told her my story.
Only now, years later, do I understand the meaning of my grandparents’ headstone. Only
after thinking back at my grandfather’s story and comparing it to my own, do I start to have an
idea of what the words mean. Only after having married a woman that saved my soul, and shared
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with her all the pain war inflicted upon me, and then seeing her loving acceptance of the
damaged creature I’d become, only then did the testimonial to my grandparents really make
sense to me.
I think often of that granite block in its small New England graveyard. I think of the four
words inscribed on it:
Joe and Dotty
Together
End
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The Cost
“Ok, you’re gonna feel a little pinch.”
What I feel is not a little pinch. A white-hot spear of memory and consequence slowly
twists its way into the small of my back. A serpent, coiled around my spine, thrashes against the
violation hissing it memory-filled outrage. The muscles across my back and down my legs jump,
not at my command, but at those of the baleful creature twisting my body into painful knots.
Punishment for my disobedience, my resistance to its tyrannical decay. Only the soft iron grip of
the nurse holds me in place, that, and a lifetime of learned discipline.
I need all my concentration, all my willpower to hold back a flood of tears and curses.
The unrelenting spear in my back pushes through the hardened fissures of my soul in search of
the serpent who has made its home these past two years within those very cracks. The doctor
thrusts deeper until her tool threatens to burst forth from my crotch in some hellish parody of
birth.
The nurse holding my hand is trying to comfort me, to help me through the pain. She has
been doing her very best to comfort me since I arrived, countless hours ago. The serpent
wouldn’t let me climb onto the examination table, slithering down into my legs and stiffening
them against the intended procedure. So the fragile-seeming nurse had to lift me into position
using strength her little body shouldn’t have had. This young woman, little more than a girl and
whose eyes carried far too much compassion for such an uncaring world, never wavered in her
quiet words of encouragement and consolation in the long hours that followed. The serpent hated
this nurse, and tried to force me into hating her.
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“Ok, that’s one more in.” I glance back at the pain-doc, the specialist that promised to
free me from the serpent. I can only see the thin line of her eyes against all the protective gear.
Her surgical gown shrouds her body, thick gloves shield her hands, a mask veils her face, and a
plastic shield envelops her head. I had asked, jokingly, if she was worried about blood splatter,
and though the pain-doc had tried to laugh at my feeble humor, her eyes confirmed my
unintended truth. There’s a cost, they’d told us, all those years ago.
The pain-doc turns to a nearby table, returning with another spear. “Here we go,” she
breathes deeply. “Little pinch.”
***
It’s three weeks ago, and we’re sitting in a borrowed office at the Veteran’s Affairs Pain
Clinic. “It’s called radiofrequency ablation,” the pain-doc is telling me. There’re no decorations
or pictures on the walls, no personal touches of any kind in this tiny cubicle, since there’s no
funding for private offices at the Pain Clinic. She must share this space with a half-dozen other
VA docs. There aren’t enough doctors at the VA either: few professionals can live on the substandard salary. There aren’t enough nurses for the same reason. There aren’t enough clinics or
specialists or anything else. Except drugs, of course. There’s always plenty of drugs.
“We’ll insert a series of needles,” the pain-doc is saying, “probes actually, into your back,
and then run an electric current through them. This will burn off the nerve endings and prevent
you from feeling the pain.”
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“Sounds like it’ll hurt,” I point out, shifting again in the uncomfortable plastic chair. The
serpent in my back hates the ancient, unpadded VA chairs. Each time I sit down in one, it
thrashes within my body, causing wrathful spasms across my torso and limbs.
The pain-doc tries to force a smile. Although she can’t be much past thirty, her face is
already worn and lined, silent evidence of her constant and futile battle against the VA
bureaucracy, the beast that tries its best to prevent the care she wants to provide. My pain-doc is
cursed with compassion, and compassion is anathema at the VA. In a moment of weakness
during our previous meeting, the doc admitted that she was unsure how much longer she could
keep working here, keep seeing people forced to suffer because the great VA beast only
reluctantly approves life-improving procedures because of that one, unforgivable sin: they cost
money. “It will hurt,” she admits. “Normally, in… other clinics, we would numb the whole
spine, even put you out for such an… extensive treatment. We’d even give you a few hours to
recover after the procedure. But…”
“But not here,” I finished, glancing one again past the thin partitions that provided the
closest the VA beast would provide for patient privacy.
“No, not here.”
“But you said they go deep,” I point out.
“Yes. I’m afraid we just can’t do anything about the deep-tissue… discomfort you’ll
experience. Especially once we get to your spine itself.” She shuffled a few papers, outlining the
mandatorily-cheap procedures. “We have to do it out-patient,” she continued. “You won’t be
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able to walk very well afterwards, and there’s a risk of sudden muscle failure. You’ll need
someone to drive you home.”
“The shuttle…?”
The pain-doc shook her head, her long ponytail mirroring her resignation. All the
programs that did so much for veterans and really required so little, they were all food for the
VA beast, whose ravenous hunger for funding and hope was as all-consuming as it was pitilessly
insatiable. “We’ve had to cut the shuttle program.”
“Well,” I stretched against the pain and the problems, “I’ll figure something out.”
***
“Ok, that’s the next one.” I vaguely hear the pain-doc say. I take a second to wipe away
the rising tide from my eyes and glance about the tiny, cramped procedure room. I look for some
distraction or, better, some target for my resentment. The bitter injustice of having to suffer
through this, a procedure normally reserved for geriatrics, when I’m still supposed to be in the
prime of my 30s, is a bitter pill that keeps forcing its burning way back up my throat.
Like the pain-doc’s office, the examination room has almost no humanizing touches.
There’re no desks or chairs, no cabinets or closets. There’s only the unpadded table coldly
pressing against my chest and a collection of machinery huddled around to observe my
humiliating pain. The machines are the only sound. The medical instruments hum and beep, they
groan and breathe. They’re almost more alive than I am, since they can’t suffer the indignities of
being old before their time.
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“This isn’t an operating room, is it?” I ask the nurse.
She shakes her head. “Converted supply closet,” she answers through her surgical mask,
wiping my forehead with a small cloth. “Best we could do.”
There’s a cost, they told us, before the years, before the miles, before the missions.
I hear the pain-doc turning her attention back to me. “Ok, another pinch.”
***
It’s three months ago, and I’m sitting with my primary care doctor. His office is a little
more permanent than the pain-doc’s will be, since he only works out of here instead of having to
rotate among a half-dozen different clinics. There are pictures of himself and his partner on
vacation somewhere, not fancy; he probably couldn’t afford fancy.
We’re discussing possible treatments for my chronic pain. We’ve had this same
discussion, on and off, for the past two years. To his credit, my doc is patient and genuinely
trying to help; like the pain-doc, my primary care doc has spent the past ten years fighting his
own battle against the VA beast, the unconquerable monster made up of political hypocrisy,
bureaucratic incompetence, and social indifference. He’s been many veterans’ great champion in
our endless battle against the beast. Like us, the doc is old before his time, greying temples and a
creased face betraying the futility of caring.
“How about physical therapy?” he suggests filled with forced optimism. The doc is
scrolling through the available options on his twenty-year-old office computer.
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“Fourth time might be the charm.” Although I mean for the comment to sound optimistic
and playful, my gritted teeth and heaving breathing betray my growing impatience. PT is cheap
and easy, and many veterans find themselves going back time and again, regardless of benefit or
lack of it.
“There’s aquathereapy.”
“Did it,” I remind the doc, trying not to scream as the serpent in my back thrashes against
the uncomfortable VA chair. “Feels great while I’m in the pool and sucks the second I step out.
Besides,” I try to joke, “I’m not ready for bikini season.”
The doc keeps scrolling. “How about a chiropractor? We just got access to a local clinic.”
“Tried it,” I grunt against another bite from the serpent. “Worked for about thirty
minutes.”
Doc sighs and keeps scrolling. He’ll admit to me on our next visit that he knew on my
first examination what I needed, but couldn’t get approval for the cost. So, instead, he spent
months trying to wrestle with the VA beast and failing as inevitably as he knew he would. “We
could try deep tissue massage…?” His tone and slightly-rolled eyes say louder than his mouth
ever could what he thinks of that idea.
“You mean another session with Boris?” I almost spit my response.
“Alex is a nice guy and he tries hard to help.”
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I don’t even try to stop the snort of derision. “He’s still fighting the Cold War, one
veteran at a time. We can probably hear the screams of his most recent customer.”
“Well, there’s always drugs.”
The great golden key that unlocks every veteran, at least according to the VA beast.
Feelin’ hurt? Here’s some drugs. Feelin’ down? Here’s drugs. Bleedin’ rectally while frothing at
the mouth and uncontrollably singing showtunes? Drugs. “Pass,” is my only response.
“Just because your friend…” But I hold up my hand against the sales pitch the doc is
required to make. I’d told him about what happened to Jessie, my last surviving friend from the
Service. We’d become close while fighting for our lives, and then became closer when we had to
fight the VA beast. I told the doc about Jessie’s broken back and the unending pain. I told him
about the VA beast prescribing more and more drugs, and the resulting addiction, and Jessie’s
lost family, failed career, and ruined life that, just two weeks ago, ended with a rope, gently
swinging from a backyard shed. All of that because the VA beast wouldn’t pay for anything
except Vicodin.
A sigh and a return to the too-bright screen brings, “Well, there’s always the Pain Clinic.”
***
“You’re doing great.” The pain-doc’s lie briefly encourages me before being crushed
against the empowered waves of hellish terror and rage. Her siren melody receives only a torrent
of screeching roars in response, promising bloody vengeance on the world. The serene fog that
had, at first, enshrouded my mind let me pity the cursing, crying thing writhing against the
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unyielding grip of the nurse. But now the fog has been torn away by a pitiless storm, sundering
what little remains of my will.
The minor surface-anesthetic, the only pain-killer the VA beast would authorize for this
procedure, has long since worn off. The serpent in my back, twisting against each probe’s
penetration, is now biting my spine, again and again. It’s rage travels down my legs, forcing
unwanted spasms like an angry goddess shaking the earth. The paper gown scrapes across my
chest and stomach, offering no protection against the freezing burn of the metal table, and
dragging jagged talons across my flesh. Even the pathetic draft from the ancient air conditioner,
sputtering its way ever-closer to death, attacks me, grabbing hold of all the tiny hairs on my back
and legs, jerking at each and sending insidious sparks arcing from one to the other. I lose track of
all the endless eternities.
There’s a cost, they’d said. Back before… before the killing and the lies and the regret.
“Ok,” the pain-doc says from behind the safety of her mask, “little pinch.”
***
It’s nine months ago, and I’m sitting in the waiting room of my orthopedic surgeon’s
office, the back-doctor that is latest in a string of specialists. After months of tests, samples,
theories, and half-assed guesses, I’m at last here, in another VA clinic that looks like all the
others. Generic patriotic posters dot the walls. Plastic plants decorate plywood furniture.
Uncomfortable chairs line beige walls. Veterans like me, in various stages of living-decay, wait
for an end to come at last.
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This is the meeting in which I’ll finally get a clear diagnosis. Osteoarthritis: degenerative
arthritis in the lower back. Normally a problem that affects the elderly, combat veterans are also
at risk because of high-impact lives with little or no recovery time between deployments. The
back doctor will look up from the variety of MRIs, CT-Scans, and X-rays as he gives me the
news. The older man, grey and balding but still in good physical shape, will not frown or smile,
not try to be gentle and kind, nor overly harsh. He will just give me the facts of the rest of my
life.
“Pain, obviously, is the biggest symptom,” the back-doctor will say as I shift in my chair.
“The severity and specific location of the pain will vary from day to day, sometimes based on
physical activity, but often randomly. Some days, you’ll be almost pain-free, able to function
normally for short periods. Some days, you’ll be in so much pain you won’t be able to stand.”
I will say nothing in response, just listen, muted by the back-doctor’s damnation. Even
the serpent will go briefly still. They taught us how to accept reality and force down any emotion
that might try to assert itself in response to a crisis. In that moment, I will be forcing down a
large response. I will wrestle down a throbbing, chocking void of wailing despair that will try to
force itself up into the cheap florescent light of the back-doctor’s office. I will not let it, though; I
will breathe deeply and accept what will be.
“You’ll suffer decreasing mobility over time,” the back-doctor will continue. “Again,
there will be fluctuations in severity. Some days, you’ll only have a minor limp, others your legs
will be effectively paralyzed. You’ll tire much more easily, and have a general sense of
weakness as you are less able to move and your muscles begin to atrophy.”
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He’ll give me a few minutes to process the news, the effective end of my life as I knew it.
We were warned, all those years ago; there would be a cost for the life and the Service. Not the
blood-and-guts cost, though there would be plenty of that. We were warned by the old-timers
that there would be consequences for all the high-speed, low-drag badassery we’d spend a few
short years enjoying. Some of us can’t accept the cost, that’s what they warned us; some of us
won’t be able to pay. Those will seek a quick end to the slow death of living decay.
“So, what now?” I will ask through a voice of dried-out clay.
“Well,” the back-doctor will say, removing his reading glasses and fixing me with steady
brown eyes. “There are a number of treatments with which your primary care doctor can try to
manage the lack of mobility, physical therapy being the most obvious. There will need to be
some lifestyle changes to reduce inflammation- give up smoking, change your diet, being less
physically active. The main purpose of all of this, however, will only be to buy you more time.”
“More time…?”
“The problem is degenerative,” he’ll say. “Think of your back as a battery with a finite
charge and no ability to re-charge. As you use up the power, the strength your back has left, the
battery gets weaker and weaker.”
“So, there’s nothing to do except endure?” Or just give up, is the part I won’t say.
This will be the only time the back-doctor looks uncomfortable. “There is a surgery, a
spinal fusion. I would join together several of the bones in your spinal column. It has a fair
degree of success in permanently relieving the pain and degeneration of motor function.
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“But…?” A brief twist by the serpent is unneeded in reminding me of Jesse’s surgery and
the VA’s failed promise of being free of the pain.
“Well, along with the normal risks in surgery, blood clots, infection, things like that,
there’s one big risk to the procedure. Nerve damage. You’ll permanently lose a degree of
mobility and flexibility, but there’s a… not-insignificant risk of permanent nerve damage.”
“Which would do what?” My voice will seem mechanical, unfeeling and uncaring. My
voice will seem to be that.
“Numbness, partial paralysis. Many of the same symptoms you see in stroke victims, but
located below the waist.” The back-doctor will then lean forward. “It’s a quality of life
question,” he’ll say. “We send you through treatments for the pain until those don’t work
anymore. The pain will keep getting worse, with greater and greater need for temporary relief.
Eventually, the treatments just won’t do anything. That’s when you decide to risk the surgery.”
But all of that has yet to happen. Right now, I’m in the waiting room, chatting with
Jessie. My old friend is here to support me, despite how painful it is to go outside. Jessie has a
serpent as well, though in the lungs and lymph nodes as opposed to the serpent in my back.
Jessie’s serpent hates the outdoors and punishes Jessie anytime they leave the house. Right now,
my friend is looking at me and trying to hide a deep resignation. Jessie had a surgery as well, but
it didn’t fix the pain. Jessie’s serpent is growing and my friend’s resolve is shrinking. The VA
beast will only give my friend more and more Vicodin for the ever-increasing pain. Eventually,
they say, the pain will get so bad that Jessie will have to be tied down to a hospital bed, where
my friend will die screaming. There has been talk about a new shed in the backyard. Jessie’s
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been working on it for over a year, as best the serpent will allow. It’s almost done. It’s almost
ready.
***
“Alright, we’re almost done.” The pain-doc is taking a deep breath. Her hands and her
voice are stone: solid and steady. “Now, these last couple of probes are a little bigger.”
There’s a cost. Those were the prophetic words that I’d shrugged off, like all the other
recruits too new, too young, and too ignorant to understand.
The pain-doc picks up another spear, larger than its brothers. “Little pinch.”
***
It’s two years ago and I’m lying on the floor of my kitchen. It’s Thanksgiving, and Mom
is visiting. Jessie is there, of course, the surgery scheduled for next week. My friend is optimistic
for the first time in years; the VA docs have promised freedom from the serpent. The failure of
the surgery will be a terrible blow.
We’d already finished Thanksgiving dinner and Mom and I had been cleaning the
kitchen. I’d just finished loading the dishwasher when the serpent struck for the first time. It tore
open a hole in the small of my back and forced its way in, burrowing deeper and deeper, into the
very root of my soul and the base of my body. It wrapped itself around the core of my being,
squeezing, biting, dripping venom. I must have lost my balance, but I don’t remember that.
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I am lying on the floor, covered in the shards of Thanksgiving. The dishwasher is
groaning and spraying us, violently objecting to this unwholesome incident. Its racks are broken
and upturned. Pieces of dirty plates and glasses cover me and most of the kitchen floor. I’m
soaked in sweat and drool and my own urine. I’m screaming. In a moment, I’ll vomit and Jessie
will have to hold me down as Mom struggles to keep my airway clear.
I don’t remember if Mom has retired yet, or if that’ll be next Thanksgiving. She’s worked
for decades as a VA nurse. I remember Mom coming home so many nights, looking sad and
tired; she cared a lot for the veterans, and suffered from being unable to help. She doesn’t want
to retire, I remember that. She doesn’t want to give up her battle with the VA beast, but she will
tell me that she just can’t fight anymore.
Right now, though, Mom and Jessie are struggling to hold me down, to keep me from
getting hurt worse amidst the jagged, broken pieces of Thanksgiving. Mom is shouting
something about her bag, and Jessie is obeying. Strong hands are holding me down and time
blurs until an ER doc is injecting something into my back.
***
Ok, almost done,” the pain-doc says. She harpoons me like the beached whale I resemble.
I try to make a bad joke through clenched teeth, but end up just growling as the nurse stares at
me with her mixture of compassion and pity. Her inflexible grip doesn’t match her soft eyes. I
don’t tear up anymore, and I don’t curse, no matter how much my soul rages against the
injustice. I just accept what is.
There’s a cost. Words I’ve said myself to recruits, once I’d learned.
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Doc’s hand goes, once again, to the small of my back. “Ok, little pinch.”
***
I’m in the Army, years ago, back in the desert. Things are getting a little fuzzy; it’s hard
to hold my mind together. Which desert am I in this time? Iraq? Kuwait? Somewhere else;
somewhere the politicians say I’m not? Which mission is this? Am I patrolling a burned-out
village or am I burning out a village? Am I guarding the International Zone or setting up the
Green Zone, or guiding missiles into the capital? Am I running a training module on how to spot
road-side bombs, emplaced by terrorists, or am I teaching local freedom fighters how to set up
road-side bombs?
No, that’s right. I’m back in training, decades ago. I’m in Oklahoma, learning how to
fight the Cold War, though the Cold War is long over. I’m standing in formation with several
other new recruits as the Drill Sergeant looks us up and down. “You all think you’re hot shit,
don’t you?” he demands, not hiding his contempt. “You all think you’re going to go out there
and just kick all kinds of ass?”
He walks with a barely-noticeable limp. He has no visible scars, but there will be
moments during training when his eyes glaze over, when he stares into the distance. There will
be moments when his stone-wall hardness cracks for just a moment, and a flicker of pain washes
over his face.
“You think you all know what’s coming,” he continues, barely-limping up and down the
formation to stare us each in the eye, one by one. He comes to me, sneering. “There’s a cost, you
know. A cost to living this life.”
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***
“Alright,” the pain-doc says, her gentle voice betraying her relief. “That’s it.” She moves
the red-soaked probes to a tray and switches off the machine that had been happily pumping
electricity into my body. I cannot move, exhausted, violated, humiliated, and nearly broken. The
nurse hasn’t removed her hands from mine; she’s waiting.
“Well,” the pain-doc says. “You’ll need a few minutes, and then we’ll get you dressed
and ready to go home.” She consults her notes on a nearby clipboard. “And then we’ll see you
back here in a few months… or whenever you need another procedure.”
Once able to stand, I dress, with less help from the nurse than I needed to undress. I take
my cane, though I find I can walk without it for now, and thank the two professionals for their
help. The shadow of expectation hangs over us. We all know that I’ll see them again, far too
soon. I then walk out to the waiting room, where Mom is pretending to read some three-year-old
magazine. She sees me and gathers her things. We walk outside, but I’m not there, not really. I’m
still standing in Jessie’s backyard, looking into the open, completed shed where I found my
friend. I’m looking up into those peaceful eyes as Jessie gently sways back and forth. I’m
looking, and wondering.
End
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A Bad, Bad Night
You’re lying in bed. The mattress is soft, trying to find a balance between yielding
softness and firm support. The thick blankets offer warmth against the winter. The pillows try to
lull you to sleep. You’re not comfortable.
The soft mattress folds you into a parody of position. The blankets only contribute to
your feverish sweat. The pillows push back against your desire for escape. You’re not
comfortable because the pain will not end.
You often try to describe the pain. You call it a knife, white-hot and twisting in your
lower back. You tell the doctors the pain is a 9 or 10 or their useless scale. You tell God you will
endure, that you accept your responsibility in the pain’s cause and inevitability.
These are lies you whisper in the dark. The pain is not a knife, it is not a 9 or a 10, it’s not
an acceptable consequence. The pain is a parasite shredding your soul. It’s a brilliant nova
burning away your world. It’s your entire universe.
The clock hasn’t changed since the last time you looked. Time will not yield, will not
allow this night to end. You can’t remember when you crawled into bed. You only vaguely recall
whimpering and gasping your way out of your clothes and under the covers. You’re trapped in
this forever instant that will never end, this one, long, bad night.
***
“There’ll be good days and bad.” The doctor hadn’t looked at you as he explained your
new Hell. He kept his wrinkled, tired eyes locked on the medical file lying on his desk. There
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was a stack of reports, test results, opinions, diagnoses, and endless unfilled prescriptions for
ever-stronger painkillers. The doctor breathed deep, swallowing his empathy in favor of medical
neutrality. “Over time, the bad ones will come more often.”
Greyed and weary of giving similar news to similar patients, unable to relive their
suffering, the doctor spared you only a glance when you asked, “How bad will the ‘bad days’
get?”
He removed his glasses then and rubbed his eyes. “Some bad days will be worse than
others,” he replied in a gravelly voice. “Sometimes, you’ll have trouble getting comfortable or
moving around. You’ll have trouble concentrating.”
“And?” you asked.
“On the bad days, you’ll have trouble standing or sitting. You’ll have trouble eating and
sleeping. On the… bad, bad days, you’ll have trouble breathing. The pain will… well, it will
override everything.”
You shifted in your seat, not from the doctor’s damnation, but from the resurgence of the
pain. “And there’s nothing to relieve it? On the bad, bad days?”
The doctor shook his head, once again looking away. “We’ll keep sending you to
therapy, to treatments, to anything that might help a little. But on the bad, bad days…”
You nodded. There was little else for you to do.
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“Ultimately, there’s only drugs.” The doctor entered yet another prescription. “You’ll
need more and more.”
***
At some point in the endless night, you realize you have to pee. This is a moment of
indecision. You’ve had to get up to pee before; the odyssey is never easy. You must push the
blankets off, enflaming the infernal pain. You must twist your body around until your legs drape
over the bed, the movement sending arcs of pain through your body. You struggle to control your
gasping breaths as each one crashes the painful waves against your back. You must shift your
spasming weight onto trembling legs, clutching for any anchor. All of that you must do, before
even attempting one weak step towards the bathroom. All of that is needed to pee.
Or, you can just wet the bed.
Pride, at last, decides the issue. You will not soil yourself. You force down a deep gulp of
freezing air, and you begin.
***
You are standing in front of the toilet, having only recently regained your feet. Lowering
yourself was humiliating, a barely-controlled fall. You choked back a stream of curses, a torrent
of obscenity at your worsening condition. You struggled into the bathroom, you turned, and you
did what any adult should be able to do.
Now you’re done, and standing again. You don’t remember how you regained your feet.
The pain washed that battle away in an uncharacteristic act of mercy. You’re standing on
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shaking, but steady, legs. You need only return to bed. With the sink so close, though, you go
there first.
An inhuman thing stares back in misery. Dark patches obscure eyes lost in a useless past
and a hopeless future. Drab, lifeless hair hangs limply. Twitches dance across a face that has
grown wane. This, you realize, is not the face of a person, not a marker of humanity or sentience.
This is a creature, pointlessly holding back against the inevitable.
Your eyes move away from the pitiful reflection, down to the bottles arrayed in perfect
formation. Pain-killers, muscle-relaxers, inflammation-reducers, and sleep-bringers. Bottle after
bottle, each promising freedom and peace. How long has it been, you ask the uncaring night,
since you have known real peace? How long since you’ve been able to rest? Each bottle remains
sealed, each filled with its narcotic gift. You’ve looked towards them before, but always looked
away. Now, your gaze lingers.
This is a bad night. This is a bad, bad night. There will only be more of these in the
future. There is only one, inevitable end. The question lies before you as to what form that end
will take, and how long you hold against it. Your eyes drift back, toward the distant bed and its
empty hope of peace. Your eyes then drift further, past the curtained windows and the even
more-distant dawn. You struggle to breathe as you debate the merits of staying, or going. Your
eyes drift back, one last time, towards the bottles, and then you choose.
End
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PART IV: NOVEL EXCERPT
This novel, titled Fallen Love, follows Adam, a man drinking himself to death, unable to
endure the burden of his violent past. Adam is coerced into helping Holly, a young
woman, from being abducted and raped. Adam is pulled into a violent world filled with
people that abuse their own notions of love, all while he struggles to rediscover his own
capacity for true love, both love of self and love for another.
In this excerpt, Adam has met and rescued Holly. He has learned that her parents were both
murdered the previous night, apparently in a botched home invasion. Upon close
questioning, Adam realizes that the murderers were, in fact, a part of a cult with which
he has had experience. He knows the cult will pursue Holly, needing her death to finish
their terrible ritual. Although wanting nothing more than to be left alone, lost in his own
dark past, Adam takes it upon himself to investigate and defeat this cult. We pick up with
Adam beginning his investigation.
3
The ugliness of Disanté was all the more obvious in the first hours of day, absent the
distracting camouflage of busy humans. Crumpled remains of discarded people lie in this alley
and that, flinching away from the few passers-by. The garish smears of half-decayed carcasses
lie where whatever vehicle or mob of near-feral children had crushed them. Insects joyously
flittered from meat to meat, living or dead, as they basked in the already-sweltering heat of the
Texas summer day. Old buildings crumbled away alongside new construction in a parody of
community. Disanté was a city consuming itself and those condemned to live within its borders.
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These things only peripherally registered in Adam’s mind as he made his way through the
concrete oven to his objective. He had long-since resigned himself to Hell, after all; why bother
focusing on how similar Earth was becoming to his ultimate destination? Instead, Adam just
focused his mind on his current task, his current goal. He only ever glanced up from his path
once he came in sight of his destination, letting his body make its own way.
He entered the sandwich shop with only a brief, silent acknowledgement of the drop in
temperature. Any business that wanted to stay in business paid a premium for its air conditioning
in an almost futile battle against Central Texas’ summers. Adam sat down at the far end of the
large counter, positioning himself to have a view of the many booths and tables, the kitchen door
tucked back with the bathrooms and janitorial closet. When the waitress arrived, Adam quickly
ordered himself breakfast to save her from the litany the already tired-looking woman was forced
to spew at every new customer. He then thanked her, communicated his desire for solitude, and
patiently waited. The shop was nearly empty now, being in one of those strange lulls between
early morning laborers and late morning professionals, but Adam was confident his prey would
arrive in time.
He glanced occasionally out of the café’s large, wraparound windows towards the
surprisingly modern police department building across the street. Considering how old and rundown most of Disanté looked, the headquarters of its peace officers was a sharp contrast to the
otherwise oppressive urban decay of the city. A black marble sign in front read: “Disanté Police.
To Protect.” Idly curious, Adam had asked someone not long after his arrival about the sign and
why it was missing part of the traditional motto; he was given two answers, both he believed.
First, the city had run out of money and could not afford to finish the sign after spending so
much on the jail, riot equipment, tactical vehicles, and other tools of population control. Second,
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some members of Disanté’s local government had suffered a momentary combination of political
honesty and social satire, betraying the true purpose of this force; these police only protected,
and then only the interests of the city’s wealthy. With all this in mind, Adam ate his greasedripping breakfast and waited for the one person left that he could almost call friend.
His patience received its reward in so little time, he was a little surprised. Not long after
Adam’s arrival, a steady stream of cops had begun filtering in, searching for cheap coffee. Most
took their orders and left, but some sat down for a brief relief from the day’s heat to eat a meal
before venturing out to enforce Man’s law onto the populace. Thus there were more than a few
occupied booths when Sergeant Isandro walked in. Adam had, in fact, only barely finished his
semi-fluid omelet when he saw the familiar face pass through the front door.
Patience always wins out.
Sergeant Isandro was a good cop and a good man. Tall and lean, he wore his uniform like
a second skin, showing no discomfort at the weight of his gun belt nor the rising heat of the day.
Although his heritage was clearly of this land or nearby, Isandro spoke with little or no accent,
except when speaking Spanish, which he did flawlessly. The few times Adam had seen the cop
since their first encounter, Isandro had always acted professionally, treating all those with whom
he interacted respectfully, but firmly, in his capacity as a peace officer.
I hope he doesn’t make me have to kick his ass.
Isandro walked up to the counter and called out to the waitress who had been chatting
with the briefly-idle cook. “Hey, Maríposa! ¿Cómo estás?”
The greying brunette smiled and blew him a kiss. “Hola, Enriqué.” She motioned for him
to sit on one of the cushioned stools lining the counter as she wrote up his usual order.
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Adam slipped up behind the good cop and sat down beside him without drawing the
man’s attention. “How have you been, Isandro?”
The cop started and turned, his hand moving with lightning speed to his weapon. Seeing
Adam, dressed as always in his white leather coat in spite of the heat, Isandro shook his head and
returned to his appreciation of the waitress’ figure. He did not, however, take his hand off his
weapon. “Son of a bitch,” he grumbled beneath his breath, loud enough that only Adam could
hear.
“How would you know? You never met my mother.”
“I don’t think you even had a mother, cabrón.”
“Is that any way to talk to a friend?”
“Friend?” Isandro looked around the café before leaning in, one hand on the counter and
the other still on his gun. “I could shoot you right here and have no problems at confession.”
“True,” Adam admitted. He reached over and slid his plate to continue breakfast. “Might
have a problem with Internal Affairs, though.”
The cop laughed. “Somebody like you must have warrants out.”
“Wouldn’t surprise me.”
“What the hell do you want, anyway?”
“Favor.”
Isandro started laughing. He turned and fell back into a counter chair, struggling to regain
his balance. Adam just continued to chew on a piece of undercooked bacon, smiling reassuringly
at the waitress’ curious look.
When the laughing fit finally passed and the good cop regained his breath, he wiped away
his tears and looked at Adam. “You must be the dumbest man on Earth. I should actually thank
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you, you know. I used to think I was a bad Catholic until I met you.” A few of the cops within
the café had glanced curiously at Isandro’s laughter, but the good cop waved off their gaze.
“Haven’t heard of the Crusades?”
Isandro leaned in towards Adam. “Listen to me, cabrón,” he muttered. “The only reason
I don’t arrest your ass right now is because I’m waiting for my coffee.”
Adam looked right into Isandro’s eyes. “You owe me.”
“I owe you shit!” the cop hissed. “You used up your first, last, and only favor that night!”
“You mean that night when I saved your life?” Adam asked calmly, returning to his meal.
“I mean that night that I had to…”
Adam calmly ate a piece of burnt toast. “Say it,” he said through his food. “Say it…
officer. That night you had to…?”
“That night I had to help you get rid of a body,” Isandro finished in a hoarse whisper.
Adam nodded. “The body of a man trying to kill you.” Adam turned back and stared hard
into the cop’s eyes. “A man that would have killed you, slow, painful, if I hadn’t saved your ass.”
Isandro tried to hold the gaze but had to look away. He was a man of honor and, as much
as that night clearly stained his mind and soul, he felt a debt towards this hard man who had
saved his life. “Bastard,” he finally whispered.
“Never pretended to be anything else,” Adam replied, finishing his water-thin orange
juice.
“Do you have any idea how much that night haunts me?”
“Try drinking.”
“What do you want?”
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“A few nights ago, there was a break-in and double murder. Victims were named
MacAllister. I need the report.”
“What’s your interest?”
“Give me your word that what I tell you goes no further.”
“What’s my word to you?”
Adam just waited.
The good cop sighed and shook his head. “Fine, cabrón. I swear it.”
“I’m helping the daughter.”
Isandro started. “You’ve got Holly MacAllister!” he hissed.
“Say it a little louder,” Adam muttered. “I don’t think the cook heard you.”
“Asshole, the whole damned department’s been briefed on her. We’ve all been told to
keep a look out.”
“Yeah, that have anything to do with her getting drugged and kidnapped right out of your
damned station?”
“What are you talking about?’
“Do you need it in Spanish? The girl was drugged and taken out of that building right
across the street. The one with ‘Police’ written on it?”
“There’s no way,” Isandro firmly insisted. “Kidnappers don’t get into a police station.”
“Not unless they’re wearing uniforms.”
“Do you know what you’re saying?”
“Yeah,” Adam replied. “I’m saying get me that file so I can try and figure out the who,
what, where, when, and how, before this girl ends up like her parents.”
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Isandro shook his head. The waitress arrived and wordlessly handed over a bag and cup.
Her eyes said clearly that she sensed the tension between her pair of customers but, as a true
professional, knew to mind her own business. She only spared a glance at Isandro, seeking
reassurance from the peace officer. The good cop nodded confidence to her and, taking the items,
he stood. “Wait here.” He paused before leaving, and glanced back at Adam. “I can’t believe you
kept the guy’s fucking coat,” he muttered before walking out.
Adam looked down at the heavy white leather draped over his thick body. “It’s a good
coat.”
***
Adam was on the final bites of his pie by the time Isandro returned. Luckily, he knew
how to make his desserts last, so the sergeant had plenty of time to retrieve the file. Upon
entering, Isandro jerked his head to a corner booth, furthest from the few remaining policecustomers. Adam stood and followed, bringing with him his sweating glass of milk.
“What have you got?”
Isandro slid the file across. “Other than some pretty lazy cop work, not much.”
Adam glanced up as he took the file. “What do you mean?”
“No crime scene, no investigation, no witness statements, and the most half-assed
autopsy I’ve ever heard of.”
Adam started skimming through the file, reading the relevant parts. “Blunt-force trauma
to the heads?”
“Yeah,” Isandro confirmed. “That’s your cause of death for both vics but it doesn’t
explain the mutilation.”
“How bad?”
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The cop shook his head. “You usually only see it this bad on sexual assaults, cult activity,
drug rampages, or animal attacks. Whoever attacked them cut off their hands and feet, and so
disfigured their faces they couldn’t be identified.”
“Then how do we know it’s them?” Adam asked, taking a drink from his dripping cup.
“You mean besides matching body type, gender, blood type, and the fact they were found
in their own house?” The good cop leaned back in the cushioned booth and shrugged. “You’re
right, it could be anybody.”
“Theory of the crime?” Adam asked, glancing through the handful of family photographs.
One of Holly at her graduation ceremony, wearing a cap and gown weighed down by academic
medals and proudly beaming. One of the girl standing with her father, hugging tightly. One of
Holly and her mother, standing together.
“That’s where the investigating officer really got lazy. A break-in that went bad.” Isandro
snorted while signaling the waitress for a glass of iced tea. “My ass. If it was a break-in that went
sour, sure kill the parents, but take the time to mutilate them like that? No way. Plus, there was
nothing missing.”
“What’s your take?”
“Personal.” Isandro leaned back in and jabbed a finger towards the report. “Anytime
there’s that much attention, that much rage, it’s personal. Whoever did it knew those two and
really hated them. Honestly, if I was investigating, I’d look at the daughter.”
“What about the kidnapping?”
“If it’s true,” the cop retorted. The waitress brought Isandro’s tea, laying the large dipping
glass onto several napkins before leaving again. “Then that just confirms the crime being
personal. Somebody is targeting that family.”
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Adam closed the file and leaned back. “Damn,” he muttered. “Is there anything weird
going on?” he suddenly asked.
“Define weird.”
“Unsolved crimes. Open investigations that don’t make logical sense.”
“You just described ninety percent of what happens in this town.”
“Come on, give me something.”
“There really isn’t anything. Petty theft has gone down, but random violence is up. There
have been a few more kidnappings than usual but no bodies turning up.”
“You said your entire department was briefed on the MacAllister girl,” Adam noted,
raising his half-empty glass of milk and looking at Isandro across the rim. “Is that normal?”
“The case made the news. Whenever that happens, we usually get a heads-up. But now
that you mention it, this briefing was a little more intense.”
“How so?”
The cop shook his head slightly, moving the ice in his glass with a straw. “Hard to say
exactly. The Lieutenant wasn’t acting weird, just… stressed. He usually only gets that way when
there’s pressure coming down from above.”
“Political pressure?” Adam guessed.
Isandro stood, taking the file back. “Look, either way, it might be best if the girl just left
town.
“Not yet. I need more information first.”
“Well, whatever you’re into, keep me out of it. If you’re trying to do right by this girl,
then God bless.” The good cop raised his glass of tea in salute and drained it in one long pull. He
then put down the empty glass and looked at Adam with serious eyes. “But you seem like the
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kind of person that trouble finds, and I’d rather not be around when it does.” He stood and
paused, giving Adam a meaningful look. “Again.”
With that, Sergeant Isandro left.
Left alone with his milk, Adam considered what he had learned and what his next step
would be. A few options ran through his dark mind, and he dismissed each as unproductive. At
last, he settled on a simple idea: he had asked a cop, now he should ask a crook.

4
Sitting in the Waystation night after night, Adam could not help but overhear laid off
workers and bankrupted small business owners bemoan the collapse of Seventh Avenue. In
recent years, since the Agarés corporation had convinced the Texas government to build a new
highway through town, businesses in Disanté had been gradually moving away from the
traditional downtown and towards the completed freeway; this movement had the effect of
diverting local money away from competitors and towards the new Agarés shopping center. With
the gradual migration of businesses, the old buildings had grown increasingly run down. What
had been an, if not thriving, at least stable business district, was now little more than a
demilitarized zone. Boarded up windows looked out on empty roads only sporadically lit by
burned-out streetlights. Empty parking lots filled with trash and gang graffiti decorated the
countless “closed-for-business” signs. The only indicators of life were the criminals and the
police who ignored them.
Seventh Avenue used to be the center of Disanté. All the recreational activities in town
had once been located there. The theater, shopping center, restaurants, and church were all once
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found along Seventh Avenue. Even the local government had been located there, both City Hall
and the old police station. People once believed that Disanté’s heart beat within Seventh Avenue.
Now it was rotten. You could still find entertainment there, but it was the kind that went
along with the festering squalor of urban decay. A shining example of humanity’s capacity for
righteous indifference to itself. Drugs, prostitution, and every other shade of disorganized crime
centered itself along Seventh Avenue. People still came here, but they did so quickly, seeking
their specific sins, and usually leaving as soon as possible. In search of information, Adam
entered this festering shrine to human abuse.
He did not seek a sin within Seventh Avenue, but a sinner. Not long after his arrival in
Disanté, Adam had encountered a rather pathetic excuse of a criminal named Juan. Although he
could not, at the time, imagine a situation in which he would ever willing seek out the
minimally-successful miscreant, Adam nonetheless had made a mental note of Juan’s typical
location.
You never know when you might need a rat, after all.
The search was not a long one. At the corner of Seventh and J Street, Adam spotted him.
The sun was still mid-climb, and the little bastard was already harassing a group of prostitutes,
ordering them around like some pint-sized dictator. Idly, Adam wondered how the small man
stood upright with all that gold dangling around his neck.
Adam calmly walked across the street towards his target. As busy as the mini-pimp was,
he did not sense Death’s approach. The girls, however, noticed immediately.
“And what the hell you all looking at?” Juan snapped, still ignorant of Adam’s approach.
“Don’t you back away when I’m talking to you! You all gonna listen to what I have to say!”
Adam tapped the little guy on the shoulder.
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Juan spun. “And what the f-?” The pimp stopped suddenly and stared up in openmouthed shock.
Adam smiled down. “Hello there, Juan. Can I have a moment?”
“Oh, hell no!” The little guy tried to run but Adam just grabbed him by the throat and
slammed him to the ground. He then planted a foot onto Juan’s chest and nodded towards the
terror-stricken prostitutes. “Ladies,” he said politely. “Would you excuse us? I need a word with
Big Daddy, here.”
They took the hint.
“You traitors bitches,” Juan gasped.
“Don’t you just hate it when people don’t measure up?” Adam asked. He grabbed Juan
by his oversized sports jersey and dragged the trash into a nearby alley.
“What did I tell you about those jokes?” Juan demanded, reaching into his belt.
Stripping the gun out of Juan’s hand, Adam smacked the criminal’s face with enough
force to send him spinning into some nearby refuse. Looking down at the gun, Adam laughed.
“A .22? Even your gun is tiny!” He threw the little weapon away.
Juan pulled himself out of the garbage and drew a knife. “God, I hate you!” he screamed
and lunged.
Adam side-stepped the little guy’s charge and grabbed his out-stretched arm, twisting the
wrist. Juan yelped in pain and tried to kick but was blocked by the superior fighter. Adam then
stepped in closer and, with a hand to the mini-pimp’s chest, forced him to the ground.
“Are we done?” Adam casually asked, tossing away the little knife.
Juan cursed at him in Spanish.
He punched the micro-man in the face. “How about now?”
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“What the hell do you want púto?” the pimp demanded. “First you stop me from taking
care of my business, now you start harassing me? What the hell did I ever do to you?”
“First of all, you weren’t ‘taking care of business’ that first time, you were beating a
fourteen-year-old girl who was whoring herself for you.” Adam punched him in the face again.
“Second, I’m not harassing you. When I start harassing you,” the hunter then grabbed Juan’s
face in one weathered hand and pulled him in close, staring evil fire into the criminal’s soul.
“When that happens, you’ll beg to get sent to prison and gang-raped by sixteen AIDS-infested
Neo-Nazis just to get away from me.” Adam tossed Juan back. “As for what you’ve ever
done…?” he shrugged. “I just don’t like you.”
“It’s a Mexican thing, ain’t it?”
Adam blinked. “What? Shut up.” He stood. “Now do you want a little more of this asskicking, or you want to answer a few questions?”
Juan rubbed his nose sullenly.
“There was a break-in the other night. A couple was murdered in their home. Gruesome,
slashed up. Nothing was stolen.”
The criminal nodded. “Yeah, I heard. It was on the news.”
“What I want to know is what you and yours have been saying. Who did it and why.”
Juan shook his head. “Nothing,” he said too quickly. “Nobody is saying nothing.”
“Uh-huh.” Adam crouched. “Ok. Here’s how this is going to play out. You’re lying to
me. I really didn’t think you’d know anything, I was just going on a hunch. But now I think you
do know something.”
“I don’t!” the liar lied. “I swear I don’t know nothing!”
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“Yeah, that’s possible. But I don’t believe you. So, like I was saying, here’s how we’re
going to do this. I’m going to ask you again and you’re going to lie. Then I’m going to hurt you.
You’re scared of someone or something, so what I have to do is make you more scared of me. To
do that, I’m going to have to mess you up.” The hunter squatted down and looked at Juan with
dead eyes. “There will come a point when you can’t take any more pain and you’re going to tell
me what you know. That’s a fact. You have no control over if you’re going to talk; you only
have control over how much pain you endure before you talk.” He stood and reached forward.
Juan flinched away. “No!” he yelped. “Ok! Alright! Just, don’t, alright? Jesus! What the
hell is the matter with you? I know some cold people, but you got no soul!”
“Talk.”
“That break-in,” the criminal said, “that wasn’t no break-in.”
“Explain.”
“Hear what I’m saying, púto. No truck outside. No people going in through windows or
working the locks. A van pulled up to the driveway and some people got out. They were let in.
No screaming. The way the news says it, that couple was did hard. But no screaming. And then
the van just pulls away.”
“How do you know about this?”
Juan said nothing, deliberately holding his lips together.
The hunter slowly drew his own knife. "I'll count to one."
"Forget it."
"One.” He moved in.
Juan emitted a high-pitched screech and flinched away. "Ok! Ok! Junior, alright! Junior
told me!"
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"Who or what is a Junior?"
Juan began trembling. "Junior, over at the Balls n' Styx. He runs everything now that his
old man's at Telford."
“And why are you pissing yourself because of an inheritance?”
"Junior wasn't supposed to take over. He had a brother but...”
"His brother had an accident?"
"No, just... gone. Like the other people."
"What 'other people?'"
“Things getting weird out here. People taken off the streets. Nobodys right now. I’ve seen
it happen. A white van pulls up, and you’re gone. But that’s changing. These people that night,
they’re somebodys. Something bad going on.” The pimp made the sign of the cross, an act Adam
found more than a little hypocritical.
He stood and walked away, leaving the small-time criminal lying in a puddle of his fear.
Reaching the street, Adam turned towards the Balls n’ Styx.
***
Before approaching the Balls n’ Styx, Adam took a few minutes to circle the place,
examining, noticing, and preparing. Although perhaps just his imagination, the building seemed
to have more than a passing resemblance to a fortress. The entire lot was unlit and separated
from the surrounding commercial properties by an unnecessarily-large parking lot. Security
cameras monitored every avenue of approach. Large, industrial air-conditioning units roared in
use like angry metallic guard dogs. A few expensive vehicles were pulled up to the back door,
oriented outwards as though ready for a quick escape. Although graffiti decorated every
surrounding building, the isolated, one-story structure itself was untouched. There were no
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windows, nor any other means of visible entry except for the small back door covered by iron
bars and the large double front doors, both of which looked heavy enough to withstand a
battering ram. This entertainment center looked to be the perfect place to set a trap.
Adam approached calmly and openly.
Once he was within ten paces, the front doors opened. From the darkness, the building
blew a wave of machine-cooled air against the intruder. Close behind, a lumbering wall of dark
flesh emerged. It stood head and shoulders taller than Adam, with rolls of sweating flab hanging
off a frame built for removing all unwanted things. Wisps of hair decorated a head that seemed to
extend out of the shoulders without benefit of a neck. The stench was overpowering.
"You lost, mayonnaise?" the walking wall of blubber demanded in a voice that seemed to
rise from its expensive-looking shoes.
With his left hand, Adam slowly reached into the side pocket of his white leather coat
and retrieved a small packet of breath mints. Taking one for himself he offered the rest to the
guard. "Please," he begged.
The behemoth smacked the mints from Adam's hand with a growl that ended in a gargle.
Clenching his throbbing hand, Adam said, "Alright, so we're not doing this the friendly
way.”
"You want friends, go online. Either way, fuck off."
"Look slim, I need to talk to Junior. He's inside. I'm going inside.” Adam let his arms
hang loosely on either side. "Move or be moved."
The mountain reared back with another gargle-growl and threw its punch. Easily
anticipating the lumbering attack, Adam stepped into it, rolling his shoulder with the strike so
that he was momentarily facing away from the target before driving his elbow in the mountain's
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middle and dropping his forearm into the giant slug’s groin. He then leapt away and spun, facing
his enemy, ready to continue the fight.
The guard, however, was not ready to continue. It dropped to its knees, looking
disoriented. Wet, strangled sounds began rumbling up from within the monster, rising higher and
higher.
"Ah, Hell," Adam noted and leapt aside.
Toxic sludge spewed out from the guard’s mouth as it violently heaved. The monster's
entire body spasmed with the force of the ejection. Adam watched with revulsion as seemingly
gallons of what had once been food came flowing out of the beast’s cavernous mouth. Finally
emptied, the brute raised its head, gasping for breath, and looked at its attacker.
Adam reared back and smashed his fist into the guard’s face, sending it into the pool of
sludge it had just created. He then turned away and entered the Balls n' Styx, taking only a
moment at the entrance to grab a large bundle of napkins to wipe off his fist. He had to push a bit
through the boundary, leaning forward to penetrate the wall of cool air that battled against the
Texas summer day.
Once inside, Adam took a moment. The expensive sound-system dominating the far wall
was silent. Opposite that waited a long bar, longer still than the Waystation’s, guarding an even
greater collection of alcohol. Rows of gaming tables stood arrayed like felt-covered warriors
made of artificial wood in the center of the single room, and banks of pool cues lines the walls
like weapons adorning a castle. Dark images of mechanical death and an afterlife free of
anything Heavenly crawled along the walls and columns, whether in anticipation, celebration, or
fear of what lay beyond life, Adam did not know.
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A tall man wearing an expensive suit came walking into the main hall with an angry look
as Adam stood within the dimly-lit room, framed by the blinding light coming from outside.
"Delicious, what the f-?” He stopped, his dark eyes going wide at the sight of the raciallyincorrect intruder standing at the entrance to his gaming den.
Adam glanced back through the open doors at the unmoving mound. "Really?" he asked
blandly. "Delicious? Where the Hell do you guys come up with these names?"
"Who the hell are you?" the businessman demanded. His hand, weighted down with
large, expensive jewelry, moved slowly towards his belt.
"Don't," Adam warned. He stepped towards the bar. "I'm only here to talk, Junior. I don't
plan on spilling blood, but that can change if you go for your gun."
Junior paused a moment before letting his hand drop. "Who says I'm Junior?" His face
took on an innocent look.
"Really?” Adam shook his head with a roll of his eyes.
Junior's wide smile fell just a little. "So, what can I do for you Mr.-?"
"Not to be lied to."
"Nice name.” Junior joined his unwanted visitor at the bar, keeping a distance and his
gun-hand free.
Adam spotted his preferred alcohol and reached across the polished bar, retrieving the
bottle and a pair of glasses. He poured himself and his host a drink without asking, sliding the
small glass across to Junior. "To honesty," he said, raising the drink.
Junior raised his glass with his left hand and drank. "I'm still waiting for a question."
"You're a criminal, Junior."
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"And you're an asshole," the criminal replied with a shrug. "We've all got to be
something."
"A little bird told me you had something to do with the MacAllister murders."
"This little bird have a name?"
"It might. Depends on what you have to tell me."
Junior grabbed a different bottle and poured himself and Adam another round. "I didn't
have anything to do with that... business.” He drank. “Nor did anybody that works for me.”
“Any reason I should believe you?”
“Where's the profit? Cult killing? Ritual shit?” The criminal shook his head. “No money
in that.”
Adam considered. He had encountered any number of men like this before. A career
criminal that would sell his own mother for the right price, and believed he held to a standard of
ethics within the realm of the profitable. Seemed unlikely that Junior had anything to do with the
killings; thus his honesty was, if not probable, at least possible. “Alright. What about the other
kidnappings, the ones around Disante?”
“Same answer. Whoever is doing that shit has nothing to do with me. But I do know one
thing.”
“Which is?”
“They're using government vehicles, from the base. Not the big military ones that get
painted up in camouflage, but those white ones that look like street rides.”
Nondescript, government-issued vehicles. So cliché it might actually be true. If not, I can
always come back and go beating for the truth.
“About that little bird?” Junior prompted.
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“You know a tiny pimp named Juan?”
“I used to.”
“Then we're done.” Adam turned to leave, his second drink untouched. “As long as
you've been honest with me, we have no other business.” The hunter glanced back. “Otherwise,
we'll talk.”
Junior smiled wide. "You're always welcome."

5
Through his many years, Adam had noticed that human communities always had at least
one place that drew people together; a nexus of community, you might call it. Often these
become churches, stadiums, or other buildings where the local populace can have some
justification for gathering together. He had seen many philosophies attempting to rationalize
what is an instinctual effect. Many creatures upon this world have similar traits: salmon returning
to their spawning rivers, beehives and ant colonies, bird migration, and so on. Humans like to
think of themselves as detached from their instincts, and yet you can still see this drive towards
community inherent in all societies, nationalities, and whatever other artificial methods humans
use to separate themselves.
Even Adam himself was not immune to this effect, especially once he had taken up
residence within a community. He had realized what the Waystation was, of course. Despite
having been separated from his previous vocation and the associated benefits, Adam still had all
the factual knowledge and many of the skills he had acquired over his long service. Yes, he
recognized the Waystation for what it was, Adam just had not been in any mood to try to come
up with some excuse for finding another place to drink himself to death.
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Besides, the bartender’s interesting to look at.
Candace was just opening the bar when Adam returned to this gathering place. The aging
bartender had probably spotted him walking up the street before he could get within a dozen
paces of the Waystation. She had that habit, Adam noted; as a creature of habit himself, he
always arrived at approximately the same time and, for each of his arrivals, Candace would be at
the window for some miscellaneous task. What made this instance unusual was that Adam had
arrived well outside of his usual pattern, long before the sun had dropped behind the horizon; it
was, in fact, barely at the apex of its daily journey. Despite the change, however, Candace still
stood at the window, busying herself with a minor task and noting his approach with a raised
eyebrow and a smirk.
She unlocked and opened the door for him. “Gettin' an early start?” she asked as Adam
entered, leaning against the door for him to enter. This, also, was a change. Always before, the
bartender had remained behind her bar. Always before, a solid piece of old wood had stood
between Adam and Candace. Now, with the sun looking down, she stood very close. This
change, one of so many recently introduced into Adam’s unwanted life, made him start to sweat
under his white leather coat.
He stopped at the door and glanced down at the provocative t-shirt she was wearing.
Solid white with the bar’s name written in calligraphy along the plunging neckline, the shirt was
cut into a deep v-neck to give an ample view into Candace’s cleavage. Tiny beads of
perspiration, each a flawless gem catching the sun’s rays, bound together and guided Adam’s
gaze lower. Given their proximity in that moment, Candice’s perfume was now a powerful pull
rather than a subtle suggestion. “That’s new,” he noted, pausing in the doorway.
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“Nope,” she quipped, holding her position, looking up at him through heavy lids, and
breathing deeply. “Had them since puberty. Just got the shirt though.” The outside heat was
pushing at Adam, as though the day itself was offering encouragement for something of which
Adam himself remained unsure. The summer breeze easily bested the feeble air conditioning,
joining with the circulation of the Waystation’s overhead fans to set the auburn ends of
Candice’s long hair drifting.
“Funny,” Adam grumbled.
Candace shrugged and moved inside, sliding behind the bar while her hips did their usual
dance in the tight jeans she always wore to work. “Owner’s idea,” Candace was saying, snapping
Adam out of the near-trance. The bartender pulled several bottles out of a box and stacked them
behind the counter. “He figures that if I got them, I might as well use them.”
Adam sat down at his usual stool, letting the familiar comfort of the natural oak and
leather restore his sense. “Using that logic, you might as well go topless.”
She glanced over her shoulder, arching an eyebrow at him. “You’ve got to leave
somethin' to the imagination. A man likes to be teased, whether he admits it or not.”
He just grunted, wiping beads of sweat from his brow.
Finishing her minor chore, Candace pulled a glass down from the overhead rack and
placed it in front of Adam. “Usual?”
“Actually, no” he said. “Need something different from you.” Adam softly placed a
rough hand over the glass, accidentally laying gentle fingertips on Candice’s smooth skin.
The bartender paused, glancing down at the point of their connection. Her deep breaths
paused, and it felt to Adam as though the Texas heat had been suborned by a greater one. He
quickly withdrew his hand.
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Candace let her generous lips curl just a hint at the edge. She put a light hand over her
heart, no doubt coincidentally tracing a few light fingers along the light coat of sweat that had
beaded upon the bare skin of her chest. “Why Mr. Mysterious Stranger,” she breathed,
emphasizing her already heavy west-Texan accent. “You set my heart aflutter. Dare I hope you
are about to suggest something tawdry?”
In truth, Adam was increasingly of two minds on that subject, the other mind speaking
volumes at the moment. “Funny you put it that way,” he muttered. “I need your help with some
information, but you don’t what to know what I’m going to do with it.”
Candace took the glass, placing ice within it and then filling it with water. “This about the
girl from last night?” she asked, sliding the sweating glass in front of Adam.
He nodded, taking a long drink of the refreshing coolness. “You got me into something a
lot deeper than some casual date-rape.”
“What do you need?”
“Trucks from Agarés were used, or are being used, to sneak on and off Fort Burleson. I
need someone that can get me information on those trucks. Who got them, what they were used
for, where are they now, who used them.”
Candace thought for a minute, lifting Adam’s glass to her lips and using an agile tongue
to fish an ice cube out. Adam said nothing while the bartender thoughtfully chewed, looking at
him with unreadable eyes.
Amidst Adam’s alcohol-assisted descent into self-loathing, one of the things the hunter
had noticed at the Waystation was that Candace also noticed things. She picked up the subtle
facial twitches of her customers and could tell when they were lying. She could pick out
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counterfeit twenties with barely a glance. Never once could Adam recall Candace consulting a
reference to mix even the most obscure drink. Her memory seemed perfect.
“There might be one guy,” the attractive woman finally said. “Hector Ignacio, Agarés
Assistant Regional Dispatcher. He came in here about a week ago, cryin’ into his beer about
some promotion he was passed over for.”
Adam reached into the pocket of his white leather coat and pulled out a small wad of
bills, placing it on the bar. “Thanks, Candace.”
“You know,” she said through the barest hint of a smile, a smile loaded with suggestion,
“I was never sure if you knew my name.”
Adam stopped before at the door, glancing back out of the corner of his sunken eyes.
“First time I saw you, I made sure to learn it.”
***
From the Waystation, Adam went to the Public Library. With help from a mousey
librarian, Adam found a computer available for public use and logged up… or whatever. He
could not help but shake his head in amazement. All the information that people just sent out, for
anyone to view.
Eventually, Adam found what he was looking for.
Mr. Hector Ignacio, who was very excited about some books, television shows, and
movies, was also kind enough to have put several pictures of his home on display. These
included one with the house number, and another with a street sign.
Dumbass.
Another internet search of various real estate sites the librarian had suggested, and
something having to do with satellites taking pictures of the world, revealed that the address
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Adam had acquired was the correct one. He then went to the Agarés netsite and looked up
several office phone numbers, writing them down on a small notepad he retrieved from the
pocket of his white leather coat. With all the necessary information, Adam logged down or
whatever and left, giving a passing thanks to the librarian.
***
Agarés paid its employees well. As a mid- to low-level manager, Hector should not have
had that high a salary, and yet his house was spacious. Even in this newer, upscale neighborhood
with its pristine playground, well-groomed lawns, and clean streets, the value of Hector Ignacio’s
house stood out. Its second-story, an oddity in central Texas, looked down on the neighbors. The
backyard was fenced in with a tall, vinyl wall that further separated it from the surrounding
chain-linked properties. Adam even spotted a pool, expansive deck, and hot tub during his slow
circle of the area. Either Hector Ignacio was paid very well, or he was corrupt.
Standing at a nearby intersection, Adam pulled a disposable phone from the pocket of his
white leather coat and made the first call. “Finance,” a female voice answered, “This is Alicia.”
“Hey Alicia,” the hunter lied in a pleasant voice, “this is John, over in Personnel. I was
wondering if you could do me a huge favor. I’ve been trying to get hold of Hector Ignacio, over
in Dispatch. I’ve had his file sitting in front of me for, God I don’t even know, a week, I think.
He was supposed to get some promotion, but for some reason he’s not returning my calls. Could
you check your files to see if you guys have gotten the updates on him yet?”
“Sure, hang on a sec…” The hunter heard typing in the background. “Couldn’t you just
check the financials from your computer?” Alicia asked.
“You know, I tried. For some reason, my whole damn system just keeps locking up every
time I try to open anything but my own files.”
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“Ugh,” Alicia sounded exasperated. “Tech Support really needs to get off their ass.”
“Tell me about it. I haven’t even gotten the last round of updates.”
“What? That was, like, two months ago!”
“I know!”
“I swear to God, you’d think they were sooo busy that… oh, here it is.” Another pause.
“Sorry, it doesn’t look like his 34s have gone through.”
“Damn; I’ve imputed that information three times! And the worst is he won’t return any
of my calls.”
“Sounds like he doesn’t want the extra money.”
The hunter let out an audible sigh. “Hey, Alicia, could you do me a HUGE favor? I don’t
know what his deal is, but my supervisor is really riding me to get this off my desk. He’s
obviously not going to answer me, but maybe if someone else calls, and you’ve got that sexy
phone-voice going. Do you think you could try calling him?”
“Sure,” Alicia laughed. “I’ll give it a try. Do you want me to just say that he needs to call
Personnel?”
“Better yet,” the hunter replied, “tell him he needs to change into his best interview
clothes and get to the Personnel office for an interview fast. Let’s make him sweat a little.”
She laughed again. “I like it. If I can’t get through to him, I’ll try his supervisor.”
“Thanks a bunch, Alicia.”
Adam waited for about a quarter of an hour before making the next call.
“Dispatch,” a squeaky, but technically male voice answered after multiple rings, “Lewis.”
“Lewis, this is John, from Personnel, I need to speak to the manager.”
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“Just a minute.” Some truly Hell-spawned music then forced its way out of the phone and
into Adam’s brain. Eventually another voice, this one nasal and dripping with self-importance,
picked up.
“This is Mr. Kerns.”
“Mr. Kerns, this is John, from Personnel. I’ve been trying to get in contact with Hector
Ignacio for several days now with no success. Is he there?”
“No, he just left.”
“Did he say when he’ll be back? It’s very important that I get in contact with him.”
“If you tell me what this is all about, I can get in contact with him.”
“Thank you, sir. If you could just tell him that his promotion came through, but he needs
to come to Personnel for a final interview? If he doesn’t, then the promotion will pass to another
candidate.”
“I’ll see to it he gets the message.”
“Thank you, sir.” The line went dead and Adam waited. Within thirty minutes, a car
came howling up the street.
Hello Hector.
The car shot through each stop sign, heedless of the law or the safety of any children in
this family neighborhood. Adam waited until the car nearly skidded into Hector’s driveway
before the hunter walked across the street, pulling a pair of gloves from the pocket of his white
leather coat.
Hector looked very distracted. He did not even bother to lock his car, but instead walked
with a burning intensity for his front door, fighting with his keys in a desperate attempt to figure
out which one would grant him access.
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The hunter continued walking up to the door. Hector opened the door, still oblivious to
his stalker’s presence. The hunter stood at the front door until he heard the beeping that indicated
Hector has disabled the house alarm and then acted. With his knuckle, the hunter began
repeatedly pressing the doorbell so that it chimed incessantly through the house.
“Alright, alright, ALRIGHT!!!” Hector began to open the front door…
The moment the hunter heard the door begin to open, he kicked it in with all his strength,
sending the door flying into Hector. The resulting impact forced the thin man to the floor of his
tastefully decorated hallway with a thud. The hunter quickly darted inside, glancing back into the
street to check for witnesses. Seeing none, he closed the door. Hearing Hector groan, the hunter
moved over, grabbed a fistful of black hair in one gloved hand, and delivered a solid punch to
Hector’s already bruised face.
***
Hector awoke to pain. A sudden slap in the face sped his return to consciousness but did
little to steady his swirling mind. In a few moments, he realized that he was sitting on a chair in
his large, recently renovated kitchen with his arms painfully bound behind his back. He could not
move his legs, either. He could barely breathe and began to panic, the wet air forcing itself in and
out of his nostrils doing little to nourish his burning lungs. He tried to call out, but whatever was
jammed into his mouth stifled the sound.
“Stop that,” a harsh voice said from behind. Accompanying the word came a hard slap to
the back of his head.
A man appeared from behind, moving around to face Hector. He was built like a thug,
with great strength in his arms and shoulders. He wore jeans and a plain black, long-sleeved tshirt, odd for the summer. Gloves covered his hands and a mask his face. Only his eyes were
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visible, eyes that stared out with no empathy or even humanity. The thug was looking down
calmly at Hector. “Ok,” he said, “we’re going to have a conversation now.”
Hector tried to speak but the gag prevented anything meaningful.
The thug held up a hand. “Yeah, I’ll get to that,” he said in a deep, gravelly voice that
was as without feeling as were his eyes. He reached back, to the island counter, and picked up a
picture of Hector’s smiling wife and two little daughters. “First, I want just one thought in your
mind.” He held the picture so close to Hector’s face the man could make out the tiny gap in his
youngest daughter’s front teeth. “Do you want me here when they get home?” The thug then
drove his fist into the picture.
Hector started and violently shook his head.
“Good.” He tossed the broken picture to the white-tiled floor and drew a large knife from
behind his back. “Now, like I said, we’re going to have a conversation. To do that, I have to take
that gag out. Now, if you try to scream or call out for help, or any bullshit like that…” the thug
held the blade a hair’s breath away from one of Hector’s eyes. “If you try that, I will push this
into your eyes, your ears, and cut out your tongue, but I won’t kill you. I’ll do all that and still
have plenty of time to get away before any kind of help arrives. Do you understand?”
Hector closed his eyes tightly and nodded, trying to control his bladder.
“Good.” The monster in front of Hector straightened and pulled a long cotton tube from
his mouth. The horrible creature then crossed the kitchen and, still holding the knife, pulled
another chair forward so that he was sitting directly across from the terrified man.
“Alright, I’m going to ask you questions. Some of them I’ll already know the answers to.
Those questions are to test you, to see if you’re lying to me. If you try to lie to me, you start
losing body parts. Understand?”
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Hector nodded.
“Say it.”
“If I lie… I… lose body parts.”
“Good.” The thug leaned back in the chair, still holding his knife in plain sight. “What’s
your name?”
“Hector Ignacio.”
“Where do you work?”
“Agarés.”
“What job do you have at Agarés?”
“I’m the Assistant Regional Dispatcher. I control what vehicles go where.”
“How many other Assistant Regional Dispatchers are there?”
Hector hesitated, only a moment. “One,” he finally replied. “One other.”
“What happened to the other one?”
“What do you mean?”
The thug began to lean in, the knife coming towards Hector’s ear.
“He died,” Hector said quickly. “He… died, recently.”
“When he died, did you have to do anything with his workload?”
Hector said nothing, trying to think of options. The thug leaned forward and put the edge
of the knife against Hector’s groin. “Don’t even try it.”
“I had to audit everything MacAllister had done for the past six months,” he said very
quickly.
“And you had orders, didn’t you?”
Hector nodded.
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“Speak.”
“I was told to approve MacAllister’s last big order. No questions.”
“The trucks?” When Hector again just nodded, the thug motioned with the blade for more
information.
“A government sedan, two vans, two SUVs. Already painted. They were ready for
shipping, but instead they were delivered to a private receiver.”
“Who?”
“I don’t know, it was redacted.”
“Who ordered you?”
Hector shook his head. His bladder had voided. “I can’t; you saw what they did to
MacAllister.”
The thug leaned forward and pushed the point of the blade just slightly into Hector’s
groin. “They are not here. I am here. Speak.”
“Aubrey,” he finally whispered, as though the name itself held power. “Lilith Aubrey.”

6
Adam left Hector tied up in the kitchen without doing anything more permanent. The
man had been too terrified of being exposed as an informant to call the police, so there was no
need to clean up.
Since his arrival, Adam had heard more than a few whispered rants about Aubrey.
Anyone that failed her was fired and blacklisted. A man who had bumped into her and made her
spill a coffee found himself unemployed, homeless, and under indictment for drug possession.
Land her company needed for development was acquired, regardless of the daycare facility and
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low-income housing that had previously stood upon it. There were even rumors of an unfortunate
driver that had dented her car. His car had ended up pancaked between two Agarés semi-trucks.
She had the power to destroy anyone that even casually annoyed her.
On the other hand, nothing better to do. So, what the Hell?
As Adam walked down the suburban sidewalk, he became aware of them. Two vehicles
were following him. Two white SUVs with multiple passengers; one following behind, the other
a few blocks ahead, waiting. He had been so lost in thought that he had walked into a trap. It was
not yet complete, and Adam could easily escape; the surrounding yards all had the same low,
chain link fences that offered innumerable routes. The more he thought about it however, the
more Adam realized that this situation offered him a chance for more information. Besides, now
that he was aware of the trap, he had the advantage.
How best to use his advantage? Should he openly approach one of the vehicles and force
a confrontation before the enemy was ready? Should he feign running to draw them into his own
trap? Should he hold his position and force them to come to him on his terms? Each scenario had
advantages and disadvantages, but nothing stood out in Adam’s mind as the definitive offering of
strategic excellence. Ultimately, he decided to do what would be the most direct.
While continuing to walk down the empty street, Adam reached into the side pocket of
his white leather coat and pulled out a stick of gum. On the rare occasion when he tried, Adam
found looking helpless very difficult. Luckily, his new friends either chose to ignore their
instincts or were just stupid. Moments before the white SUV behind him pulled up, Adam put the
piece of gum in his mouth and grinned. Several hands reached out to grab him, pulling into the
air-conditioned interior. He made some token resistance but allowed his abductors to win, the
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doors slamming shut and the vehicle moving on, past its idling partner. Truthfully, the ride and
the A/C were not unwelcome.
Inside the vehicle, Adam had to fight his laughter. A man on each side held him securely
between them. Each wore business suits and sunglasses, as did the two men riding up front.
Through the front mirror, Adam could tell there were two more people behind him in a pair of
those folding seats. An idle thought popped into his mind, wondering how comfortable those
seats could be for grown men.
The one in the front passenger seat turned around and stared at Adam through his thick
sunglasses. In response, Adam slowly reached into the pocket of his white leather coat and
pulled out his own sunglasses. Putting them on, he regarded his captors.
The passenger reached back and snatched Adam’s sunglasses off. “Can we have a
conversation?” he asked.
“Sure,” Adam replied. “What about?”
“We want the girl.”
“Tried online dating?”
“You need to take a moment to appreciate your situation. We have you. We can kill you
at any time.”
Adam glanced left and right. He just shrugged.
“We can be reasonable,” Mr. Sunglasses continued. “We’re prepared to compensate you
for the effort you have expended in any way you feel is necessary. The only thing we ask is that
you take the girl to some public place, any place you want, and leave her there.”
“And I can have anything I want?”
Sunglasses nodded. “We have the power to grant you nearly anything.
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Adam nodded. “I have to admit, that sounds pretty good.” As he expected, the two
holding his arms started loosening their grips. The corrupt were usually the quickest to believe
others corruptible. Adam looked ahead and saw they are about to pass very close to a parked car.
“On the other hand,” he said, and spit his gum into the driver’s ear.
The driver flinched away from the wet glob that impacted his ear and jerked the steering
wheel. The vehicle turned in response, colliding with a parked car and spinning to a stop.
Airbags deployed into a spinning chaos within the cab. Since the fools had failed to bind his
hands, the hunter easily jerked free in the instant of the collision and braced himself. Having
been the only person inside the cab that had not just been pummeled by an airbag or jerked back
by a seatbelt, the hunter used the extra moments of clear thought denied his captors to draw his
blade. He then proceeded to open the throats of the men on his left and right before they could
even return to full consciousness. Hearing a rustle of movement from behind, the hunter bounced
off the seat and spun in mid-air, pulling his knees up in the same motion. He faced the pair that
had been sitting behind him and thrust out with both hands, one a fist and the other holding his
knife. Already stunned from the crash, the two men could do little to stop their attacker from
beating them further and slitting their throats.
A hand grabbed at his coat from behind. The hunter looked back and saw that Mr.
Sunglasses had recovered. The hunter elbowed him in the chest. Turning, he grabbed the man’s
tie and jerked him forward, burying his knife in the dead man’s eye. Although the driver had not
been not moving during the brief fight, the hunter still killed him, just to be safe.
The hunter then forced the right door open and tumbled out into the fresh, hot air. The
street was deserted still, but he knew that could not last. The second SUV would have been
following…
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Shots rang out, impacting near Adam. Cursing his inattention, the hunter dove over the
hood of the wrecked SUV. He laid down flat on the ground and looked under the vehicle. Three
people had exited the second white SUV and were approaching him on foot, holding some
variety of pistols at the ready.
At least they aren’t assault rifles.
***
The backup team spread out, moving carefully as they approached the wrecked vehicles.
Clearly, the primaries had underestimated their target, so now extra caution was required.
Working in tandem, the three teammates moved in unison, each staying an equal distance from
the primary transport and staying clear of one-another’s line of fire. The diplomatic option
seemed removed; this crash was clearly the target’s response to the offer they had been
instructed to deliver.
“What the hell?” the team member on the right called out.
“What have you got?” his partner on the left asked.
“He’s gone!”
“What the hell do you mean he’s gone!?! He can’t be gone!”
The only female amongst them, blonde and cool, wearing a business suit and tie in
defiance of the oppressive heat and danger, looked around. “Does anyone see him?” she
demanded.
“He has to be here,” the one on the left insisted, moving closer to the wreck.
“Hey,” the female called out, “Stay where we can cover you.”
No answer came from where their teammate used to stand.
“Jameson?”
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Still nothing.
“Jameson!!!”
The remaining two looked at one another. Then a pair of sunglasses flew over the
smoking transport, landing between them. They had belonged to Jameson. Now they were
cracked and covered in blood.
“Oh, shit!” the male gasped.
“At ease!” the female snapped, leveling her weapon at the wreck.
“No! Screw this!” the male backed away, moving towards the safety of their own,
operational SUV.
“Get back here, you idiot!”
“Screw you, bitch!”
A knife flew out from the midday shadows, burying itself in the back of the male’s throat.
In response, the female ran around to where she thought, she hoped, to find the target, and fired
at nothing.
“What the f-“
A pair of hands grabbed her ankles and pulled, dragging the doomed woman off her feet.
At the same time, the target pulled himself up, seemingly from the very pits of Hell itself,
pinning her smaller frame down against the mass of his powerful body. His legs trapped hers,
forcing them into an awkward pose that prevented anything but submission and his hands shot
out, grabbing her wrists and forcefully holding her in place. Burning eyes bored into her face
through disheveled hair and his filthy mouth twisted into a malicious snarl of clenched teeth.
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She tried to struggle but, with the target pressing down on top of her, she could gain no
purchase. He only stared into her eyes and waited. They could both feel the frantic leap of her
terrified heartbeat against the impenetrable wall of his broad chest.
“Now’s when you beg me not to kill you,” he advised. “Offer information.”
A fanatical tremor ran through her body. “Go to Hell. I die for her!” She worked at the
special tooth before biting down. In seconds, foam formed between her lips and dead eyes rolled
back.
***
Adam cursed and jumped to his feet.
He underestimated the resolve of the people he was facing. It had been a while since the
hunter had seen such fanatical loyalty. Adam looked down at his own body before glancing up at
the ever-advancing sun, now well into its descent. He took in the feeling of soreness and grime,
not to mention the slight trickle of blood from a gash that had opened somewhere on his head.
His overconfidence had cost him some minor injury, information, and most crucially of all, time.

7
“You what?” the receptionist asked for the third time. She was pretty, of course. Her hair
and makeup were perfect, artfully arranged to enhance the girl's beauty while conforming to
corporate sensibilities. She wore a tastefully revealing business skirt and blouse that was, while
visually stimulating, not overly so; just the right amount of leg and cleavage on display for
sexual objectification while enough remained concealed for a properly-conservative business
setting. The receptionist stared up at Adam through her designer glasses, which she probably did
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not need, with a perfectly blank expression that would have stymied any other opponent. This
girl was meant to frustrate the intentions of anyone that entered the building: a pretty, but
immovable, gatekeeper.
“I said,” Adam patiently repeated, “I’m here to speak with Lilith Aubrey.”
The receptionist, who never lost her perfect smile, looked Adam up and down. He could
imagine the sight. Fresh from a car accident, admittedly of his own creation, Adam was filthy.
He had cuts and bruises decorating his face and hands. Idly, he wondered if she was more critical
of his faded jeans and t-shirt, his recent injuries, or just his general lack of hygiene. “Do you
have an appointment?” the decorative roadblock asked.
Adam glanced around. Two guards were approaching from either side and behind. They
wore Italian, designer-made henchmen suits. The clothes were so well tailored, in fact, that
Adam almost could not notice the large firearms each had in their coats. The coloring of the
henchmen matched the décor of the lobby.
Damn but they’re pretty.
As the guards approached, Adam glanced around, considering his options. The
receptionist sat alone behind her large wooden desk with the Agarés logo carved in the front. He
could not see her hands, which meant there was an alarm button, a gun, or both within easy reach
of the smiling obstruction. Two more guards flanked her, standing far back in the corners of the
massive, well-lit but windowless and air-conditioned reception area, with their hands folded in
front of them. A pair of grand staircases curved their way around the walls of the room, up to the
glass balcony above. Two more guards stared down at Adam from up there, making no effort to
hide their hostility. Other than the large glass doors he entered through, now blocked by a pair of
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well-dressed thugs, the only other way out of this cage seemed to be a pair of doors on the
balcony above.
Grimly, Adam took a deep breath. The guards all had clear line of sight on him. The ones
behind were being careful not to approach too close. The ones flanking the receptionist adjusted
their position just enough to maintain clear lines from every direction. Professional. Disciplined.
His current position was… unappealing.
Adam smiled and slowly pulled his hands free of his pockets, keeping them lose at his
sides. “Lilith is expecting me,” he evaded. “I represent Holly MacAllister.”
The receptionist gave a rehearsed response, no doubt relieved to be back in familiar
territory. “Ms. Aubrey does not meet with attorneys. If you leave your firm’s contact
information, along with whatever matter you are pursuing, our legal department will be more
than happy to contact you at their earliest convenience.”
Adam looked at her ID badge, strategically clipped at the bottom of her neckline.
“Mindee?” he read, paying no heed to her artificial cleavage. “Do I look like a lawyer?”
She again looked Adam up and down. “I’m sorry,” she said, sticking to familiar
conversational ground. “But unless you have legitimate, prearranged business with Agarés
personnel, I’ll have to ask you to leave.” The guards were drawing within arm’s reach.
“Mindee, I’m going to need you to dig deep here, ok? This is one of those situations that
you’re going to have to come out of the box on.” Adam took a deep breath, slowing his heart rate
and paying very close attention to his other senses while he looked and spoke to the obtuse
receptionist. “I’m going to talk to Lilith Aubrey. Aubrey is going to want to talk to me. I’m not
leaving… voluntarily, without that meeting. Now, if Aubrey finds out that something unfortunate
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happened here and she lost the chance to speak to me, especially when the name,” he raised his
voice slightly, “Holly MacAllister was involved… well that’s going to be very bad for you.
“Now, I’m not asking you to do anything crazy like just let me walk in. All I’m asking is
you call up to Aubrey’s personal… whatever, aide, I guess. Ask him or her or it if Aubrey wants
to have a little talk with me.”
The receptionist never lost the smile on her pretty face, but she was clearly lost as to what
to do. Fortunately, she was saved when a small phone, set aside from the two others on her desk,
rang. “Excuse me,” she said, turning to answer. In an amazing coincidence, the guards had all
paused in their movements, some turning their heads slightly as instructions were delivered to
the receptionist.
Adam glanced up at one of the security cameras. He waved.
The girl’s conversation was brief. She turned back with her same, unwavering smile.
“Ms. Aubrey would like to speak with you, sir.”
“Fancy that.”
She gestured at one of the two guards flanking Adam. “If you’ll just follow them?”
One of the guards moved around the desk, leading Adam, the other stayed behind him.
The receptionist pressed a concealed button beneath her desk and the wall behind her parted,
revealing a moving walkway.
“Nice,” Adam noted to the unresponsive guards. “Very evil lair.” He obediently followed
his escort forward.
As so often happened amidst the vast expanse of Central Texas, rather than building up,
Agarés had built out, necessitating an extended trip from the main entrance to nearly any
destination. As their corporation expanded, so too did their original headquarters. A sprawling
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complex of interconnected, crisscrossing hallways, rooms, and dark passages covered more than
ten acres of what had once been a picturesque prairie. Beginning as a shipping business before
industrialization, the Agarés Corporation had grown, spreading out into multiple venues from
energy production and agribusiness to weapons and chemical research. Although their corporate
headquarters had long since moved on to New York like any good multibillion-dollar militaryindustrial complex, Texas was their traditional seat of power, and the Meropis Building, though
not on the coastline, still had a strong echo of the company’s past. Agarés began in this area,
dealing in illicit goods, arms, and slaves during the bloody conflicts between the various
colonizers wanting to claim sovereignty over what would one day become Texas, and it
remained a hub for their activities. Research, personnel training, important conferences, longterm storage, and product demonstrations all took place under the careful gaze of the Meropis
Building. Only the most elite of the business world were even allowed through the front doors.
They, and now Adam.
The long walkway eventually led to the center of the Meropis Building. Most of the trip
was spent in an enclosed, only dimly-illuminated tunnel, as though they moved through some
abyssal tunnel. Occasional revealed side passages opened into other areas, each marked with
small, overhead signs. Adam half expected one to read: Abandon Hope. After several minutes of
travel, they at last reached the doors of a private elevator. Without a button being pushed, the
doors parted revealing a cart with walls made entirely of mirrors.
Adam looked down and, noting the reflective floor as well, snorted. “I bet that’s real
popular with women wearing skirts.”
The heavy doors slowly closed, and the cart began to rise. There were neither controls
nor indicators to reveal their progress. Even the music that should have gone with their trip was
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absent. Adam leaned forward slightly, looking at himself in the mirrored doors and realized how
long it had been since he had shaved.
The doors parted, and they exited into a wide hallway made of dark wood. The carpet
looked expensive, and there was an unnecessary fireplace to combat the chill of the heavy airconditioning. A set of double doors, of wood inlaid with gold, sat opposite the elevator. Along
the walls on both sides were long sets of windows looking down on the city of Disanté. From the
height, Adam guessed that they were on the tenth floor. Surprising, since the Meropis Building
had thirteen.
In the center of the hallway was a large desk with another pretty receptionist. This one
was different than the window dressing up front. She was older, for one; while a lot of money
had been spent to hide the fact, the weight of years could be seen in how this one carried herself.
Wrinkles could be hidden with cosmetics and a body could be kept trim and appealing with
surgery and exercise, but the thousands of small movements someone makes betrays such
conceits. Her blonde hair was styled, the dye probably supposed to preserve some youthful
radiance. More than that, however, were the eyes; this woman's eyes spoke of years beginning to
stack upon each other, and her desperate battle to hold them off.
"Good afternoon," she said in a firm voice, moving around the large desk set to one side
of the hallway with an exaggerated and well-practiced sway of the hips. Everything about this
woman screamed of her desperate need to hold a man's attention. "My name is Lilah Hollman, I
am Ms. Aubrey's assistant.” The assistant held out her manicured hand.
Adam just stood there with an empty expression, not bothering to take her hand.
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Hollman did not lose the neutral smile but let her hand drop. Instead, she used the hand to
gently smooth the front of her grey blouse, running her fingers slightly down the front. Adam
ignored her unspoken invitation to look down, but kept his gaze locked on her cold brown eyes.
Disappointed, the assistant let her hand drop. “Well," she said, "I’m sure you’re anxious
to begin your meeting. May I take your coat?”
“No.”
“Can I get you something? Scotch? Plain Water?”
“Also no.”
“Well in that case.” Hollman took a few steps but paused and gestured towards one of the
guards. “If you’ll just hold out your arms…?”
“Still no.”
“It’s a standard security precaution,” she lied. “We just have to make sure you’re not
carrying anything dangerous.”
“Like the weapons he’s carrying?” Adam asked, nodding towards the guard that had
approached him. He looked back at his other escort. “Or the ones he’s carrying?” And at
Hollman. “Or the one you’ve got?” His eyes went to the side of the sheer business suit she wore,
noting where the coat caught despite the careful tailoring to try and hide a gun holster.
“How about we cut through the bullshit?” Adam suggested. “I’ve got weapons, you’ve
got weapons, and I’m betting when I get in there, Aubrey will have weapons. I’m here to talk
about some illegal things your boss has been doing and some illegal things I’ve been doing. So,
stop wasting everybody’s time, open the damned doors, and let’s get going.”
There was a light click and the doors opened.
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Adam brushed past the startled assistant and entered Aubrey’s office. As he expected, it
was massive. Large windows dominated three of the walls, giving the business executive a good
view of her domain. The woman herself sat behind her large wooden desk, which was raised up a
few inches higher than the rest of the floor. A set of three chairs rested in front of the dais and
Adam walked over and sat down in one of these without invitation.
Lilith Aubrey was an average looking woman. She had light brown hair tied up in a bun
that did nothing to enhance her plain looks. What little time she had spent on makeup seemed to
make her look more like a schoolteacher than a business executive. Her suit was obviously
expensive but did not flatter her narrow frame, and the few pieces of jewelry seemed out of
place, despite their obvious cost. Her narrow, dark-framed glasses rested low on her pointed
nose, and her boney hands were steepled over her mouth.
“I know you, Adam Kadmon,” she said in a low voice.
Adam froze. The entire scenario he had prepared for this encounter vanished in an
instant. He began reevaluating the potential threat of this person.
“I know what you are now,” she continued. “I have some idea of what you once were,
and who you once worked for. I’ve been having you watched since your… arrival.”
Adam did not respond. The hunter heard Hollman and the guards enter and close the
doors behind them. He was aware of the two men moving to opposite sides of the room and the
receptionist standing against the door. He breathed very slowly and waited.
“I’ve been very curious if the reports were true, that you were just going to drink yourself
to death. I wondered if there could be anything that would make you take an interest in my
territory. Something has.”
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Adam noticed a pad of paper on Aubrey’s desk and took it. He took a pen as well and
wrote something down. Once finished, he wordlessly tossed the pad over to her and sat back
down, looking intently at the woman.
Aubrey picked up the pad and looked at what he had written.

She lifted her eyes back to Adam. “I’m sorry,” she said, “I can’t read this yet.”
Adam leaned back in the chair and smiled back. “Then you don’t know anywhere near as
much as you think you do.” He glanced back at the painting above Aubrey’s bar, an image of
Dark Angels flying over the Earth, spreading evil to humanity. He shook his head and chuckled
to himself. “So, which one have you been talking to? Haziel? Glasyalabolas? Balberith? I don’t
really care, I’m just curious.”
Adam kicked both filthy boots up onto Aubrey’s absurdly expensive and immaculate
desk. With all that he had seen, he felt that he now had a good understanding of the type of
people he was dealing with. Unfortunately, the hunter had met this kind many times before. “Let
me guess,” Adam mused aloud, “wealth, power, in your case knowledge, maybe beauty. It’s
been promising all sorts of things to you in exchange for… what? Blood sacrifice?”
Aubrey said nothing. She did not even move.
“And it probably began innocently enough. You stumbled on it, or were introduced, and
it gave you a few tidbits of information. Very useful things that made you powerful, wealthy, but
not quite satisfied. It didn’t ask for anything at first, just to keep having conversations.
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Eventually, it asked for a little something in return, probably just animals at first. When it started
offering more in exchange for just a few small sacrifices… well, you figured since you’ve
already come so far, and it had already kept so many promises, why not?”
Aubrey leaned forward. “You of all people should understand the power that can come
from one of them,” she said. “And they ask so little in return.”
“Oh sure. All you had to do was brutally murder a husband and wife.”
“I murdered no one.”
Adam looked flatly at her. “Are you really going for a semantic argument?”
Aubrey stood and moved around her large desk, towards the bar. “Mr. Kadmon,” she said
as she walked, “in order to succeed here at Agarés, once must have a certain moral flexibility.”
“You mean it’s a pit of snakes and the only way to survive is by being the most
venomous.”
“Indeed. I have accomplished much through basic treachery, but I have reached the
limits. You have no idea how many people involved in business these days have sold their
souls.”
“You’d be surprised what I know.”
She poured herself a drink and, carrying the bottle and another glass, returned to her desk.
“That raises an interesting point. Anyone with true power understands one simple fact. The
greatest source of power is information.” She set the empty glass in front of Adam and poured
him a drink. “You, sir, despite having severed ties with your former… employers, are a nearly
limitless source of valuable information.”
“No.”
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Aubrey held up her hand. “Please hear me out. Your only interest in my affairs stems
from the girl. That is correct, is it not?”
Adam just raised an eyebrow.
“My only interest in the girl is due to certain… obligations that I must fulfill. While
failing to live up to those obligations would have certain repercussions for me, you would know
how to avoid those. I would get to keep what I have gained, without having to pay any sort of
price. I, therefore, propose a trade. If you help me break my deal and escape any consequences of
doing so, I will cease hunting the girl and release the life insurance funds of her parents. With
that money, she will be able to start a new life anywhere she desires.” She returned to her chair
and sat, holding an unblinking stare at Adam.
He stood returning the unwavering stare. “I’ll think about it,” he said after several
heartbeats. “In the meantime, call off your dogs.”
“You have until eleven o’clock tomorrow night to give me a positive answer,” she
replied. “Otherwise, I will send my people for the girl. I guarantee that not even you, with all
your skill, will be able to stop them all.”
End
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